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ABSTRACT 
By: Paul Bodurtha 
T ITLE: NOVEL TECHNIQUES FOR INVESTIGATING T H E PERMEATION 
P R O P E R T I E S O F ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY P A P E R COATINGS 
Sub-Title: The influence of structural anisotropy on fluid permeation in 
porous media 
In this study, we have investigated the effects of structural anisotropy of 
porous media on the permeation of fluids. The motivation for the work was an 
increased understanding of the permeation of inks into paper coatings, which often 
contain platey or needle-like particles, which have been aligned during the coating 
process. However, the findings are also relevant to other systems, such as the 
sub-terranean migration of fluids, including pollutants, within shale that contains 
particles of high aspect ratio. Mineral pigments, comprising mainly of calcium 
carbonate or clay, are often are applied to the surface of paper to improve optical 
and printing properties. For a high quality image to be achieved, the coating 
should have sufficient capillarity to allow the ink film to set within the time-scale of 
a modern printing press. 
The permeation of fluids into a range of different coating formulations has been 
investigated, with its main focus on the following samples: Speswhite and 
Amazon90 SD, which belong to the Kaolin (day) mineral group, and OpacarbA40 
and Albaglos, v\^ich belong to the Precipitated Calcium Carbonate (PCC) mineral 
group. The permeation was measured by five different techniques, including a 
novel use of the Ink Surface Interaction Tester. 
The results were modelled using a modified version of the software package 
Pore-Cor*, which simulated both permeability and capillary absorption of a wetting 
liquid into porous media containing anisotropic voids, and allowed the effects of 
anisotropy to be isolated from other closely related pore properties. The model 
generated a simplified three-dimensional void network having pores with a 
rectangular cross-section and throats with an elliptic cross-section. 
From visual inspection of the modelled structures, the effect of anisotropy revealed 
advance wetting in the narrow features of Speswhite-CL and OpacarbA40-CL. 
Overall, to gain a clear understanding of the permeation of anisotropic structures 
both inertia and surface throat density is needed to be included in the Pore-Cor 
model. Once these factors were applied to the model, it was able to predict the 
permeation of fluids more successfully than those predicted by the Kozeny and 
aligned cylinders models. The insights gained from this study have allowed 
conclusions to be drawn about the nature of fluid permeation; they have therefore 
opened the way to more sophisticated modelling and the engineering of high 
performance coating structures. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
1.1. Structure of thesis 
The structure of this thesis is divided into three main components; 
experimental, modelling, and comparison of experimental and modelling trends. 
Each main component is divided into two sections. The experimental component 
is divided into the results from both the existing and the novel experimental 
methods, and the modelling component is divided into the development of a new 
computer model and the application of the new model. The third component is 
divided into a comparison of experimental trends v t^h simulated permeability 
trends and simulated wetting trends. 
The Introduction chapter will describe the background of the project, its 
hypotheses, scientific terms and definitions, crystallography, the industrial 
background and the environmental implications of the project. The fundamental 
scientific background and the review of relevant scientific literature are presented 
after the Introduction (Chapter 2). A section on the difficulties and problems 
arising from attempting to prove the thesis hypotheses are presented at the end of 
this chapter. The literature review should enable the reader to gain a general 
understanding on the theoretical and practical difficulties in attempting to prove 
these hypotheses. A summary of the key points from the results and discussion 
chapters (Chapter 5. 7-9), and from the 'Development of the new Pore-Cor model' 
chapter (Chapter 6), is presented at the end of each of these chapters. An 
overview of the woric is presented at the end of the thesis (Chapter 10), and 
includes a section on the implications for the design of paper coatings and for 
future wori<. Appendix A provides a list of symbols and abbreviations. Appendix B 
lists additional tables, and Appendix C provides some of the FORTRAN code 
written for this project. 
1.2. Background of project 
In this study, we have investigated the effects of the structural anisotropy of 
porous media on the penmeation of fluids. The motivation for the work was an 
increased understanding of the permeation of printing ink into paper coatings, 
which often contain platey particles wrhich have usually been aligned during the 
coating process. However, the findings are also relevant to other systems, such 
as the subterranean migration of fluids, including pollutants within substances 
such as shale which contain particles of high aspect ratio (Shenvood, 1994). 
The research was driven by a number of major advances in the graphic printing 
and paper industry, namely: 
• The development of high performance paper coatings for high-
speed, high quality offset and ink-jet printing. 
• The development of advanced computational methods for the 
modelling of paper coatings and the pemieation of ink into paper 
coatings. 
• The development of a novel technique for measuring permeation 
from the use of an ink-tack testing apparatus (Gane ef a/., 1994). 
1.3. Rationale and aim of project 
1.3.1. Thesis Hypotheses 
A General set of hypotheses for this project has been formulated for testing: 
1. That highly controlled application of fluid, using an experimental technique 
with minimal unknown parameters, can provide useful insights into the 
effect of void structure on printability. 
2. That computer modelling of the behaviour of fluids in porous media can 
shed new light on the complicated relationship between permeation, void 
structure and properties. 
3. That computer modelling can allow anisotropy to be isolated from other 
characteristics of void structure, and hence explain effects v\^ich are 
otherwise intractable. 
Sub-hypotheses have also been formulated, namely that the permeation of a 
fluid into anisotropic void structures can be modelled: 
1. Successfully, as judged by 
a. A close fit to experimental percolation characteristics and porosity. 
b. Better explanation of trends in permeation experiments than using 
either a straight aligned-tubes model or an isotropic three-
dimensional network. 
2. Usefully, as judged by 
a. Explanatory and predictive capabilities. 
1.3.2. Thesis Objectives 
The objectives of the study, derived directly from the hypotheses and sub-
hypotheses listed above, have been pursued by experimentation and modelling of 
the paper coating samples. 
From the experimental side, five methods were used for measuring liquid 
permeation properties: 
1. Ink stain density (ISO) test, involving the use of an Ink Surface 
Interaction Tester (ISIT)V This test indirectly measures rate of ink 
absorption from an optical measure of a change in reflectance factor of 
the ink stain on the coating surface (Bristow et a/.. 1982). 
2. Dynamic Absorption Tester {DATf. The absorption of the test liquid is 
indirectly measured as the rate of change of the contact angle with the 
paper substrate as a function of time (Technical Association of the Pulp 
and Paper Industry. 2002). 
3. Guriey pemieameter^. This instrument measures the air permeability of 
a paper structure (Institute of Paper Science & Technology, 1940). 
4. Development of a new test protocol, involving the use of the Prufbau 
Printability tester (PPT)"* and refered to as the 'Prufbau Printability 
Absorption Method (PPAM)'. 
5. Development of a new test protocol, also involving the use of an ISIT and 
refen-ed to as the 'Ink Surface Absorption Method (ISAM)'. 
From the modelling side, the observed effects were simulated using a modified 
version of the software package 'Pore-Cor' (Pore-Level Properties Correlator)^. It 
was enhanced to model anisotropic void structures, by re-scaling the z-axis 
relative to the x and y-axes. This produced a more realistic model for coating 
structures that contain pigment particles with high aspect ratios (i.e. Speswhite 
clay). The equations for laminar flow include those of Laplace and Poiseuille, and 
were used to determine network permeability. The equation for dynamic wetting 
was an expanded version of the LucasAA/ashburn equation developed by 
Bosanquet. It included viscous, inertia!, and capillary force effects, and was used 
to determine the rate of permeation of a wetting fluid into the simulated coating 
structures (Bosanquet. 1923). 
Pore-Cor was also modified to demonstrate the effect of anisotropy in terms of 
spatial distribution of differently sized void spaces, rather than in the anisotropy of 
individual voids, specifically the effect of horizontally layering or laminating the 
structure. 
1.4. Scientific terms and definitions 
1.4.1. Porous medium 
One may loosely define 'porous media' as solid bodies that contain 'pores'. 
Intuitively, 'pores' are void spaces which must be distributed more or less 
throughout the material if it is to be called 'porous'. Extremely small voids in a 
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solid are called 'molecular interstices', and very large ones are called 'caverns'. 
'Pores' are void spaces intermediate in size between caverns and molecular 
interstices. The pores in a porous system may be interconnected or non-
interconnected, as shown in Fig. 1.1. Flow of interstitial fluid is possible only if at 
least part of the pore space is interconnected. Effective porosity refers to the 
interconnected pore volume in a porous medium that contributes to fluid flow; it 
excludes isolated pores. Total porosity is the total void space in the rock vi/hether 
or not it contributes to fluid flow. Thus, effective porosity is typically less than total 
porosity. 
Pore spaces can be divided into voids, capillaries and force spaces (Scheidegger, 
1974). Voids are characterized by the ^ct that their walls have only an 
insignificant effect upon hydrodynamic phenomena in their interior; in capillaries, 
the walls do have a significant effect upon hydrodynamic phenomena in their 
interior, but do not bring the molecular structure of the fluid into evidence; in force 
spaces the molecular structure of the fluid is brought into evidence. In natural 
porous media, many larger voids are constrained by smaller apertures. The large 
voids have traditionally been called pores and the smaller constraining voids, 
throats (see Fig. 1.1). 
Particles 
Throat 




An alternative definition of a throat would be the small pore space at the point 
where two grains meet, which connects two larger pore volumes. The number, 
size and distribution of the throats control many of the resistivity, flow and 
capillary-pressure characteristics of the medium. 
1.4.2. Permeation and Permeability 
We use the term 'permeation' as the measure of the overall extent of entry 
of a fluid into porous samples, while 'permeability' is defined quantitatively as the 
extent to which a porous material allows a fluid to pass through under a given 
pressure differential. The extent of entry into individual features is referred to as 
'filling', and the localised processes which cause a wetting fluid to fill individual 
features and permeate through the structure are termed 'wetting*. 
Wetting and consequent pemieation starts at the contact point or surface between 
the fluid reservoir or droplet and the porous solid. The way the fluid subsequently 
permeates through the structure is determined by the size and geometry of the 
voids (Ma ef. a/, 1996). the way they are connected into a network (Adier et. a/.. 
1990, Jerauld ef a/., 1990; Liu ef a/.. 1992, Portsmouth ef a/., 1991; Portsmouth ef 
a/.. 1992), the surface energy between the fluid and the solid phase (Starov ef a/.. 
1994; Lundqvist. 1997), and the density, viscosity and applied pressure of the fluid 
(Bear, 1988; Choi ef. a/. 1988; Coulliette ef a/., 1998; Dullien, 1992; Gane ef a/., 
1999; Gane ef a/.. 2000; Ginzbourg ef a/., 1995). If a porous solid is made up from 
a homogeneous packing of unsorted spherical particles bound together, the 
resulting void structure will normally be structurally isotropic - i.e. it will have the 
same structural characteristics in any direction, and hence the same permeation 
characteristics (Bryant ef a/.. 1993; Patwardhan ef a/., 1985). However, a sample 
made up from non-isometric particles such as clay platelets, packed in an aligned 
manner, would be structurally anisotropic (Patwardhan. ef a/.. 1986). 
Consequently, the permeation characteristics of such a sample would also be 
anisotropic. The measurements of structural characteristics in these comparisons 
must involve meaningful averaged quantities, which could be measured by auto-
correlation functions of size and geometry measured over lengths con-esponding 
to several average void sizes. In geostatistics. these lengths are referred to as lag 
distances (loannidis, ef a/., 1993; Mathews ef a/., 1997). 
1.4.3. Anisotropy 
Directional properties of a crystal are measured along specific directions in 
a crystal (Bloss. 1994). If their value changes with direction of measurement, the 
crystal is anisotropic in respect to this directional property; if not, the crystal is 
isotropic in respect to it. A crystal that is isotropic for some properties may be 
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anisotropic for others. In this study, we have investigated anisotropic pore 
structures, by first modelling and comparing the pore structure of an isometric and 
non-isometric system. 
Isometric pore structures have a cubic form, represented by three axes of equal 
length that make right angles with each other (Klein ef a/., 1985). The cube is 
composed of six square faces that make 90° angles with each other. Each face 
intersects one of the crystallographic axes and is parallel to the other two. 
Because the axes are identical, they are interchangeable. The crystallographic 
axes for an isometric structure and an example of the different isometric forms are 
shown in Fig. 1.2. 
Cr>stallocraphic Axes: 
Isometric System 
11 equal lenglh 
Fig. 1. 2. The crystallographic axes for an isometric structure (left-hand side) and an 
example of the different isometric shapes/ 
A non-isometric pore structure would belong to a teti-agonal system, and have a 
prismatic form. The three crystallographic axis would make right angles with each 
other, the two horizontal axis, x and y, are equal in length and interchangeable. 
The vertical axis, z, however, is of a different length (Klein et. a/, 1985). An 
example of the different non-isometric forms are shown in Fig. 1.3. 
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Fig. 1. 3. An example of the different non-isometric forms.° 
In this thesis, we have also investigated anisotropism caused by con-elated 
positions of voids of a particular size. 
1.5. Why is paper coated? 
In modern life, paper has many uses and one of the most important uses is 
as a medium for information transfer. To transfer infomiation successfully, paper 
has to be printed with an image of the required information and the print has to 
distinct fl^om its background and sufficientiy durable to prevent loss of quality by 
handling. The principal reasons for applying a pigment coating to paper and 
paperboard are to improve printability and appearance. 
Amongst the most important properties of the coated paper are a smooth surface 
to allow good ink transference, a high opacity and high brightness, sufficient 
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mechanical strength to withstand the stresses during printing and a pore structure 
that interacts beneficially with the printing ink. The paper should also have 
sufficient capillarity to allow the ink film to set within the timescale of modern 
printing press. 
These important parameters of paper quality are key issues within the paper and 
printing industries. The coating provides a surface that is more uniform in 
appearance and more receptive to printing ink than are the uncoated paper fibers. 
This in turn both facilitates the printing process and enhances the graphic 
reproduction. 
Designing coatings for the requirements of controlled absorption on a modern 
printing press, or in the environment of the rapidly developing field of so-called ink 
jet and digital printing, is a demanding area of research. The high level of coated 
grades in use today reflects the desire on the part of the advertiser and printer to 
have a uniform surface structure for enhanced printability. 
1.6. Composition and structure of paper and paper coatings 
The term "coating" or "coating colour" within the paper industry refers to an 
aqueous pigment/binder suspension applied to the surface of the base-paper by 
drying. The main constituent of a coating is the pigment, usually kaolin clay and/or 
calcium carbonate, which is dispersed in water at high solids content. A latex 
binder (such as a styrene-butadiene copolymer) and a co-binder (such as starch 
or carboxymethyl cellulose. CMC) are added in order to ensure the required 
mechanical strength of the coating layer and to control the water retention of the 
coating colour during the coating process. The solid in the water dispersion is 
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usually between 58 and 70% by weight. A typical composition of a coating colour 
foundation is usually 80-90% (dry) mineral pigment and 10-20% binder by weight. 
Dispersants are used in the formulation of the coating colour in lower weight 
percentages to act as stabilizing agents and to make the components compatible 
in water suspensions. Other components, such as optical brighteners, 
preservatives and lubricating agents may also be included in the coating colour. 
The term base-paper refers to paper that has been made on a paper machine 
using an aqueous suspension of cellulose flbres, fine mineral pigment and 
sufficient chemicals to keep tiie whole matrix together. Finished or coated paper 
usually contains at least one coating layer on the base paper. The void sti-ucture 
of the coating layer is determined by the particle packing of the coating pigment 
and the interactions of pigment particles with binders, and with the paper 
substrate, whilst the coating is dried and consolidated. The pore structure of a 
pigmented coating is generally on a different size scale compared with uncoated 
paper, with a size distribution close to. but somewhat broader than, the pigment 
particle size distribution. 
1.7. Minerai Pigments 
The characteristics of two different types of mineral pigments used in paper 
coatings are shown below: 
1.7.1. Kaolin mineral group 
Kaolin is a type of clay mineral, and it is the most widely used pigment in 
the paper coating industry. It has for many years been the major pigment form 
used in acid papermaking to add smoothness and opacity to paper. The 
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morphology of the two clay minerals shows a platey or foliated mineral structure. 
It has an idealised structural formula of Al2Si05(OH)2, and forms a 1:1 planar 




^ hydroxyl group 
Fig. 1. 4. Structural formula for Kaolinite mineral/ 
The morphology of kaolin can differ greatly from source to source, and the 
deposits for Kaolin are mined as being either primary or secondary minerals. 
Primary kaolins are formed by the alteration of crystalline rocks such as granite 
and remain in situ, where they are formed. These minerals would accommodate 
10-30% of the primary deposit. Such deposits occur in Comwall, in Southwest 
England. The crystal form is well-defined with high aspect ratio platelets occurring 
throughout the size distribution of particles (Gane, 2001). 
Secondary kaolins refer to a clay mineral that have been transported from their 
place of origin, and concentrated in deposits which may be some distance away, 
Fig. 1.5. 
602842 
Fig. 1. 5. Picture of a secondary Kaolin deposit from Georgia, USA (left-hand side) and a 
scanning electron micrograph image of Kaolin minerals. 
The sedimentary beds form together with organic, humic deposits leading to 
reduced aspect ratios, and particles of finer size. Secondary kaolins contain much 
lower mine-waste, as the rock comprise of 85-95% of the secondary deposit. 
1.7.2. Calcium Carbonate mineral group 
Calcium carbonate can be found in nature or synthetically produced in a 
myriad of types and forms. Calcium carbonate belongs to the mineral type calcite-
CaCOa, and forms a number of useful crystal habits such as a rhombohedral 
calcite (as found in marble), prismatic, spherically agglomerated, scalenohedral 
("cigar"-shaped crystals occurring frequently in a clustered form), and aragonitic 
(needle form) habit. A number of different crystal habits for Calcium carbonate are 
shown in Fig. 1.6 and 1.7. 
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a Prismatic habit 
b. Rhombohedral habit c. Scalenohedral habit 
Fig. 1. 6. Different types of Calcium Carbonate crystallographic habits.^^ 
Aragonitic- Needle form habit 
Fig. 1. 7. Different types of Calcium Cart>onate c^tallographic habits. Both pictures show 
an Aragonrtic structure with a needle form habit^ 
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L 7.2/. Ground Calcium Carbonate (GCC) Mineral Group 
Calcium carbonate is a structural component of most skeletal creatures 
which have lived on earth. It is part of an unbroken cycle and so, in principle, is 
inexhaustible. The majority of deposits were formed by the capture of CO2 from 
the atmosphere by microorganisms which combined the dissolved gas with 
calcium ions to form their exo-skeleton providing protection and structural support 
(Gane, 2001). Deposits of calcium carbonate (e.g. Coccoliths) formed chalk beds 
at the sea bottom which later became transformed under pressure to form 
limestone and in some cases combining high pressure and temperature to 
promote re-crystallisation into marble, the hardest and brightest form of calcite, 
CaCOa. The most common sources of G C C are mined from chalk, limestone or 
marble quarries. 
7.7.2.2. Precipitated Calcium Carbonate (PCC) mineral group 
The P C C group is chemically synthesised crystalline material having a 
similar structure to that found in a calcium carbonate mineral, belonging to either a 
calcitic or an aragonitic crystalline polymorph. The crystalline material is 
manufactured by a series of stages: 
i. Limestone is first mined and then calcined in a kiln, producing carbon 
dioxide and calcium oxide (quicklime). 
ii. The CO2 gas is then cooled, scrubbed if necessary to remove other 
gaseous impurities, and stored for use in preparation of the P C C . 
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iii. The calcium oxide is slaked with water to produce calcium hydroxide 
slurry, which in turn is screened to remove any unreacted lime or 
other impurities. 
iv. The carbon dioxide gas is then bubbled through the lime slurry, to 
produce a calcium carbonate precipitate 
V. The commercial PCC pigments are typically 97%CaC03 with the 
remainder being MgCOs (1-2%) and other minor impurities. 
1.8. History of paper making 
Paper making first began in China in the first century AD, and has 
continued world-wide ever since. Fig 1.8 depicts an example of a pulp and paper 
mill in Louisiana, in the 1800's. 
Fig. 1. 8. Paper mill from Louisiana, www.ajmeek.com 
Efforts to coat paper with pigment particles were made as long as several hundred 
years ago. In the latter half of the nineteenth century, the situation changed 
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markedly when substantial technical effort resulted in the development of 
mechanical methods for coating paper on a commercial scale. 
During the 1930's a number of developments combined to produce a marked 
increase in the demand for pigment-coated paper. The application of coating on 
the paper machine, rather than as a separate operation, greatly reduced the cost 
of producing pigment-coated paper. The invention of high-speed heat-set 
letterpresses made high volume, low cost printing a reality. Together these 
developments made possible the high-volume graphic periodicals such as Life 
and Fortune. A graphical illustration of the general relationship between the 
introduction of new technology and the increase in coated paper volume appears 
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9. The impact of new technology on coated paper volume (O'Shea, 1997). 
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Development of mechanical methods for coating paper on a commercial scale 
began in the later half of the 19^ ^ century. In the 1930's. the invention of high-
speed heat-set letter presses made high volume, low cost printing a reality. 
An example of a modern paper mill is shown in Fig. 1.10, which shows the SCA 
Graphic Sundsvall AB- Ortviken paper mill, located in Sundsvall, Sweden. 
Fig. 1. 10. SCA Graphic Sundsvall AB- Ortviken Paper mill, located in Sundsvall, Sweden. 
The Steps involved in the production process of the paper are numbered in 
Fig. 1.11. 
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L W C paper 
Pulp mill Wood yard 
Newsprint 
Fig. 1.11. Diagram of the paper production process of SCA Graphic Sundsvall AB- Ortviken 
Mill, located in Sundsvall, Sweden. 
The production process is shovy^ n as four stages; Wood yard, Pulp mill, production 
of Light Weight Coated (LWC) paper, and the production of newsprint. The 
numbers of interest are labelled as the following: 
Wood yard: 
1- Fresh spruce logs are slashed (1A), de-iced (1B). debarked (1C), chipped (1D) 
and screened (1-E). 
Pulp mill 
2- The chips are transported to the mill for thermomechanical pulp production. 
4- Pulp for LWC paper is processed further in a second refiner stage and 
bleached. 
6- The pulp is screened and pumped to storage towers. 
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LWC paper 
7,8- The fully processed pulp mixture, called stock, which consists of 
approximately 1 percent fibre and 99 percent water, is pumped onto a fine-meshed 
plastic fabric, a so-called wire. The paper sheet begins to form as the pulp drains 
and the fibres bind together. 
9,10- In the press section, the paper's dryness and strength are increased by 
pressing out the water and determining the thickness of paper. The paper is dried 
further by passing between the drying section's steam-heated cylinders. 
13- The paper is first coated on one side and then the other. After each coating 
station the paper is dried using infrared heat, warm air and steam. 
15- The paper surface is smoothed in calendars. 
An example of an off-machine coater and of a supercalender machine is shown in 
Fig. 1.12 and 1.13, respectively. The function of the off-machine coater is to apply 
the coating colour to the basepaper, while the purpose of the supercalender 
machine is to apply thermal and physical compression to the paper to smoothen 
and densify it. 
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Fig. 1. 12. Example of an Off-machine coater (www.repap.com). 
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Fig. 1. 13. Example of a Supercalender machine (www.repap.com). 
The rate of growth in demand for pigment-coated paper far exceeds the rate of 
growth for total paper demand. This has provided a strong stimulus for the 
continuing development of new and improved materials that are both 
environmentally friendly, and quality and cost effective. Numerous factors are 
cited for the above-average growth, with the more significant including a hsing 
level of education, increased leisure time, and growing affluence in the developed 
economies A rapid rise in literacy will add to the demand in developing countnes 
There is some concern that the growth of electronic communication systems will 
have an adverse impact on coated paper volume. Most individuals knowledgeable 
in the area foresee an eventual possibility for some substitution, but it is generally 
agreed that any major incursion Into the present system is many years off. The 
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convenience, cost effectiveness, and portability of hard copy afforded by coated 
paper will be very difficult, if not impossible, to match. 
1.9. Environmental Implications 
The mining of different mineral pigments used in paper coating production (see 
Section 1.7) have substantially different environmental effects. There are several 
different generic species of pigments and a number of variations within each 
category. The dominant material is kaolin, also refen-ed to as clay. Other 
compositions include calcium carbonate, titanium dioxide, talc and plastic 
pigments. Ground calcium carbonate (GCC) is essentially a low-waste mining 
venture, as almost all of the mined rock is processed for use as a pigment in the 
paper industry. Amazon and Speswhite clay are medium and high-waste mining 
ventures, respectively, as only a small percentage of the rock contains the mineral 
of concern. Due to Amazon clay being a secondary mineral, there will be a higher 
percentage of clay in the ore deposit. This will produce less mine-waste than the 
primary mineral, Speswhite clay. Also, the production of Precipitated Calcium 
Carbonate (PCC) requires a high use of energy compared to the other pigments, 
due to calcination of limestone and subsequent recarbonation. 
The use of different additives in the coating process will also have different 
environmental implications. Binders are usually divided in two types: natural and 
synthetic. Starch is a naturally produced binder (i.e. potato starch), and will thus 
be a more environmentally friendly product and a renewable resource. 
Meanwhile, latex (such as styrene-butadiene or styrene-acrylic latex) is a 
synthetically produced binder and is therefore a non-renewable resource. 
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Carboxymethyl cellulose is also used as an ingredient in a coating colour, and can 
be considered a cross between a natural and synthetic co-binder. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Darcy's experiment 
The theory of laminar flow through homogeneous porous media is based on 
a classical experiment originally performed by Henry Darcy in 1856, and is shown 
in Fig. 2.1 (Scheidegger. 1974). 
DATUM 2 « 0 
••-II 
Qf€0 A 
Fig. 2.1. Darcy's filtration experiment (Scheidegger, 1974) 
A homogeneous filter bed of height h is bounded by horizontal plane areas of 
equal size A. These areas are congruent so that corresponding points could be 
connected by vertical straight lines. The filter bed is percolated by an 
incompressible liquid. If open manometer tubes are attached at the upper and 
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lower boundaries of ttie filter bed. the liquid rises to the heights and hi, 
respectively above an arbitrary datum level. By varying the various quantifiers 
involved, one can deduce the following relationship: 
e = - / C 4 ( / 2 2 - / 7 , ) / / 7 ^ 
Eq. 2. 1 
where Q is the total volume of fluid percolating in unit time and K is a constant 
depending on the properties of the fluid and of the porous medium. The 
relationship is known as Darcy's law. The minus sign is the expression for Q 
indicates that the flow is in the opposite direction of increasing h. 
Darcy's law can be restated in terms of the hydrostatic pressure difference, Ap, 
across the specimen of porous material of length L, and is expressed as 
Q = KAli4}IL 
Eq. 2. 2 
Referring to Fig. 2.1, the upper boundary of the bed (elevation above the datum 
level denoted by Z2) has a pressure p^pg(h2-2^, where p refers to the density of 
the liquid. The lower boundary (denoted by Zi) of the bed is shown to have a 
pressure p^pg(hrZi). Inserting ttiis statement into Eq. 2.1, one obtains (as Zz-
zi=h) 
Q = 'KA[{p,-p,)/(pgh)-^\]; 
Eq. 2. 3 
or. upon introduction of a new constant K\ assuming /? and g to be constants. 
Eq. 2. 4 
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All the above equations are equivalent statements of Darcy's law. The quantity 
Q/A has dimensions L F ^ and is the flow rate, flux or Darcy velocity q, so that 
Darcy's law is more commonly v\mtten as 
q = Ki!^/L 
Eq. 2. 5 
Darcy's law is a simple transport law and has exactly the same form as Ohm's law, 
Pick's law and the heat conduction equation. Each of these laws defines a 
transport property, a conductivity that relates to the flow process that each 
describes. Darcy's law has been shown to be valid for a wide domain of flows. 
However, for liquids at high velocities and for gases at very low and at very high 
velocities, Darcy's law becomes invalid, as will be discussed later in section 2.4.1. 
It is important to note that Darcy's law is phenomenological. The Darcy 
permeability is defined such that the overall equation is obeyed, and therefore 
individual results can never deviate from the law, which is based purely on an 
observed phenomenon. 
2.2 The Permeability concept 
The constant K is obviously indicative of the permeability of a certain 
medium to a particular fluid. It depends on the properties of both the medium and 
the fluid. For permeation flows wrtiich are geometrically similar the permeability K 
varies inversely as the fluid viscosity. //. We can therefore define an intrinsic 
(specific) pemieability as 
k = KM. 
Eq. 2. 6 
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where k \s a material property independent of the fluid used to measure it. The 
relationship has been verified by numerous experiments. 
The dimension of (specific) permeability is a length squared, which suggests that 
the natural permeability unit in the c.g.s system should be cm^. In some branches 
of applied science, (i.e. the oil industry), the 'Darcy' has been adopted as the unit, 
with 
lDarcy = 9.87x10'^  cm' 
2.2.1 Saturated permeability 
For a porous medium fully saturated with liquid. Darcy's law may be 
expressed locally as 
Eq, 2. 7 
where q is known as the vector flow velocity. The quantity Ks is the conventional 
saturated permeability of the material, with dimensions L T \ while P has the 
dimension L, and is the pressure potential equivalent to the hydrostatic head such 
that 
Eq. 2. 8 
Once the pemneability concept has been defined, one has to determine the 
dependence of the pemieability on external conditions of the porous medium. The 
permeability would be expected to depend on external stresses on the porous 
medium if the latter is compressible. There is also the possibility that a directional 
variation of permeability occurs. Thus, if a cube is cut out of a macroscopically 
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faces. This effect has been observed by Johnson and Breston (Johnson ef a/., 
1951). 
2.3 The Measurement of Permeability 
To determine the permeability of a particular system, one needs to measure 
the pressure drop and flow rate, and then use of the fomris of Darcy's law. 
Measurements of penneability can be performed using any of the forms of Darcy's 
law. Thus experiments are performed in which, in a certain system, a pressure 
drop and a flow rate are measured. Physically, permeability measurements are 
very simple, involving chiefly questions of experimental technique. Methods have 
been discussed in general terms, for example by Eastman and Carison (Eastman, 
1940). Permeabilities in various substances may have a wide range. In table 2.1, 
we give a compilation of some representative values. The 'range' does not signify 
that the indicated values are the extreme limits of permeability which may be found 
in the substances; rather it signifles the range in which one is likely to And the 
penneability. 
Substance Permeability Range / cm^ 
Sand (loose beds) 2.0x10"^ toLSxIO"® 
Soils 2.9x10'® to 1.4x10"^ 
Sandstone ('oil sand') 5 .0x10 '^ to 3.0x10"^ 
Limestone, dolomite 2 .0x10 " to 4.5x10-^° 
Brick 4 . 8 x 1 0 ' " to 2.2x10"® 
Bituminous concrete 1.0x10"® to 2.3x10'^ 
Cigarette 1.1 xlO"* 
Fibreglass 2.4x10'^ to 5.1 xlO'^ 
Table 2. 1. Representative values of permeability for various substances (Scheidegger, 
1974). 
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2.3.1 Anisotropic permeability measurements 
Most equipment for measuring directional permeability described in the 
literature uses a block of porous material, where the inlet and outlet for the 
percolating fiuid are restricted to a small part of the surface (usually a cubic 
sample is used, with inlet and outlet on different faces). Equipment of this type 
has been described by Maasland and Kirkham (Maasland et a/.. 1955) in 
connection with the analysis of soils and by Hutta and Griffiths (Hutta et a/., 1955) 
in connection with the analysis of oil well cores. 
Li et ai (Li et a/., 1999) investigated the porous structure of paper coating layers 
with various amounts of kaolin and precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) pigments 
by studying the diffusion behaviour of water absorbed in the coatings, using a 
pulsed field gradient NMR technique. It was shown that water diffusion in the 
coating layers was significantly anisotropic. The interpretation of the diffusion 
measurements showed Kaolin to give a denser, less porous coating structure, 
which presented more restrictions to the diffusion of absorbed water, especially in 
the direction perpendicular to the plane of the paper. Their research also showed 
diffusion anisotropy to directly reflect the anisotropy of the porous structure. The 
porous structure of the Kaolin layers was revealed to be highly anisotropic in 
comparison to the P C C coating layer, an effect associated with the disc-like 
structure of the kaolinite particles. 
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2.3.2 Permeation measurements in paper coatings 
2.3.2.1 Guiiey permeameter 
In the paper industry, the air permeability of a paper structure is usually 
measured with a Gurley permeameter (Institute of Paper Science & Technology. 
1940). The air pressure is supplied by an inverted piston floating feely in a 
cylinder partly filled with oil. The cylinder is clamped between two plates and air is 
forced through the sheet. The Gurley air permeability is reported as the time (in 
seconds) for 100 ml of air to pass through the sheet (Physical Committee of the 
Process and Product Quality Division, 1946). 
2.3.2,2 Ink tack test 
This technique was used to investigate the ink setting behaviour of paper 
coatings from following the development of the ink tack force using the Ink Surface 
Interaction Tester (ISIT). A full description of this method has been given by Gane 
and Seyler (Gane ef a/., 1994). The instrument measures the force required to 
separate a trilayer consisting of the paper surface, the ink layer, and the rubber 
printing blanket. The force required to attain separation is a measure of the 
adhesion at the ink-blanket interfaces or the cohesion within the ink layer itself 
which is related to the state of drying (Preston ef a/., 2002). The time taken for the 
initial increase in tack force to reach a plateau vras taken as indicative of the rate 
at which ink solvent is lost into the coating. 
It has been established that the mean coating pore diameter has a strong 
influence on ink setting rate, and empirical work has shown that coatings with 
smaller pores accelerate ink setting rates (Donigian ef a/.. 1997). However, further 
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work by Preston et a/. (Preston et a/.. 2001) showed that this is due to the fact that 
these coatings have a higher pore density (number of pores per unit area). 
2.3.2.3 Dynamic Absorption Tester (DAT) 
This instrument measures the contact angle of a test liquid in contact with a 
film or paper substrate under specified test conditions (Technical Association of 
the Pulp and Paper Industry, 2002). The absorption of the test liquid is 
represented as the rate of change of the contact angle as a function of time. A 
drop of a specified volume is automatically applied to a test specimen surface 
using a liquid delivery system and specified deposition parameters. Images of the 
drop in contact with the substrate are captured by a video camera at specified time 
intervals following deposition. The contact angle between the drop and substrate 
at various time intervals are determined by image analysis techniques on the 
captured images. Other test variables are also analyzed, such as the changes in 
droplet height and diameter. 
2.3.2.4 /n/r stain density test 
The ink stain tests are used to study printability properties of paper coatings 
and for quality control purposes in the production of coated papers. The ISD tests 
can also be used to give an indirect measure of the rate of permeation of a fluid 
into the paper coatings (Bristow ef a/., 1982). The general routine for an ink-stain 
test involves the following stages: 
1. An excess of ink is applied to the surface of the paper coating 
2. The ink is allowed to remain on the surface of the paper for a given contact 
time. 
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3. The excess of ink is removed from the surface of the paper by wiping. 
4. The intensity and appearance of the resulting stain are assessed. 
Although the ink stain value may be considered to be a measure of ink absorption 
it should be observed that the value is an optical measure of a change in 
reflectance factor of the coating surface, and that the ink stain value is not linearly 
related to the quantity of ink absorbed. 
2.4 Continuous matter theory 
The subject of hydromechanics in porous media is concerned with the pore 
space of a porous medium as filled with various fluids. It is therefore also 
necessary to investigate the mechanics of fluids that may fill the pore spaces. 
There are two possible aspects of the mechanics of fluids: macroscopic and 
microscopic. The macroscopic aspect is manifested in what one might call the 
'continuous matter theory', meaning that the fluid is treated as a continuous 
medium. The microscopic aspect is obtained if the molecular structure of the fluid 
is taken into account. 
The motion of a fluid, if the fluid is regarded as a continuum, is described 
geometrically if the position of every material point of the fluid is known at every 
time-instant. The Navier and Stokes (Borhan et a/., 1993; Moshinskii. 1997) is 
applicable to incompressible viscous fluids and is stated as: 
ygradv-^dv/dt = ¥-(}/p)grad p-(ji/p)curl curlv 
Eq. 2. 9 
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Here v is the local velocity-vector of a point of the fluid, t the time, F the volume-
force per unit mass, and p, and p are respectively the pressure, viscosity, and 
density of the fluid (Scheidegger. 1974). The boundary conditions prescribed that 
v =0 at the walls of the container. Laminar viscous flow of an incompressible fluid 
in a tube takes up a parabolic velocity profile distributed about the axis of the 
capillary tube, with the maximum flow rate down the centre of the tube, fig 2.2. 
max 
v=o 
Fig. 2. 2. Parabolic velocity flow profile for laminar flow in a cylindrical tube. Vmax represents 
the point of maximum velocity, while the walls of the cylinder show a velocity of zero. 
The Navier-Stokes equation can be solved exactly for a straight, circular tube. 
Consider the total volume throughput Q through a circular tube of radius r and 
length /), with the pressure drop from end to end being Ap. The solution to the 
Navier-Stokes equation, which is called the *Hagen-Poiseuille equation', becomes 
(Borhan ef aA, 1993; Moshinskii. 1997). 
0 = ^ ^ ^ 
Eq. 2. 10 
The Hagen-Poiseuille equation was deduced under the assumption that the term v 
grad v is zero. This equation is only true for straight tubes. In curved tubes, the 
above equation is no longer true, and one has the conditions of non-linear laminar 
flow. 
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2.4.1 Turbulence and Reynolds number 
Theory and experiment show that for high flow velocities the flow pattern 
becomes transient although the boundary conditions remain steady; eddies are 
formed which proceed into the fluid at intervals (Wang et a/., 1994). For any one 
system, there seems to be a 'transition poinf below which steady flow is stable. 
Above the 'transition point' the steady flow is more and more likely to become 
unsteady and to form eddies upon the slightest disturbance. The steady flow is 
often termed laminar, and the flow containing eddies turbulent In turbulent flow, 
the law of Hagen-Poiseuille is no longer valid. It has been shown by Reynolds that 
circular straight tubes are dynamically similar, as far as the Hagen-Poiseuille 
equation is concerned, if the following 'Reynolds number* (denoted by Re) is the 
same: 
Re = 2 p r v / / / . 
Eq. 2.11 
where all the constants have the same meaning as before, and v is now the 
average flow velocity in the tube, it must be expected therefore, that turbulence 
will occur in any straight tube if a certain Reynolds number is reached. This critical 
Reynolds number has been determined to be in the neighbourhood of 2200 
(Scheidegger, 1974). 
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2.5 Permeability IVIodels 
2.5.1 Empirical correlations 
The concept of permeability permits a phenomenological description of the 
flow through porous media in a certain velocity domain. An understanding of the 
phenomena can be obtained only if the concept of permeability can be reduced to 
more fundamental physical principles. 
A direct approach to finding relationships between the various properties of porous 
media is by an attempt to establish empirical correlations. A most obviously 
sought after correlation was that between porosity and permeability. A simple 
consideration of theoretical possibilities of the structures of porous media, 
however, makes one realise that a general con-elation between porosity and 
permeability cannot exist. It is obviously quite possible for two porous media of 
the same porosity to have entirely different permeabilities (Cloud, 1941). 
The next more involved correlation that might be looked for is between structure 
and permeability. One may interpret 'pore structure' as meaning the 'pore size 
distribution' as obtained from capillary pressure curves. The correlations between 
capillary pressure and permeability are mainly based upon theoretical 
considerations which will be discussed later. 
2.5.2 Theoretical Correlation 
The simplest way to try to establish correlations theoretically is to represent 
the porous media by theoretical models which can be treated mathematically. 
Only trial and error can show which models exhibit the characteristic phenomena 
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taking place in the porous medium and which do not. If a proper model is found it 
can be substituted for an actual porous medium and then one can predict by 
calculation how the medium v\nll behave under yet untried conditions. 
Relationships deduced from such models would have some degree of general 
validity. 
2.5.3 Capillaric Models 
The simplest models that can be constructed are those consisting of 
capillaries. Scheidegger (Scheidegger. 1953b) gave a review of such models. 
The models aim at correlating the permeability with either an 'average' pore size or 
with the pore size distiibution (i.e. capillary pressure) curve. 
2.5.3.f Aligned cylinders model (Straight capillaric model) 
The simplest capillaric model of the linear case is one representing a 
porous medium by a bundle of straight, parallel capillaries (Scheidegger, 1953a) of 




Fig. 2. 3. Example of the porous medium represented by the straight capillaric model 
(Scheldegger, 1974). 
The total volume-flow Q through a capillary is then given by the law of Hagen-
Poiseuille (see Eq. 2.10). If there are n such capillaries per unit area of cross-
section of the model, the flow per unit area q (or the macroscopic or Tilter* velocity) 
will be 
niid^ d p 
128/i d x 
Eq. 2.12 
where dp/dx is the pressure gradient along the capillary. As the flow can also be 








A relationship with porosity, ,^ can be introduced with Eq. 2.14 as 
k = <l>d^l'M 
Eq. 2.15 
If these equations are applied to actual porous medium, d is assumed to be an 
'average' pore diameter, 5. Since the equation does not con-ectly represent the 
relationship between permeability and porosity in porous media, as it is actually 
observed, the factor 32 is commonly replaced by some artDitrary factor 7^ . where T 
is called the 'tortuosity'. Similariy. instead of ^ the 'average specific surface area' 
S can be inti'oduced. A relationship with these factors can also be introduced, 
taking the form as: 
Eq. 2.16 
A theoretical justification for the equation was given by Kozeny (Kozeny. 1927). 
2.5.3.2 Parallel type models 
Since all the capillaries in the Aligned cylinders model are parallel, there 
can be no flow orthogonal to the capillaries. The first modification of the 
relationship between porosity and permeability was to have one-third of the 
capillaries put in each of the three spatial dimensions. The permeability is thus 
lowered by a factor 3 and Eq. 2.14 will read 
Eq. 2.17 
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The average diameter J was then reduced to some value calculated from the 'pore 
size distribution', f(d) or from the 'differential pore size distribution' g(cl). This 
method aimed at a connection between capillary pressure and permeability since 
the pore size distribution is usually measured by the capillary pressure method. A 
model was constructed where all the capillaries pennitting flow in a given direction 
are parallel to that direction, but vary in pore-diameter, leading from one face of 
the porous medium through to the other. The pore size distribution of the model 
and an actual porous medium was made identical, and the result referred to as a 
'parallel type model'. A model of this type was first devised by Purcell (Purcell, 
1949) in a somewhat different fashion. The following explanation is taken from 
Scheidegger (Scheidegger, 1953a), showing the permeability being related to the 
following formula: 
Eq. 2.18 
We obtain the same expression as Eq. 2.17 except that the average pore diameter 
Shas now a more exactly defined meaning. It is given by the equation 
Eq. 2.19 
No fundamental deviation from Eq. 2.15 and 2.17 are therefore obtained. Specific 
surface area and tortuosity can again be introduced, and would thus result in a 
'Kozeny' equation of the type of Eq. 2.16. It would seem that the parallel type 
models have not much advantage over the simple model of parallel capillaries. 
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2.5.4 Hydraulic radius theories 
The previous theories all make use of the fundamental observation that the 
pemrieability. in absolute units, has the dimension of an area or of a length 
squared. It may be argued that the length should be characteristic for the 
pemneability of a porous medium. Such a length may be called the ^effective 
hydraulic radius (EHR)' of the porous medium, and is linked to the hypothetical 
channels to which the porous medium is thought to be equivalent. A possible 
measure of a hydraulic radius would, for instance, be the ratio of the volume to the 
surface of the pore space. The hydraulic radius theories assume the following 
basic expression for the permeability: 
Eq. 2. 20 
where RH is the 'hydraulic radius', F(^) is the 'porosity factor*, and c is some 
dimensionless constant which could be incorporated into the porosity factor. The 
assumptions basic to the hydraulic theories have been discussed by Carman 
(Carman, 1941). 
2.5.5 The Kozeny theory 
The Kozeny theory is today a wridely accepted explanation for pemrieability, 
although rather severe objections against it will be pointed out later (Kozeny, 
1927). The Kozeny theory represents the porous medium by an assemblage of 
channels of various cross-sections, but of a definite length. The Navier-Stokes 
equations are solved simultaneously for all channels passing through a cross-
section normal to the flow in the porous medium. The permeability is expressed in 
terms of the specific surface of the porous medium, which is a measure of a 
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property defined (reciprocal) hydraulic radius. The Kozeny equation was 
developed independently by Fair and Hatch (Fair et a/., 1933), and is expressed 
as follovi/s: 
^ = — ^ g r a d ; ? 
Eq. 2. 21 
Comparing this with Darcy's law we obtain for the permeability 
Eq. 2. 22 
This relation shows that the filter velocity q is inversely proportional to the square 
of the surface area per unit volume, S. The number c fluctuates, theoretically only 
very little, as for particles with a circular cross-section c=0.50; for a square 
c=0.5619; for an equilateral triangle c=0.5974; and for a strip c=2/3. The number c 
is known as the 'Kozeny constant'. 
One can extend the Kozeny equation by introducing a 'tortuosity' T as an 
undetermined factor, in accordance with what was done for capillaric models, and 
will indicate that the actual flow path is T times longer than the 'apparent' path 
straight across the porous medium; T is then called the 'tortuosity'. This changes 
the expression for permeability to read: 
)fc = c^V(7S') 
Eq. 2. 23 
It should be noted that the concept of tortuosity is quite alien to the Kozeny theory, 
as it does not come into play during the actual deduction of the Kozeny equation 
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and can therefore be justified only by the desire to have another arbitrary 
parameter. 
A much used modification to the Kozeny equation was postulated by Carman 
(Carman, 1939). The Kozeny-Carman equation is 
Eq. 2. 24 
where So is Carman's 'specific' surface exposed to the fluid, e.g. the surface 
exposed to the fluid per unit volume of solid (not porous) material. 
2.5.5.1 Criticism of the Kozeny theory 
Coulson (Coulson, 1949) made an extensive investigation of the data of 
previous authors, and on the basis of infonnation obtained from flow through 
systems of packed spheres, prisms, cubes, cylinders, and plates, he concluded 
that more general formulations still must be developed to describe adequately flow 
phenomena in non-spherical systems. Childs and Collis-George (Childs ef a/., 
1950) put forward severe criticisms of the Kozeny theory from the theoretical 
reasoning that the hydraulic radius theories utteriy fail to describe stmctured 
bodies such as, for example, 'stiff-fissured' clays. The structural fissures 
contribute negligibly both to porosity and to specific surface, and yet they dominate 
the permeability. Again, neither the porosity nor the internal surface is a directed 
quantity, and therefore the Kozeny formula cannot indicate anisotropic 
permeability, which nevertheless seems to be the rule rather than the exception in 
nature. 
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Macey (Macey. 1940) found enormous changes in permeability with porosity which 
is not explainable by the Kozeny equation. Brooks and Purcell (Brooks et a/., 
1952) found a large discrepancy when areas are measured by the gas-adsorption 
method and with the aid of the Kozeny equation. 
In the light of these criticisms, the success and popularity of the Kozeny-Camien 
equation may seem strange. However, its success is based on its partly 
phenomenological character arising from the parameters c, 7. and So, Eq 2.23 and 
2.24. So although not entirely phenomenotogical like the Darcy equation, 
nevertheless its partly phenomenological character grants it a success perhaps 
beyond its merits. 
2.6 Fluid pressure in porous structures 
The theory of fluid movement in porous structures continues to be based on 
the original equation of Laplace. He approximated the forces in a meniscus to 
those acting on the surface skin. Having done so, it followed that the capillarity 
force acted along the line of contact, and the component of that force in the axial 
direction was ycos 0, where / is the interfacial tension between liquid and vapour 
and ^the contact angle of the meniscus surface with the solid surface, fig. 2.4: 
p = hpg ^^^^^'^ (LaplaceEquation) 
Eq. 2. 25 
where P is the pressure difference generated across the fluid meniscus, /) is the 
height to which the liquid rises in the tube in the equilibrium stationary state, p is 
the liquid density, g is the acceleration due to gravity, y is the interfacial tension 
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and e is the contact angle of the fluid meniscus with the wall of the tube. For a 
fluid which is entirely wetting, 0= 0°, and for an entirely non-wetting fluid. 9 = 180°. 
e « 140" 
^ Direction of Applied 
pressure P 
Non-wetting riud Cylindrical tutDe 
Fig. 2. 4. Example of a non-wetting fluid entering a cylindrical tube, presenting some of 
variables of the Laplace equation. 
The use of these equations has many well known shortcomings, discussed by van 
Brakel (van Brakel ef a/.. 1981), such as: 
• Uncertainties in the values of y and 6. 
• The porous solid is considered to be a bundle of non-interconnecting 
capillary tubes. 
• The voids are all considered to be cylindrical. 
• The voids must be of constant diameter along their length. 
2.6.1 Fluid movement and contact angle in non-cylindrical tubes 
To model the absorption of fluid into a large array of voids within a porous 
sample, it is necessary to make major simplifying approximations. Pore structure 
is often characterised quantitatively by interpreting mercury injection 
measurements in terms of a parallel bundle of cylindrical tubes. This is the most 
popular model of porous media, but it does not show features such as residual 
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saturation and capillary hysteresis. The unrealistic nature of such an 
approximation can be readily demonstrated by the microscopy of a Woods metal 
cast of void structure (Wardlaw ef a/., 1987), or the image analysis of tomographs 
of nuclear magnetic resonance signals (Melrose, 1988). Therefore modelling 
pores as uniform cylinders can be improved upon by considering the pores to be 
angular tubes. 
The geometry of the interface between the liquid and solid is a crucial factor, much 
studied in the literature (Borhan et a/.,1993; Dong et a/., 1995; Ma et a/., 1996). 
However, Ransohoff and Radke (Ransohoff et a/., 1988) emphasise that irregular 
shapes require specific calculations, and that large errors occur if the flow is 
assumed to occur down a single tube with an effective radius, as in the effective 
hydraulic radius (EHR) approximation. The case of a non-wetting fluid passing 
fi'om a cylindrical throat into a spherical pore, or into a pore with a sinusoidal entry, 
has been calculated by Tsakiroglou and Payatakes (Tsakiroglou et a/., 1990). 
With regards to other geometries. Borhan and Rungta (Borhan ef a/., 1993) have 
investigated the wetting of periodically corrugated plates, and there have been 
many studies of menisci in ottier non-cylindrical tubes (Dong ef a/., 1995; Ma ef a/., 
1998; Mason ef a/., 1991; Ransohoff ef a/.. 1988; Weislogel ef a/.. 1998). 
Ma and Mason ef a/. (Ma ef a/.. 1996; Mason ef a/., 1991) showed the 
displacement of fluid fi-om tubes of. for example, equilateral triangular or square 
cross-section can be calculated using the Mayer and Stowe-Princen (MS-P) theory 
(Ma ef a/.. 1996). This theory can be used to calculate the capillary behaviour of 
complex pore geometries. If one was to consider a single comer in an /n-sided 
tube with an angle of 2a. vflth the corner being just one of the m corners in an m-
sided tube, the number of sides, m, is related to the half angle of the corner, oc, by 
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a =90 'm-T 
Eq. 2. 26 
Each corner of the tube can contain an arc meniscus. The fraction of the tube 
area occupied by the arc menisci gives the wetting phase saturation: 
cos(a, + ^ ) - - 1 — 
sina^ 2\ 90 J 
Eq. 2. 27 
It indicates that the water saturation is reciprocally proportional to the curvature. 
(or the capillary pressure) squared. The equation relates saturation to meniscus 
curvature at a general contact angle. Ma et a/. (Ma et a/., 1996) showed drainage 
and imbibition saturations as a function of curvature for square tubes (Fig. 2.5). In 
general the behaviour is similar to that of triangular tubes, except that the 
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Fig. 2. 5. Effect of contact angle on imbibition capillary pressure curves for square tubes. 
The minimum of the pinned arc menisci occurs at a contact angle of 135**. At this angle the 
cross-section of the arc menisci becomes semi-circular (Ma ef a/., 1996). 
Mason and Morrow (Mason et a/.. 1991) calculated the drainage penetration 
curvature Cd for all possible shapes of triangular tubes. The amount of wetting 
phase that drains at the penetration curvature Is shown to decrease as aspect 
ratio of base to height increases, and the remaining liquid is retained in the corners 
of the triangular pore. The imbibition is also shown to increase by the progressive 
filling of corners. The corner filling is shown to continue even when the meniscus 
curvature falls below the drainage penetration curvature, thus giving hysteresis. 
As the curvature decreases, the filled volume increases until an imbibition 
threshold curvature is reached at which the menisci in the tube corners overlap. 
This causes a capillary instability, and the liquid spontaneously redistributes. A 
portion of the tube length refills and the meniscus curvature jumps to the drainage 
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Fig. 2. 6. Fraction of tube emptied at constant curvature, Ca and filled at the minimum 
imbibition curvature Ch vs shape factor (Mason ef a/., 1991). 
Spontaneous redistribution is an example of "snap-off and may give rise to the 
entrapment of non-wetting phase. By suitable manipulation of size and shape, 
pores that drain at the same capillary pressure, but leave behind different volumes 
of liquid wedges, can be constructed. The natural normalizing shape factor, G, is 
shown to be AIP^ (where A is the triangular area and P its perimeter). Tubes with 
the same shape ^ctor are shown to have the same capillary behaviour even 
though they are geometrically different (Mason et a/., 1991). (Note that there are 
several different uses and definitions of the term 'shape factor* used by different 
authors cited in this literature review.) 
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2.6.2 Dynamic fluid motion 
To obtain an equation of laminar flow of liquid down a cylindrical capillary 
tube, the Laplace relation was incorporated into Poiseuille's equation of laminar 
flow. This approach was introduced by Lucas (Lucas. 1918) and Washbum 
(Washbum, 1921) and they obtained the well-known relation of 
l 2 / i j 
y cosO 
Eq. 2. 28 
where x is the distance travelled by the liquid front in time t in a horizontal capillary 
tube, and ^ is the viscosity of the liquid. 
There are numerous approximations in this approach. As schematically depicted 
by the numbers in Fig. 2.7 to which the following numbers in italic parentheses 
refer, there is much uncertainty about the dynamic contact angle (12), and the 
exact meniscus shape (8). These easily observable characteristics are related to 
more subtie factors such as the condition of the tube's inner surface, in terms of 
microroughness (10,11) and cleanliness. Wetting is also greatiy affected by the 
development of a pre-cursive wetting film (9^ which can be anything from a 
monolayer to a bulk mass of fluid. There are also meniscus distortions due to 
"fountain" flow close to the wetting front (7) and dynamic effects at the enti-ance 
region (1-5) are complicated. There is also an inconsistency between the implicitiy 
assumed flow profiles within different parts of the equations, as the Poiseuille flow 
velocity profile is incompatible with the concave meniscus shape caused by jthe 
force along the contact line (6). 
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Fig. 2. 7. Overview of Influences on imbibition from a reservoir (left) into an evacuated 
capillary tube (Schoelkopf et a/., 2000). 
These complexities are rarely addressed in the literature, as there is no point in 
refining the mathematics of permeation into a void if the gross dimensions of the 
feature are wrong. Once the gross dimensions approach reality, it becomes 
worthwhile to revisit the most important complexities of the flow process, as is 
discussed in section 2.9. 
2.7 The Characterization of particles 
2,7A The packing of particles 
The packing ability of mondisperse spheres, which is the simplest system 
obtained, has been thoroughly investigated by Graton and Fraser (Graton et a/.. 
1935). In addition to the frequently occurring random systems (such as dense 
random packing with a density 64%). there are six orderly arranged packing 
systems, ranging from the cubic systems with a solidity of 52% to the 
rhombohedral system with a solidity of 74%. This latter system is of interest In 
practice, as a maximum degree of compressibility will yield this structure. The 
rhombohedral system in turn consists of two different systems, the face-centred 
cubic and the hexagonal close-packing. Despite the fact that the two systems are 
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identical with respect to solidity, particle size, void size and number of voids per 
sphere, fluid flow through these packing systems will differ greatly, and thus have 
a great impact on permeability (Cumberiand etal., 1987). 
The introduction of polydisperse size distributions and other particle shapes 
greatly increases the complexity of the packing problem. Such variables affecting 
the packing ability are particle shape, size and shape distribution, methods of 
deposition, surface properties and elasticity (Cumberiand et a/.. 1987). Computer 
simulation as a tool to study particle packing has received increasing attention in 
recent years. Most of these studies have been limited to the packing of spheres of 
different size distributions (Powell, 1980; Reyes ef a/.. 1991; Soppe. 1990; Suzuki 
et a/.. 1985). However, Hwang et a/. (Hvi^ng. et a/., 1997) studied the two-
dimensional packing of spheroids with various types of size distributions, but of 
fixed aspect ratio (=2) in cake filtrations. An interesting result of the study showed 
that for all types of size distributions, the porosity was higher for spheroids than for 
spheres. 
The packing of particles depends to a large extent on the particle size. For large 
particles, the ratio of the surface area to the volume is small and gravitational 
forces are large compared to colloidal forces (Tiller et a/., 1987); beds containing 
such particles are in general incompressible. For small particles roughly below 10 
^m, both repulsive and attractive colloidal forces are large in comparison to 
gravitational effects, and such beds tend to be compressible. Typical coating 
pigments with most of the particles below 2[im can therefore be expected to form 
compressible beds (Lohmander, 2000c). 
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2.7.2 Particle size determination 
Image analysis Is the most appropriate way to estimate particle sizes and shapes. 
However, it is time-consuming, tedious and expensive and more rapid methods 
are required for routine analyses. In particle size analysis, it is common to 
interpret data in tenms of the theory applicable to spherical particles. The 
dimension obtained is the "equivalent spherical diameter" (ESD), which is the 
diameter of a sphere that would have the same behaviour as that recorded for the 
sample by the method in question (Lohmander, 2000c). Two such size-
detemiining methods are sedimentation, based on Stokes' law (weight) and light 
scattering, based mainly on laser diffraction. 
For light scattering method, the minimum detectable particle size depends on the 
size and location of the detector, but a common value is 0.1 ^m. Cadle (Cadle, 
1965) also discusses some serious problems with the particle size measurements 
using light scattering: such as the refractive index of the particles is often not 
available and has to be chosen quite arbitrarily and the scattering pattem is 
circular only in the case of spherical particles, but for anisometric particles it is 
irregular and broadened. For the sedimentation method, the particle size must not 
be too small, as Brownlan motion will the start to play a significant role (Allen. 
1981). The displacement due to Brownian motion will start to predominate greatiy 
at a particle size of about 0.2 ^m. and the analysis cannot be considered 
appropriate below this size for coating pigments dispersed in water (Allen, 1981). 
2.7.3 The aspect ratio 
The aspect ratio of platey particles like kaolin or talc is commonly defined as the 
ratio of the diameter across the face of the particle surface to the ttiickness. Thus, 
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a higher aspect ratio means a more platey particle. The aspect ratio of acicular 
(needle-shaped) pigment particles, like aragonite, is commonly defined as the ratio 
of the length to the diameter. The aspect ratio of these particles is usually 
determined by image analysis which yields a number-based value (Moms et a/., 
1965). This method is however time-consuming, expensive and somewhat 
subjective. More simple and rapid methods are required. Such methods can be 
based on conductivity measurements, light scattering analysis, etc (Baudet ef a/., 
1993). However, none of these methods are satisfying, as most evaluate only the 
average aspect ratio and the aspect ratio distribution is neglected. 
Lohmander et al. (Lohmander, 2000a) discusses the principle method which can 
be used for platey (kaolin, talc) and acicular (aragonite. P C C ) particle shapes, 
namely Kaolin and aragonite particles. The method is very rapid and easy to 
handle compared to image analysis, and it is based on a comparison between the 
results obtained by two different sizing instruments, such as the Sedigraph (based 
on sedimentation) and instiuments using light scattering (Jennings et a/.. 1988; 
Slepetys ef a/.. 1993). Mathematical models of an oblate spheroid representing 
the platey particles (kaolin) and of a prolate spheroid representing the acicular 
particle (aragonite), respectively, are applied (Lohmander, 2000a; Slepetys ef a/., 
1993). A mass (volume)-based shape factor and a shape factor distribution are 
detemiined from the principle method as a function of the E S D for pigment 
particles. 
Although the shape factor is closely related to the aspect ratio, it is not proportional 
to the aspect ratio and should be used to rank the samples, rather than as an 
absolute value. Although the principal method has lower accuracy than achieved 
by image analysis, it was found to yield a result that was clearty related to the 
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result derived from image analysis (Lohmander. 2000c). The shape factor can be 
a valuable tool for comparison purposes, in regards to the Theological properties of 
the coating colour and the packing ability of pigment particles in the coating layer 
(Lohmander, 2000b; Lohmander etaL, 2000). 
2.8 Different approaches to the modelling of porous materials 
2.8.1 Continuum model 
There is a different approach in modelling porous structures, which is to 
bear the complexities in mind, but instead approach the problem from a continuum 
point of view. Formally the explicit features of the structure that is being 
permeated disappear, and one deals with bulk parameters such as pemieability 
and diffusion coefficients. If they are merely the result of phenomenological 
equations, which can never be disobeyed, then their predictive power and general 
usefulness are very limited. One can present a whole range of Darcy 
permeabilities of paper coatings, for example, but it is difficult to imagine being 
able to extrapolate outside the measured sample parameter range to gain 
predictive insights. 
2.8.2 One dimensional approximation 
The one-dimensional approximation springs from the implicit assumption 
that all voids act independently, which in turn usually springs from the basing of a 
pore size distribution on the first derivative of a percolation intrusion curve. Fig. 
2.8 illustrates an example. 
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Fig. 2. 8. The one-dimensional approximation. 
A percolation intrusion curve, derived from mercury porosimetry, has been 
converted to a diameter scale by application of Eq. 2.25, and is displayed in Fig. 
2.9. 
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Fig. 2. 9. A percolation curve, its first derivative, and the corresponding size distribution. 
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The first derivative, shown dashed, has tiien been converted to a throat size 
distribution. The distribution is shown as the left-hand dotted line, which refers to 
the right-hand axis. To achieve the correct volume contribution, it can be seen 
that the distribution is heavily, and indeed unrealisticaliy, skewed to smaller sizes. 
The reason for the unrealism is the well-known effect of shielding or shadowing of 
larger voids by smaller voids during the percolation process. 
The resulting one-dimensional approximation can be pictured as shown in Fig 2.8. 
The void size distribution is tiiat shown on the top surface, exposed to the 
inti'uding non-wetting fiuid. No information is gained about the rest of the structure 
- although the diagram shows a typical tortuosity. 
One frequent appearance of the 1-dimensional approximation is in the guise of a 
hydraulic stream tube or effective hydraulic radius (EHR) approximation 
(Chibowski et a/., 1997). Many v^cking experiments use this approximation, as 
briefly reviewed by Schoelkopf et at. (Schoelkopf et a/., 2001). A typical approach 
is to apply the Washburn equation to describe the permeation of wetting fluid into 
the wicking sample. The equation predicts a Vtime dependence, which is often 
observed experimentally, at least to a first approximation. The approach is 
therefore popular. Again, however, it is difficult to gain predictive power, since 
effective hydraulic radius is a phenomenological parameter and the surface 
interaction parameters change unrealistically as the dimensions of the structijres 
change. 
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2.8.3 Extended one-dimensional approximation 
If the tubes are implicitly assumed to be unconnected then one can at least 
allow for the fact that they behave differently. In particular, if certain tubes fill with 
a wetting fluid, then they cease to be part of the array being permeated. Yamazaki 
ef a/, have developed such a model, to simulate the uptake of ethanol into a paper 
measured by a Bristow wheel (Yamazaki et a/., 1993). The model may be 
expressed mathematically as: 
K(/) = 
\ fy 1^ <^ 
i=\ 
Eq. 2. 29 
V{{) is the volume uptake at time t. As the surface absorption. V\ the total volume of 
pores of the radius, r the tortuosity, and tp the effective thickness of the paper. 
The capillary tubes are numbered In decreasing order of radius, and the largest 
are assumed to fill first. The main limitation is that a '1-dimensionar array similar 
to that shown in Fig. 2.8 is explicitly assumed. Therefore the phenomenological 
nature of the radii of the filled tubes again limits predictive power, and there is an 
incentive to move towards explicitly three-dimensional structures. 
2.8.4 Three-dimensional structures 
The most obvious approach to generating explicitly three-dimensional structures is 
to create a network of voids. A prime example of this approach is the work of 
Scriven (Pan ef a/., 1995), Fig. 2.10. 
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Fig. 2.10. Network representation of a porous coating (Pan et al., 1995). 
We now seem to be considerably closer to reality. However, there are still 
limitations. The connectivity is fixed at a high value of 6 (Fig 2.10 D) and the size 
disti^ ibution is arbitrary, following a Rayleigh disti^ibution. Also, the shapes of the 
doughnut-hole throats are arbitrary (Fig. 2.10 C) , although of a shape likely to be 
encountered in reality. 
Other workers, notably Toivakka ef al. (Toivakka ef a/., 2000), have attempted to 
overcome the arbitrariness in pore shape. The direct approach to ttiis is via image 
analysis of thin sections, which have been treated to show clearly what was 
originally void and what was solid phase. Having done this, one is left with the 
problem of identifying pores and throats. This can be achieved by eroding the void 
space as shown in Fig 2.11(a), where each successive erosion is shown as a 
darker colour. Then the darkest points in the void space must be the centre of 
pores or throats. However, false centres appear, Fig. 2.11(b), which it is 
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necessary to eliminate before getting a void structure map comprising individual 
features such as ttiat shown in Figure 2.11(c). 
Fig. 2. 11. Erosion of void space - each successive erosion shown darker, b)Identification 
of pore centres as maxima of erosion contours (false maxima shown grey). c)Partitioned 
pore space (Toivakka ef a/., 2000). 
Ideally, one would perform this process on each successive slice of a closely thin-
sectioned sample. However, there are two almost insuperable problems. The first 
is that due to experimental limitations, thin-section slices are a minimum of 5 pm 
apart, and the second is that it is impossible to calculate the vertical connectivity 
without the use of some arbitrary rule to connect one slice with another. 
To circumvent this problem, Toivakka ef a/. (Toivakka et a/., 2000) generated the 
void structures by computer, having either a cubic, hexagonal, or random packing 
of spheres. Fig 2.12(a) shov^ a computer generated random packing of 0.5 pm 
diameter spheres. Fig 2.12(b) shows the mapping of the void structures achieved 
by the erosion process, and Fig 2.12(c) the pore and throat map. 
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Fig. 2. 12. (a) Computer generated random sphere packing, (b) cross-section through pore 
space, (c) pore and throat map (Toivakka ef a/., 2000). 
Bousfield (Bousfield ef a/., 2000) then calculated the flow characteristics of these 






Fig. 2. 13. Segmented pore structure. Capillary pressure Is calculated from ttie contact 
angle and radius at the liquid front The resistance to flow Is the sum of the hydraulic radii 
of the filled pores (Bousfiekl eta/., 2000). 
Assuming laminar flow, as described by the Poiseuille equation, the resistance to 
flow, in a segment / or channel of length d; is 
n 8 7 d 7 
n 
Eq. 2. 30 
where dy is the length of the segment, and R is the radius. The volumetric flow 
rate Q through a series of sections is then assumed to be analogous to a series-
resistor type of term, namely 
Q = 
AP 
Eq. 2. 31 
where AP is the difference between the capillary pressure and the externally 
applied pressure. 
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Having to computer-generate the void space is clearly a disadvantage vi/ith respect 
to applicability. However, the structures do have the attraction of being fractal. 
Fractal dimensions calculated for a pore space can be used to investigate e.g. 
whether a scaling relationship to the pore size distribution exists. The relationship 
exists if surface areas of pores S, and corresponding volumes V, scale as to some 
characteristic length L/(Kent. 1991): 
5. oc I f oc K on 
Eq. 2. 32 
where D is the fractal dimension. For an Euclidean space D=2, and for fractal 
structures 2 < D <= 3. If surface area of pores is plotted against cube root of 
corresponding pore volumes on a log-log scale, the possible fractal nature of a 
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Fig. 2. 14. Fractal dimensions of (a) 2.49 for mono-disperse and (b) 2.19 for polydisperse 
packings. Dotted lines show Euclidean behaviour, which was not observed (Kent, 1991). 
There is a mantra that all natural systems must be fractal, whereas of course they 
do not need to be. Indeed, even the most obvious examples of fractals in nature 
only exhibit this property over a relatively narrow scale range. Nevertheless, as 
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we shall see later, one can be equally suspicious of structures at the other 
extreme, i.e., those that are grossly Euclidean with no fractal nature at all. 
At this stage we hit another major problem of computer modelling. We have a void 
structure which is entirely realistic for packed mono- and poly-dlsperse spheres. 
However, the void stmcture is obviously a gross over-simplification of void 
structure relative to real coatings structures. Even if it were fully realistic, the 
complexities of the void structure are such that arbitrary routes have to be chosen 
through it for fluids to travel. Obviously the widest routes are chosen, but much of 
the subtlety of the flow patterns is lost. Also, particular packing has to be chosen 
(Preston, et a/., 2002). For example, the structures can be generated to compare 
with plastic pigment coatings at various latex concentrations, and the uptake 
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Fig. 2. 15. Volume uptake as a function of time for the plastic pigment coatings at three latex 
concentrations (Preston ef a/., 2002). 
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The open symbols are the experimental results and the filled symbols are the 
model prediction using an average pore generated by random packing of spheres. 
This model begins to look like a powerful simulation of observed fluid uptake. The 
problem, however, is that to achieve correlation with experiment, the fluid contact 
angle and surface energy have to become fitting parameters rather than absolute 
physical charactenstics. Additionally, the digitized structure gives a series of 
steps, rather than a smoothly changing geometry, and if one were to take these 
steps literally, fluid acceleration and inertia would need to be taken into account. 
2.8.5 Fibre networks 
The next stage along the route to reality is therefore to generate structures more 
akin to real paper and paper coatings. Typical of this approach are these 
anisotropic fibre networks generated by Knackstedt et a/., Fig. 2.16 (Knackstedt et 
a/ , 2000). 
Fig. 2. 16. Computer-generated fibre network structures (Knackstedt etal., 2000). 
Other fibre networks have been generated by Niskanen et a/. (Niskanen et a/., 




Fig. 2. 17. Computer generated fibrous network (Niskanen eta/., 1999). 
Both Knackstedt et a/. (Knackstedt a/., 2000) and Niskanen a/. (Niskanen et 
a/., 1999) calculate the flow-through properties using a lattice-Boltzmann method, 
which is a development of the lattice-gas model. Fluid flow is modelled in terms of 
distributions of particles moving on a regular lattice. In Fig. 2.18, the fluid velocity 
field is indicated by contours rather difficult to see In black and white. However, it 
can be seen that there is high velocity flow in a region towards the top left of the 
structure. 
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Fig. 2. 18. Contours of the flow velocity field within a computer-generated fibrous network 
(Niskanen eta/., 1999). 
The lattice-Boltzmann approach is microscopic rather than macroscopic in nature. 
It is therefore necessary to jump into the macroscopic realm if the modelling is to 
be compared with other approaches and experimental data. Niskanen and co-
workers do this firstly by fitting experimental porosity / permeability data to an 
empirically fitted Kozeny-Carmen equation: 
c = 3.5 g>'[\ +57(l-<^>')]/(l - <p)'" 
Eq. 2. 33 
where c Is the permeability coefficient, and cpXhe porosity. They then obtain similar 
trends for simulated and experimental fibrous media. 
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2.9 Modelling paper coatings with 'Pore -Cor ' 
2.9.1 Cross-correlation of percolation and permeability characteristics 
Despite all the sophistication of computer-generated three-dimensional 
structures, we are still a long way from reality. Most of the structures have 
arbitrary connectivities and sizes, or are based on arbitrary spheres computer-
packed. 
An altemative method to get around this problem is to use 'Pore-Cor'. This 
network model has already been used to simulate the structures of a wide range of 
porous materials including sandstones (Matthews ef a/., 1993). medicinal tablets, 
(Ridgway et a/., 1997) and soil (Peat et a/.. 2000). However, in using Pore-Cor. 
we lose the visible degree of reality of the structures such as those shown in 
Figures 2.18 and 2.19. but we gain a structure which has the same percolation 
characteristics as an experimental one. The sizes, at least, become believable, 
because account is taken of shadowing and shielding effects. The void shapes, 
though, are not at all believable - the Pore-Cor structure is a 10x10x10 cubic 
lattice of cubic pores, connected by cylindrical throats. 
Pore-Cor has been used by Schoelkopf et ai (Schoelkopf et a/.. 2000) to model 
how a wetting fluid permeates through a void structure. Bosanquet (Bosanquet, 
1923) derived an equation describing the inertia of an accelerating fluid entering a 
capillary tube. Fig. 2.4. The force balance is: 





Eq. 2. 34 
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where Pe is the external pressure, if applied, at the entrance of the capillary tube 
(label 1 in Fig. 2 .7 ) . If there is no applied external pressure Pe , then it can be 
shown that 
2 2r cosO t X = — (at « I ,P^=Q) 
r P 
Eq, 2. 35 
where a - —f— 
r P 
The above approximation (Eq. 2 .35 ) is shown to be only valid at very short times 
(at« 1) and describes what we refer to as 'inertia! flow". The distance travelled, 
X, is directly proportional to time U in contrast to the Laplace-Poiseuille flow regime 
described by the Lucas-Washburn Equation (Schoelkopf et a/., 2 0 0 0 ) for 
whichxocV/^. Also in contrast, the distance travelled by inertial flow is independent 
of viscosity, but inversely related to the radius of the tube rand the fluid density p. 
Under the conditions of inertial uptake, the regime of Eq. 2 . 3 5 describes a 
monolithic block of fluid entering a tube, driven by the wetting force of the liquid 
contacting the initial sidewails of the tube. The fluid is assumed to have a flat 
meniscus front, except in practice at the actual wall contact, and all parts of the 
fluid within the tube move at the same rate - hence the independence from 
viscosity. The flow is retarded more for a high density fluid entering a large tube 
because the mass of fluid, and hence its inertia, is higher. Also, the higher the 
viscosity of the fluid, the faster the effect of viscous drag becomes apparent. This 
effect of inertial retardation and subsequent introduction of viscous drag is 
discussed quantitatively in by Shoelkopf et al. (Schoelkopf ef a/.. 2 0 0 0 ) . 
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Two of the parameters which characterise the Pore-Cor unit cell are its pore row 
spacing IV, and its porosity q>. Fig 2.19 shows a unit cell, which when repeated 
infinitely in the horizontal (x and y) directions, has the same porosity and almost 
identical percolation characteristics to that of an experimental sample of 
compressed ground calcium carbonate - of a formulation v^ich is a key 
component of many paper coatings. The details are given by Schoelkopf ei a/. 
(Schoelkopf ei a/., 2000). The arrow highlights the extreme heterogeneity of the 
wetting front, and how the wetting of some pores further into the structure occurs 
before those nearer to the fluid-exposed top surface. The overall behaviour of the 
simulation is shown to have good correlation between simulation and experiment, 
once differing boundary conditions are allowed for. 
Fig. 2. 19. Water, shown dark, entering the Pore-Cor unit cell of a compressed ground 
calcium carbonate (Schoelkopf ef a/., 2000). 
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2.9.2 Pore and throat shapes 
2.9.2.1 Conical throats 
R i d g w a y et al. ( R i d g w a y et a / . , 2 0 0 1 ) h a v e w o r k e d on P o r e - C o r s t r u c t u r e s 
including doub le -con ica l throats, a s s h o w n in the detai l of F i g . 2 .20 . T h e 
impor tance of t h e s e s t ruc tures is that they m a k e a n attempt to m o d e l the hold-up 
of non-wett ing fluids, a n d the velocity c h a n g e s for wett ing fluids, c a u s e d by 
geometry c h a n g e s within void s t ruc tures . A n o t h e r benefit is that s t ruc tures of 
correct porosity m a y be g e n e r a t e d , without arbitrarily bulking up the p o r e s us ing a 
pore s k e w ' p a r a m e t e r a s in p rev ious w o r k s . 
Fig. 2. 20. Pore-Cor unit cell incorporating double-conical throats (Ridgway et a/., 2001). 
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The double cones are shown to be strictly double frustums a s the cones are 
truncated, and their geometry in cross section Is shown in Fig. 2.21. 
' 1 • 
) i 
Fig. 2. 21. Cross-sectional view of a nonwetting fluid entering a double-conical throat 
(Ridgway etah, 2001). 
The fluid is initially contained in a cylinder of radius r (In the Pore-Cor network, the 
double cones are joined directly onto the cubic pores, so these cylinders are of 
negligible length). Position 1 on the diagram is a typical position of the fluid in the 
cylinder, in which the fluid would be moving in a piston-like fashion toward the 
double cone. At position 2 (x=0), the fluid begins to enter the diverging part of the 
double cone, and the meniscus bulges as shown. As the fluid moves to position 3, 
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the feature radius rcone increases as (r+xfano)), where the maxinnum radius of the 
double cone is fmax' 
The hold-up pressure is a function of rcone. and is calculated 
by balancing the forces on the fluid in the axial direction: 
It is shown by Ridgway ef a/. (Ridgway et a/., 2001) that as the intrusion of the fluid 
proceed both into the diverging and converging part of the cone, the hold-up 
pressure decreases. Therefore, once the applied pressure has been increased 
sufficiently to overcome the initial hold-up, the intrusion continues spontaneously 
until the whole divergent double cone is full. The intrusion of the double cone is, 
therefore, piston-like as for a cylinder. The intrusion in temris of the effective 
radius fen was measured and showed on average reff to be less than r. In this 
case, the pores within the structure will be more shielded by conical throats than 
by cylindrical throats of the same entry size. Thus it will take nnore pressure to 
intrude the structure with mercury, and the voids viflll appear smaller when 
investigated by porosimetry. 
The Bosanquet equation was modified by Ridgway ef a/. (Ridgway ef a/., 2001) for 
double-conical throats and Fig. 2.22 shows the change in velocity of water and 
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Fig. 2. 22. Change in velocity of water (contact angles 0** and 10°) and 1,3-propandiol with 
distance through a double-conical throat where r, h, and rmax are 0.609, 0.604,and 0.76 ^m, 
respectively (Ridgway et a/., 2001). 
It can be seen that the velocity of the wetting front of water decreases after the 
initial entry until it reaches the maximum diameter of the double cone. For the 
larger contact angle the fluid accelerates before decelerating after the maximum 
diameter. The velocity for the 1,3-propandiol decreases much more rapidly than 
that of the vrater in the diverging part of the double cone. At the start of the 
second half of the double cone the velocity undergoes a slight increase and then 
decreases again slowly through to the exit. 
2.9.2.2 Capillary element aspect ratio 
Ridgway et a/. (Ridgway et a/., 2002) used the Pore-Cor model to show that 
the aspect ratio of a capillary (defined as its length divided by its radius) plays an 
important role, in combination with the capillary radii themselves, in detemnining 
the filling rate of individual elements. The Pore-Cor model was also used to 
investigate the distribution of this ratio associated \N\th the capillary throat 
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elements. The result showed that a preferred pathway of permeation under 
supersource Imbibition conditions was observed when a broad size distribution of 
capillary elements occurred within a network structure. 
2.10 Representative elementary volume 
All the models so far described do not represent the heterogeneity in 
structure of a real sample. This Is because the size of the unit cell or 
representative element of all the computer models which have been discussed is 
much smaller than the representative elementary volume (REV) of the 
experimental sample. All the models have Implicit or explicit repeating periodic 
boundary conditions, but the repetition Is of the same unit cell, not a different one. 
There are two approaches to the overall problem; the first is use of massively 
parallel computing. Knackstedt and co-workers have shown that such techniques 
can be applied to lattice Boltzmann techniques. If they could be scaled up several 
orders of magnitude further, then simulated sample sizes comparable to 
experimental sample sizes might be achievable. 
Another approach, used by Pore-Cor, is to generate different stochastic 
realisations of the unit cells using a different seed for the pseudo-random number 
generator. The model is designed so that different structural parameters In 
conjunction with the same seed of the pseudo-random number generator produce 
a family or 'generation' of unit cells that are similar to each other - for example, all 
may have a group of large pores in ttie same region. Therefore subtle trends can 
be studied within a family of unit cells Isolated from the vagaries of the random 
generation. 
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This aspect of the modelling is discussed In detail in a recent publication by Peat 
et al. (Peat et al., 2000). Different stochastic generations can either use the 
original Pore-Cor optimisation parameters or can be re-optimised to the 
experimental data. The parameters and procedure are described in more detail 
elsewhere. (Matthews et al., 1995; Peat et al., 2000; Ridgway et a/.. 1997). It was 
shown by Schoelkopf et al. (Schoelkopf et al., 2000) that for modelling pigment 
samples the properties of the two stochastic generations are fairly similar, and one 
can have confidence that the small size of the unit cell is not producing 
meaningless results when compared to experiment. 
However, with samples that contain a very wide range of voids sizes, covering 
more than two orders of magnitude, individual permeabilities of unit cells of 
different stochastic generations can vary widely (Peat et ai, 2000). Under these 
circumstances one must apply the 'Principle of Parsimony' - wrtiich is to say that 
the minimum common information between the results for different stochastic 
generations is that which is valid. All structures, for example, may possess 
connectivity, in terms of the simplified Pore-Cor geometry, of between 3 and 3.2 -
whereupon it would be a correct inference ttiat the modelled connectivity would 
genuinely lie within this range, and would be a valid mapping of the actual 
connectivity of the experimental sample. The Principle of Parsimony, is. in effect, 
an alternative but useful way of expressing the results of a sensitivity analysis. 
2.11 The property 'inversion' problem 
In porous structures, one is in fact dealing with a property 'inversion' 
problem, requiring analogous but much more complicated efforts than those of 
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Smith and his co-wori(ers studying gas viscosities (Maitland ef a/., 1981). The 
property 'inversion' problem arises from the fact that any single porous structure 
will give rise to a single mercury intrusion curve, and a single permeability. 
However, the reverse is not true - there are an inflnite number of unit cells that 
correspond to a single permeability or single percolation curve. The temptation is 
to dodge this problem by applying arbitrary restrictions to the void structure - the 
1-D approximations are an extreme example of this. The greater the freedom one 
allows for the pennissible void structure, the wider the range of resulting possible 
structures, and the greater the necessity of applying the Principle of Parsimony. 
For samples with large REVs compared to the unit cell, one could generate an 
array of stochastic generations assembled together to give an overall unit cell of 
sufficient size and complexity. Such an approach could be applied to all the 
different models produced by the growth algorithms of e.g. Knackstedt (Knackstedt 
ef a/., 2000) or Niskanen (Niskanen ef a/., 1999). However, between one 
stochastic generation and its different neighbour is a boundary condition problem -
because one structure no longer joins up with the next. However, with the advent 
of hugely powerful and highly accessible computers, we should be in a position to 
obtain modelled structures that are closer to realism. 
2.12 Difficulties in proving the hypothesis 
Despite all these actual and potential advances in the study of fluids in porous 
media, all the structures which have been considered are isotropic, and this is 
obviously an unsatisfactory approximation for a paper coating mainly comprising 
clay platelets. It is this approximation which will be addressed in this thesis. 
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The difficulty in considering the effect of anisotropy is that one cannot perform 
a 'control' experiment. Specifically, it is not possible to compare the permeation 
into a control sample with permeation into a different sample, which has all 
characteristics the same except for a changed anisotropy. Thus to date, most 
discussion of the effects of anisotropy has been based on qualitative inferences 
from experimental trends. In this work, we will use a computer model to elucidate 
the effects of anisotropy which are othenvise hidden within the experimental 
trends. Pore-Cor can accommodate changes in void sizes and connectivity 
between samples, such that additional changes caused by anisotropy can be 
revealed and studied. 
2.12.1 Approximation framework 
The isolation of anisotropy from the many other effects governing the flow 
of fluids through porous media requires an appropriate level of approximation. 
One approach is to stand back from the minutiae of the wetting processes, and 
consider the overall phenomena in terms of the time-dependent thermodynamics 
of the processes. Such considerations suggest that the wetting is dependent on 
the thickness of the sample layer (Marmur, 1992), and the size of the droplet 
(Marmur, 1988). 
An approach which is slightiy more mechanistic is to use a hydraulic stream tube 
or effective hydraulic radius approximation (Chibowski et a/., 1997). The surface 
free energies of powders have been detenmined in this way by Surface Tension 
Component theory or the Equation of State approach (Lee, 1993). However, 
investigations using networks between packed glass capillary tubes have revealed 
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movements of the liquid front which are totally different to those in an unconnected 
bundle of capillary tubes (Lu ef a/.. 1995). 
So we need an approach which reflects at least some of the complexities of flow in 
real pore networks. However in doing so, we have to make a series of 
approximations. These are necessary to make tractable the computation of the 
wetting process within a porous network. (A tractable solution, for our purposes, is 
one that takes less than 30 hours to solve on a 1 GHz computer.) However, such 
approximations must not lose the link between the simulated and experimental 
porous networic, and must not mask the subtleties of fluid flow which stem directly 
from anisotropy. 
We therefore chose to use the simplest possible network which could closely 
match the experimental porosity and percolation properties, while being capable of 
being adjusted to different levels of anisotropy. The unit cell of such a network 
comprised an array of 1000 rectangular cross-section pores, connected by 
cylindrical or elliptical cross-section throats. All features were equally spaced in 
each Cartesian direction. Periodic boundary conditions were applied, with each 
unit cell connected to a replicate in each direction. The void size distributions, 
spacing between features, connectivity, and local size auto-correlation could be 
optimised such that the porosity and percolation characteristics were a very close 
match to those of the chosen experimental samples. The anisotropy could be also 
adjusted, although structures of neariy any anisotropy could be made to match the 
percolation characteristics. An independent measure of anisotropy was therefore 
made and used to adjust the networks, as described in Section 6.7. 
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Wetting and consequent permeation starts at the contact point or surface between 
the fluid reservoir or droplet and the porous solid. The first problenn is that there is 
an almost instantaneous wetting jump when a wetting fluid contacts a wettable 
porous sample (Schoelkopf et a/., 2000). We take this into account in the present 
study, although we approximate it as simply the extent of the jump which occurs 
too quickly to be measured by our apparatus. Next, the fluid has to accelerate 
from rest into the various pore features. Both the Bosanquet equation (Bosanquet. 
1923) used to describe this process, and the Lucas Washburn equation to which it 
is related, suffer from two major problems. The first is that there is an 
inconsistency between the implicitly assumed flow profiles within different parts of 
the equations. Poiseuillian flow adopts a parabolic flow profile across the tube, 
with the fastest fiow being at the centre of the tube. The capillary force which is 
assumed to induce it, however, acts along the line of contact of the fluid with the 
wall of the cylinder, and therefore fluid near the edge of the feature travels fastest. 
In response, many workers have improved Bosanquet's description of initial, 
inertial, and continuity influences (Marmur, 1992), and have included a kinetic 
energy term (Ichikawa et a/., 1994). Some recent approaches use the full Navier 
Stokes equations (Borhan etal., 1993; Moshinskii. 1997). 
The second problem is that the Bosanquet equation is essentially a second order 
differential equation which does not have a simple analytical solution, and can only 
be solved numerically if the velocity and acceleration are non-zero at time zero 
when the fluid is at the entrance to the tube. Improvements have been suggested 
by Szekely et al. (Szekely et a/., 1971). who conclude that the improvements are 
important for times of the order of pr^ /8 [iq . Here p is the fluid density, r is the 
feature radius and n is the fluid viscosity. In the present work, we are primarily 
interested in the total time it takes a fluid to penetrate a pore, which Is typically 
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much larger than this time threshold, and so the Bosanquet model should be 
adequate. Because the equation is applied to several thousand features at a time, 
which are being Intruded at different moments, it is essential not to miss the 
transient effect of inertia as the fluid enters each feature in turn. Hence the time-
step for the calculation must be set at no more than 1 nanosecond. This causes 
all more detailed approaches to the problem, as cited above, to be beyond our 
limits of tractability when applied to the several thousand features in a unit cell. 
The way the fluid subsequently permeates through the structure is then 
determined by a further series of factors, all of which we have to approximate. 
Firstly, the sizes and shapes of the voids matter (Ma et a/.. 1996). Clearly the 
actual pores and throat geometries are more complicated than our simple 
simulated shapes. The next factor is that way in which the voids are connected 
into the network (Adier et a/., 1990; Jerauld ef a/.. 1990; Portsmouth et a/., 1992). 
It is known that wetting fluid tends to jump at feature junctions, like those 
represented in the Pore-Cor model by multiple connected cubic pores (Haines ef 
a/.. 1996). At the present time, however, there is too little quantitative information 
about these jumps for them to be included within our model. The surface energy 
between the fluid and the solid phase is a major factor (Starov ef a/., 1994), and its 
dependence on surface history in the present study is discussed in Section 4.2.2. 
Finally the density, viscosity and applied pressure of the fluid need to be taken into 
account (Coulliette ef a/., 1998; Gane ef a/.. 1999; Ginzbourg ef a/., 1995). In the 
present work, the applied pressure is taken as zero, and experimental evidence 
given for this assumption is described in Section 4.2.1. There is also a workable 
match between the properties of the test fluid and the simulated fluid, and is 
discussed in Section 4.2.2. 
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3. MATERIALS AND EXISTING METHODS AND 
APPROACHES 
3.1. Types of paper coatings investigated 
In its simplest form a paper coating consists of mineral pigments, binders 
and air voids. The main constituent of the coating colour (the water-based 
suspension applied to the printing surface) is the pigment, usually kaolin clay 
and/or calcium carbonate, and hence this is the most important factor affecting the 
properties of the coating. Typically, the volume fraction of the pigment is about 
70% of the solid material of the coating, a corresponding weight fraction of 
between 80 and 95% (Lepoutre. 1989). This estimation is based upon a pigment 
density of 2.6 g cm"^ and a density for the rest of the solid material of 1 .Og cm"^ 
A latex binder (such as a styrene-butadiene copolymer) and a co-binder (such as 
starch or carboxymethyl cellulose) are added for the following reasons: 
• In order to ensure the required mechanical strength of the coating layer 
• To control the water retention of the coating colour during the coating 
process. 
• To act as an adhesive to bind the pigment particles together and to the 
substrate (O'Shea, 1997). 
3.1.1. Mineral pigments 
The experiments and modelling were carried out on seven different mineral 
pigments: Speswhite clay (Speswhite), Amazon 90 SD (Amazon), OpacarbA40, 
OpacarbASO, Albaglos, Hydrocarb90 and HydrocarbSO^^. 
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The pigment slurries can be grouped into three categories; Speswhite and 
Amazon belong to the Kaolin (clay) mineral group, OpacarbA40, OpacarbA60 and 
Albaglos belong to the Precipitated Calcium Carbonate (PCC) mineral group, and 
Hydrocarb90 and HydrocarbSO belong to the Ground Calcium Carbonate (GCC) 
mineral group. 
Speswhite is a primary coarse-grained kaolin mineral supplied from Imerys, UK. 
Fig. 3.1; while Amazon is a secondary fine-grained kaolin supplied from Caulim da 
Amaz6nia S.A.. Brazil, fig. 3.2 (Details of the electron microscopy technique are 
given in Section 3.2). 
Fig. 3. 1. Slurry sample of Speswhite: scanning electron micrographs of surface (image on 
left-hand side) and resin-embedded cross-sect ional s c a n (image on right-hand side) . Scale 
bars: 5^m for left-hand size image and 2 ^ for right hand size image. 
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Fig. 3. 2. Slurry sample of Amazon: scanning electron micrograph of surface s c a n . Scale 
bar: 2^m 
HydrocarbSO and Hydrocarb90 both have a calcitic chemical structure with a 
rhombohedral morphology and were supplied from Omya Pluss-Staufer AG, 
Switzerland. HydrocarbSO is more coarse-grained than HydrocarbQO, as the latter 
contains 90% of grains less than 2 ^m in diameter, while HydrocarbSO contains 
only 60%. Fig. 3.3. 
Fig, 3. 3. Slurry samples of Hydrocarb60 (image on left-hand side) and Hydrocarb90 (image 
on right-hand side): scanning electron micrographs of surface s c a n . Sca le bar: 2^m for left-
hand side image and 2^m for right-hand side image. 
Both OpacarbA60 and OpacarbA40 are aragonitic in structure, with an acicular (or 
needle-like) crystal habit. OpacarbA60 has a median grain size of around 0.60|am; 
while OpacarbA4G has a median grain size of around 0.40|im, Fig. 3.4. 
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Fig. 3. 4. Slurry samples of OpacarbA40 (image on left-hand side) and OpacarbAGO (image 
on right-hand side): scanning electron micrographs of surface s c a n . Sca le bar: 2nm for left-
hand side image and Z^m for right-hand side image. 
Meanwhile, Albaglos is calcitic in structure, with a rhombohedral crystal habit. Fig 
3.5. 
Fig. 3. 5. Slurry sample of Albaglos: scanning electron micrographs of surface s c a n . Scale 
bar: 2^m. 
The aragonite and Albaglos pigments were supplied by Specialty Minerals Nordic 
Oy, Finland. 
3.1.2. B inders 
The pigment coating suspensions or *coating colours' were prepared with 
two different groups of binders. The first group contained a carboxylated styrene-
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butadiene (SB) latex binder and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) co-binder; while 
the second group contained SB latex binder and starch co-binder^^. The coating 
colours in the first group contained one part C M C per hundred parts of pigment 
coating (Ipph) and 10 pph latex; while the second group contained 6 pph SB latex 
and 6 pph starch. The S B latex binder (trade name: DPL 935) has a particle 
diameter of 0.15 \}vr\ and a glass transition temperature Tg of 8 **C. and C M C co-
binder had an average molecular weight of 45000 and was used as water reten-
tion aid. 
3.1.3. Coat ing preparation 
All suspensions were prepared in a conventional manner to 60 % solids 
content by weight and a pH-value of 8.5. The kaolin pigments were received in a 
dry form and were dispersed in water under conditions suggested by the 
manufacturers. For Speswhite. 0.3 parts of dispersant per 100 parts of clay by 
weight (pph) and 0.15 pph NaOH were used; while for Amazon, 0.1 pph dispersant 
and 0.06 pph NaOH were used. Sodium polyacrylate was used as the 
dispersant^^. OpacarA40. OpacarbA60, Albaglos, Hydrocarb60 and Hydrocarb90 
were all received as slurries. 
It was necessary to use three different substrates for the samples. The pigment 
slunry samples were coated onto an impermeable plastic backing known as 
Synteape^^ having a coat weight of about 18 g/m^. It was used in all permeation 
experiments except the Guriey method (refer to Section 3.4). The substrate has a 
slightiy rough hooked surface on which the coating can adhere, producing the 
flexible but stable surface necessary for the ISIT experiments (refer to Section 
3.3.1 and 4.2). The pigment slurry samples were also coated onto a base paper 
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for use in the Gurtey method. The coating layer thus obtained was dried using 
hot-air and infi^ a-red dryers, having a coat weight of approximately 10 g/m^. 
In mercury porosimetry, Synteape undergoes mercury intrusion from the sides, 
which it is awkward to correct for. While for coated base paper, the mercury 
intrusion shows a bi-modal distribution of the base paper and coating layer, 
respectively, and is also awkward to correct for. Thus for mercury porosimetry, the 
pigment coating colours were drawn down on impermeable aluminium backing 
foils using a wire-wound rod in a bench coater^^ They could flake off from this 
substrate, but such removal made no difference to the mercury intrusion curves. 
The drawdown coatings were all produced and dried at room temperature. 
However, the Albaglos pigment coating colour containing starch and latex was not 
able to adhere to the surface of the aluminium substrate during the drying process. 
It was therefore not included in the mercury porosimetry runs. 
3.1.4. Sample Select ion 
The General set of hypotheses for this project (refer to the Section 1.3.1) 
did not need to be tested on the entire range of samples, but only on a chosen 
selection of samples, which are referred to as the primary samples. The selected 
samples were of the four mineral pigments; Spesvirtiite, Amazon, OpacarbA40 and 
Albaglos, with each one containing the first group of binders, CMC and SB latex 
(referred to as 'latex* throughout the thesis). These samples exhibited a wide 
difference in shape, aspect ratio and particle size distribution and created void 
structures that provided sufficient evidence to validate the hypothesis. 
Some of the experimental methods were also performed on some of the additional 
samples, and are included in the thesis and are referred to as the complementary 
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samples. However, no full modelling analysis was performed on the 
complementary samples. To differentiate in the text between the samples 
containing either starch and latex or CMC and latex, the former wrill be labelled 
SL' at the end of each pigment name (i.e. Amazon-SL). while the samples 
containing the latter will be labelled ' - C U at the end of each pigment name (i.e. 
OpacarbA40-CL). 
3.2. Existing techniques for characterising particle and void size 
distributions 
Sedimentation rates were measured by use of a Micromeritics Sedigraph^®. 
which measures the sedimentation rate of particles in a water column by scanning 
the column with X-rays (Lohmander. 2000). Median equivalent-spherical 
diameters based on weight fi^action were estimated from Stokes' Law, and also the 
width of the size distribution. The width, expressed as a number of orders of 
magnitude, was defined as logio(c/75) - Iogio(cf25). where c/75 and dzs are the 
diameters of the first and third quartiles of the size distribufion. 
The aspect ratio was estimated from image analysis of atomic force micrographs 
(Lohmander, 2000). Aspect ratio is defined for plate-like structures as the ratio of 
the maximum dimension of the particle, divided by the thickness of the particle; the 
more platey a particle, the higher its aspect ratio. For acicular (rod-like) structures, 
aspect ratio is defined as the length of the particle divided by the axial diameter 
A scanning electron microscope (SEM)^® was used to obtain two types of view of 
the void structure of the samples, namely that manifest at the surface of the 
sample and that visible in a cross-section, at magnifications around 40.000 X. For 
the surface views, the samples were gold plated, whereas for the cross-sections, 
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the samples were embedded in epoxy resin and viewed in back-scatter mode 
(McCoy, 1998). The micrographs were used to gain semi-quantitative estimates of 
appropriate aspect factors, and to estimate the number density of surface throats. 
The number density of surface throats (or surface capillaries) was calculated from 
the electron micrographs of the coating surfeces. covering areas of around 40 
i^m .^ Each micrograph was split into four equal areas, and a count made in each 
area of the number of throats at the surface, which appeared to lead into the bulk 
of the material (refer to Appendix B for detail of results on experimental method). 
This was done visually rather than by image analysis, because image analysis 
algorithms find it difficult to identify throats rather than surface pores in a surface 
electron micrograph. 
The specific surface area of the samples was measured by use of a Micromeritics 
BET surface analyzer^. The internal surface area of a solid material was 
analyzed by the instrument from using a nitrogen gas adsorption technique, and 
measured by use of the BET isotherm method (Webb etal., 1997). 
The percolation characteristics of the samples were measured by removal of the 
coatings from the aluminium foil backing and using a Micromeritics Autopore III 
Mercury Porosimeter^V The maximum applied pressure of mercury was 414MPa 
(60 000 psia), equivalent to a Laplace throat diameter of 0.004 )im. and the 
equilibration time at each of the increasing applied pressures of mercury was set 
to 60s. The mercury intrusion measurements were corrected for the compression 
of mercury, expansion of the glass sample chamber or 'penetrometer* and 
compressibility of the solid phase of the sample by use of the following equation 
from Gane et a/. (Gane et a/.. 1995): 
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E q . 3.1 
Vtnt is the volume of intrusion into the sample. \/obs the intruded mercury volume 
reading, (5Vbiankthe change in the blank run volume reading, V^tmikthe sample bulk 
volume at atmospheric pressure . P the applied pressure. O** the porosity at 
atmospheric pressure, the atmospheric pressure and Mss the bulk modulus of 
the solid sample. The volume of mercury intruded at the maximum pressure, once 
corrected for sample compression effects, was used to calculate the porosity of 
the sample. The width of the throat size distribution was also expressed as a 
number of orders of magnitude, and was defined as Iogio(cf9o) - logio(c/io). where 
d9o and dio are the diameters at 10% and 90% of the size distribution. 
3.3. Existing techniques for measuring permeation 
Three existing techniques were used for measuring liquid permeation 
properties; ink stain density (ISD) tests, involving the use of an Ink Surface 
Interaction Tester (iSIT) the Dynamic Absorption Tester (DAT) and the Gurtey Air 
Resistance Method (Guriey method). The ISD tests gave an indirect measure of 
the rate of pemneation of a fluid into the paper coatings over time periods greater 
than 60 seconds (Bristow et a/., 1982), while the DAT gave an indirect measure of 
the rate of permeation over much shorter time periods of less than one second. 
The 'Guriey' permeameter is used in the Guriey method as an indirect indicator of 
fluid permeance and obtains an absolute permeability value for a coated paper 
sample (Institute of Paper Science & Technology, 1940). 
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3.3.1. Ink stain densi ty ( ISD) procedure 
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the ink stain test is considered to be a 
measure of ink absorption by an optical measure of a change in the reflectance 
factor of the paper surface. Croda-Red ink was used for the experiment as the ink 
is essentially non-volatile, and contains magenta particles within an oil fluid phase 
known as the 'ink vehicle'. The ink has a higher viscosity and hence slower 
pernieation than the more commonly used 'K&N' ink. The ISIT provided a rotating 
rubber roller in non-sliding contact with a coating on Synteape backing mounted 
on a delivery carrier, with adjustable roller rotation speed, and adjustable pressure 
between the roller and the sample. (The instrument also featured a horizontally 
moving contact roller with pressure sensor, normally used to measure ink tack, 
which was not used.) The sample was in the form of a rectangular strip of coating 
measuring 40 mm x 250 mm. The contact speed was set at 1.0 m/s, with a 
contact force of 500 N. The instrument is shown in Fig. 3.6, below. 
P lacement of coa t ing strip on del ivery carr ier 
Ink tack roller 
R u b b e r rolh 
k d i s c 
Fig. 3. 6. Application of the ISPr with the ISD experiments. 
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After transfer from the roller, the ink vehicle permeated into the void structure of 
the coating. The volume of fluid contained in the pigment particles decreased and 
the coloured particles began to coalesce on the surface. The coating strips were 
divided into sections, with any free liquid and un-coalesced particles being wiped 
from the coating surface after various elapsed times. The colour intensities of the 
remaining ink stains were measured in calibrated arbitrary units with a Gretag 
densitometer^. The intensity of the colour is inversely related to the remaining 




Fig. 3. 7. Example of the ink stain obtained from the Speswhite (A) and Amazon (B) coating 
strips at various elapsed times (shown in minutes). 
There are a number of uncertainties when measuring the change in colour 
intensity that may affect the reliability of comparing the ink stain density results 
from the primary samples, collectively. A major concern is the difference in 
brightness between the two coating categories; the P C C and clay samples. The 
solid phase of each coating has a defined, but different, brightness depending on 
light scattering and the absorption coefficient. It therefore follows that for the same 
relative volume of ink in the pores, the P C C samples and clay samples may have 
different colour densities, because of the differences in optical properties, and 
differences in geometry which cause different patterns of filling, and different 
fluid/solid interactions. 
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These uncertainties can be overcome by only using the time taken for the colour 
density of each coating to reach a time-infinity asymptote. At this time, it is 
assumed that the entire void structure is full of fluid. Differences in the optical 
properties may alter the shape of the curve to reach this asymptote, and the 
absolute colour intensity at the asymptote. However, to a first approximation the 
uncertainties should not alter the time at which the colour density reaches its 
asymptotic value. Therefore, it is reasonable to compare these times to reach an 
asymptote with the simulated permeability of the systems. 
Hence, the ISD permeation rate for the samples was indirectiy calculated as the 
inverse of the amount of time elapsed to reach the maximum colour density or ink 
saturation point (T^). and was given the term 'saturation rate' (Rs): 
where = — 
S J 
1 
E q . 3. 2 
The curve for Speswhite was extrapolated to an asymptote, as there was an 
insufficient amount of time for the curve to reach its maximum colour density, as 
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Fig. 3. 8. Comparison of the Setting Rates for coating samples , containing CMC and latex, 
from ink stain density experiments. 
3.3.2. DAT procedure 
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the DAT was used to measure the 
absorption of a droplet of fluid on the coating samples with Synteape backing, Fig. 
3.9 (Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry, 2002). 
Fig. 3. 9. Dynamic Absorption Tester (DAT) showing the instrument (pictured on the left 
hand side) and the video camera monitor (pictured on the right hand side) . 
A cold set oil having a viscosity of 22 centipoises (mPas) was used in these 
experiments. A fluid drop of a pre-selected volume (approximately 4 1^) was 
automatically applied to the flat upper surface of the sample and a number of 
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images at different time intervals were captured by a video camera. As the droplet 
absorbed into the coating, it spread over the surface decreasing in height, volume 
and surface angle. An example of the absorption of a droplet is shown in fig. 3.10. 
Time - 0.000s. Voliuiie - 4.00ul Time = 0.020%, Volume = 4.00|il Time = 0.050s. Volume -3.68lll 
Time = 0 200s, Volume = 3.25M1 Time = 0 500s. Volume = 2.64M1 
Fig. 3. 10. A number of images at different time intervals of a fluid droplet applied to an 
Amazon clay coating surface. 
The surface angle is the angle between the droplet and coated surface, and is 
sometimes referred to as the contact angle, although the term surface angle 
emphasises that the contact is with a relatively large area of surface. The DAT is 
limited to calculating surface angles no lower than around 17*', as lower angles 
would have a high degree of uncertainty due to the pixel limitations of the DAT 
instrument. The DAT also assumes that the droplet spreads on the surface at an 
equal distance in every direction, and forms a half-sphere with an equal radius in 
every direction. The measurements were therefore taken near the beginning of 
absorption to ensure more consistent measurements, as at longer time periods the 
droplet begins to spread unevenly, and alters from a half-spherical shape. The 
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unreliability of the DAT measurements at longer time scales can be seen in Fig. 
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Fig. 3. 11. DAT permeation curves for the primary samples, showing the surface angle of the 
droplet with time. 
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The height of the droplet (/?), diameter of the base (dbase) and the contact angle of 
the droplet was measured by the DAT at a series of time intervals (t,). Each 
measurement of height was normalized (hn) with respect to the contact surface 
area {Sd) of the droplet at time, f,. An indirect measurement of the absorption {As) 
was calculated from subtracting the normalized height of the droplet (hn) at each 
time interval from the normalized height of the droplet at the initial time of contact 
(ho), as shown below: 
h (d \ 
A=K-hno^ where K=—^ ^ 
E q . 3. 3 
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An absorption rate {RA) was also calculated for each sample from the initial 
contact time (^ o) to a time {ti) of 0.4 seconds, and was used as an indirect measure 
for the DAT permeation rate: 
Where /,=0.45and to=Os 
Eq. 3.4 
The availability of the DAT instrument was limited during the project due to travel 
restrictions, and as a result, only Vt^e Kaolin and P C C coating samples, with CMC 
and latex, were tested with the instrument. 
3.4. The 'Gurley' Air Resistance Method (Gurtey method) 
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the Guriey method measures the amount of 
time required for a certain volume of air to pass through a test specimen (Physical 
Committee of the Process and Product Quality Division, 1946; Institute of Paper 
Science & Technology. 1940). The air pressure is generated by a gravity-load 
cylinder that captures an air volume within a chamber using a liquid seal. The 
pressurized volume of air is directed to the clamping gasket ring, v^ich holds the 
test specimen. Air resistance is the resistance to the passage of air. offered by the 
coated paper structure, vi^en a pressure differential exists across the boundaries 
of the specimen. It is quantified by obtaining the time for a given volume of air to 
flow through a specimen of given dimensions, under a specified pressure, 
pressure difference, temperature, and relative humidity. 
The Guriey method measured the air resistance of approximately 6.4 cm^ circular 
area of a coated paper using a pressure differential of 1.22 kPa. Due to limited 
availability of the apparatus, coated paper samples of only four different mineral 
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pigments were prepared, ranging in coat weight from about 10 to 13 g/m^. The 
coated paper samples were as follows: Speswhite-CL (coat weight- 10.8 and 13.2 
glm\ Amazon-CL (coat weight- 9.2, 9.7 and 12.6 g/m^), OpacarbA40-CL (coat 
weight-10.1 and 12.6 g/m^) and OpacarbA60-CL (coat weight- 9.5 and 11.4 g/m^). 
The results of the test are reported as seconds per 100 ml cylinder displacement 
per 6.4 cm^, and are commonly referred to as Gurley seconds. The actual volume 
of air that passes through the coated paper is 106 ml at 1.22 kPa. or 107 ml at 
atmospheric pressure. 
Five tests were run for each coated paper sample with the average time being 
used. A relationship between time in Gurley seconds, f, and air permeance (AP), 
measured in micrometers per Pascal second, is shown below (referenced to the 
density at 1.22 kPa): 
t 
Eq. 3. 5 
where t is equal to seconds per 100ml cylinder displacement. 
An impervious metal plate with a tiny hole, having a diameter of 42.5 |im and a 
thickness of 300 fim, was used to calibrate the Guriey instrument. The flow of air 
through the calibration plate was verified from Reynolds Equation (Eq. 2.11) to be 
approximately 0.002, so the flow was well into the laminar region. 
An absolute permeability for the calibration plate was calculated by combining 
D a r c / s law (Eq. 2.2 and Eq. 2.6) with the 'Hagen-Poiseuille' equation (Eq. 2.10) to 
obtain the following equation: 
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where k refers to the absolute permeability of the material, r refers to radius of the 
hole and A refers to the cross-sectional area of the plate. 
The permeability of the calibration plate was calculated to be equal to 
approximately 1.25 x 10'^ ® m ,^ having a flow time through the hole of 23.8 Gurley 
seconds. The absolute permeability of the sample runs (ksamp) was calculated 
from multiplying the permeability of the calibration plate (kcaj) by the ratio of the air 
permeance of the sample (APsewp) and calibration plate (APcei) • 
^samp "'cal 
cai 
Eq. 3. 7 
3.5. Use of existing models for measuring permeation 
3.5.1. Application of the Aligned Cylinders model 
The aligned cylinders model (also known as the straight capillaric model) is 
the simplest capillaric model representing a porous medium by a bundle of 
straight, parallel capillaries (Scheidegger, 1974). and it is discussed in more detail 
in Section 2.5.3. Permeability calculations were carried out on the primary 
samples using this model. 
The aligned tubes are assumed to stem from the obsen/ed surface throats, and to 
extend indefinitely normal to the surface, without lateral inter-connections. The 
total volume-flow Q through a capillary would be then given by Poiseuille, as 
shown in Eq. 2.10. If there are n such capillaries per unit area of cross-section of 
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the model an 'average' radius (r^) of the capillaries is used, and the flow per unit 
area q (or macroscopic velocity) will be 
q = - 8/// 
Eq. 3. 8 
As the flow can also be expressed by Darcy's law 
kSP 
Q = -
Eq. 3. 9 
The combination of Eq. 3.8 and 3.9 results in an expression for penneability: 
-nTrrl 
k = 8 
Eq. 3.10 
This model is implicit in the traditional interpretation of mercury porosimetry 
curves, in which the first derivative of the intrusion curve is used to determine the 
void size distribution. However, no inertial effects are taken into account 
(Schoelkopf ef a/., 2000), nor the networic interconnectivity. v^ich becomes 
important when the fluids have travelled through the surface throats. The number 
density of surface throats for each sample and the radius of the median void size 
(dso), which was measured by mercury porosimetry, were used a s a measure for n 
and rm, respectively. 
3.5.2. Application of the Kozeny models 
The Kozeny models (see Section 2.5) were used to calculate the 
permeability, /c, of the coating samples by the following equations: 
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k = cd>^IS^ Kozeny 
Eq. 3.11 
k = <l>' l[5Sl{\-<l>y] Kozeny^arman 
Eq. 3. 12 
In the Kozeny equation. S refers to specific surface area per unit bulk volume, 
while in the Kozeny-Carman equation. So refers to the specific surface area 
exposed to the fluid per unit volume of solid material, tp refers to the fractional void 
volume in the bulk samples (porosity), and c is a constant and shown for particles 
with a circular cross-section to have a value of 0.50. The specific surface area of 
the samples, S. was measured by BET surface analysis (see Section 3.2), while 
the porosity, ,^ was measured from mercury porosimetry. 
3.5.3. Application of the Effective hydraulic radius (EHR) model 
The simplest model of wetting is to equate the capillary wetting force to the 
force required for laminar flow as described by the Poiseuilie equation. This 
results in the Lucas-Washburn equation (Lucas, 1918). The distance travelled, x, 




The radius of the median void size (dso). which was measured by mercury 
porosimetry, was used as an approximate value for the effective hydraulic radius. 
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
Both the Pruflaau Printability tester (PPT) and the Ink Surface Interaction 
Tester (ISIT) were tested for its effectiveness In measuring and comparing the 
absorption rate of various paper coatings at short contact times (less than 1s). 
These two absorption test methods are referred to as the Prufl3au Printability 
Absorption Method (PPAM) and the Ink Surface Absorption Method (ISAM), 
respectively. The difference between the two instruments pertains to the operation 
and an-angement of the delivery carrier. 
4.1 Prufbau Printability Absorption Method (PPAM) 
4.1.1 Experimental procedure 
The Pruftsau Printability Tester (PPT) was flrst tested for use as a potential 
absorption technique on a range of different coating samples. Coating colours 
vkrith no binder additives (slurry) or with just CMC were found to not have enough 
adhesive strength to remain on its Synteape backing during experimental runs. 
These coating samples were therefore not tested with the instrument. 
With the PPT. the delivery carrier is a rectangular-shaped metal platen that travels 
on a flat moving conveyer belt, with the printing and ink disc on each end, as 
shown in Fig. 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.1. Picture of the Prufbau Printability tester (PPT). 
A coating strip is placed on a platen, and enough oil was distributed on and 
delivered from an ink disc to the coating such that its void structure was close to 
saturation (80 to 100% saturated). A metal rather than a rubber ink disc was used 
as it gave much better oil distribution on the coating strip. A cold set oil of 110 
centipoises was used as the delivered fluid since they were non-setting and 
contained no solid particles. 
A 'dry' coating strip (2cm width x 20cm in length) of the same type was wrapped 
around the printing disc, and came into contact with the saturated coating strip on 
the platen The saturated and *dry* coating strips had approximately a 1mm contact 
delivery length and the Prufbau Printability Tester was run at controlled contact 
speeds of 0.5 and 1.0 m/s. which is equated to a contact time of 0.002s and 
0.001s, respectively. The contact pressure between the saturated coating strip 
and the 'dry' strip was set at a pressure of 1200 N (equivalent to a line toad of 30 
kN m'^ ). This caused the oil to be delivered from the saturated carrier strip and to 
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be absorbed by the printing or *take-up' strip. The amount of fluid uptake could be 
measured gravimetrically. 
4.1.2 Theory 
The 'saturated coating sample was used to deliver a quantity of fluid to the 
'dry' coating sample in a manner such that flooding of surface pores did not occur. 
Delivery from the saturated coating strip to the 'dry' strip was by direct contact. 
The strength of the capillary suction and the amount of capillaries on the coating 
surface played a dominant role in determining the amount of oil absorbed. The 
two strips were of the same coating colours and therefore enabled the 
delivery/uptake system to be symmetrical. There would therefore be no need for 
mathematical assumptions and operations (like the 'Bristow Wheel' experiment) to 
solve the fluid delivery equations. However, there was a need to extrapolate out 
the effects of contact pressure by running a series of experiments at different 
contact pressures. 
4.1.3 Disadvantages 
The disadvantages of the PPAM were discovered after performing 
experimental trial runs of some of the coating samples, and they are as follows: 
Disadvantage 1: 
The faster printing speed of 1.0 m/s created considerable difficulty in 
obtaining accurate gravimetric readings, as the contact time was insufficient for 
this type of delivery/uptake system. 
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Disadvantage 2: 
There were a number of uncertainties, in regards to the mode of transfer of 
the fluid onto the sample. The amount of fluid delivered to the coating strip may 
be inaccurate and not uniformly distributed. There was also the possibility that the 
'saturated' coating strip could become flooded due to excess oil on its surface. 
This caused oil to be transferred from the surface rather than from the void 
structure of the coating. 
4.2 Ink Surface Absorption Method (ISAM) 
4.2.1 Experimental procedure for the ISAM 
The disadvantages found from using the PPT as an absorption test method, 
could be removed by the use of the ISIT in a novel way, as shown in fig. 4.2. 
D e l i ^ H carr ier 
G r a v u r e roller 
Fig. 4. 2. Use of the ISPT in a novel way. 
Similar to the PPT. only the coating strips containing latex or starch had enough 
adhesive strength to remain on its Synteape backing during experimental runs. 
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A rectangular coating strip on Synteape backing was attached to a sample roller. 
Mineral oil was then delivered from a gravure roller to the strip on the sample 
roller, vwth both rollers moving at a speed of 1.0 m s'\ A jig and scalpel was then 
used to cut out an exactly reproducible rectangular area of the saturated sample, 
vA\\\e avoiding compressing the sample and keeping away from edges or partially 
saturated areas. The weight of the cut rectangle was then weighed, and the 
amount of fluid uptake calculated by comparison with an equal area of dry sample. 
The gravure roller^ comprised an array of small pits in a polished surface, with 
sizes and spacings such that complete transfer of the fluid onto a substrate of the 
same surface area would produce a film of thickness 1.5 ^m. The footprint of the 
gravure roller in contact with the mounted coating strip was measured by the use 
of carbon paper, and found to be approximately 1 mm in the direction of rotation. 
The use of a gravure roller had the benefit that flooding of the sample was 
avoided, and that there was minimal uncertainty in the mode of transfer of the fluid 
onto the sample. Since the fluid was recessed in the gravure pattern, the fluid 
itself had a delivery pressure of zero when in contact with the sample. 
The fluid was delivered from the gravure roller to the sample in the order of 0.01 
seconds (f.), as the results below show. So the fluid velocity v = s I U was of the 
order of 1mm per second. On the basis of the dimensions of the gravure roller pits 
and the fluid properties described above, the Reynolds Number (2 prvf ^) was of 
the order of 0.01, i.e. five orders of magnitude lower than the turbulence threshold 
of around 2000. 
The compressing action of the roller on the coating structure was accounted for by 
a series of experiments using Amazon coating as a test sample. The amount of 
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fluid transferred to the coating was measured at a range of contact pressures from 
100-600 N at a slower contact speed of 0.5 ms'^ to emphasise any pressure-
induced effects. At lower pressures (100-300 N) there was no significant change 
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Fig. 4. 3. Amount of oil transferred from gravure roller to Amazon coating for a range of 
contact pressures, at a contact speed of 0.5 m/s. 
This was attributed to a 'sponge' effect, with enhanced uptake being caused 
by the compression and subsequent relaxation of the coating structure. Although 
such an effect may well occur during a commercial printing process, it is also 
dependent on the sample elasticity, which brings in another experimental variable. 
Therefore all the other experiments reported in this work were carried out at a 
contact pressure of 100 N to avoid this effect. 
4.2.2 Fluids 
With the interests of the printing industry in mind, the oil used with the ISAM 
was a non-setting test oil designed for use as the solvent or 'vehicle' for offset 
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printing inks^^. It contained a mixture of paraffinic, naphthenic and aromatic 
hydrocariDons (mainly C16-C18 chains). Its density was measured gravimetrically to 
be approximately 1025.3 kg m*^ . and its viscosity was measured by a Control 
Stress Rheometer^^ to be about 0.0074 N s m'^ . This suggested mainly paraffinic 
components, although its exact formulation was confidential. 
4.2.11 Fluid used in modelling ISAM results 
The use of such oil gave experimental results which were in themselves of 
interest to the paper coating and printing industries. However, even if the 
formulation of the ink vehicle were known, its mixture of fluids was too complicated 
to model. Therefore it was decided to model a fluid which was a close analogue to 
it. Hexadecane (C16H34) was chosen, as being representative paraffinic oil, which 
would have similar physical properties. It had a surface tension ^^ of 0.0246 N m~\ 
a density p of 773.31 kg m" ,^ and a viscosity ^ of 0.00334 N s m"^  at 20°C (Weast, 
1979). The contact angle ^was 40°, estimated from comparing contact angles of 
similar mineral oils (Ishigami ef a/., 1994; Woodward ef a/., 1996). 
As a check, the properties of both the test oil and hexadecane were tested on a 
freshly ground calclte crystal surface, using wet grinding with tap water to prevent 
oxidation and 1200 grit paper. Both the test oil and hexadecane were fully wetting, 
in that no fluid contact angle was visible. On aged surfaces, which have adsorbed 
atmospheric aerosols, smoke or vapours including water, the contact angle of both 
fluids increases to around 40^ as published (Ishigami et a/., 1994; Woodward et 
a/., 1996). This behaviour on aged surfaces was taken to be that which was most 
representative of actual paper coatings. 
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It will be seen that ttie comparison between experiment and simulation involved a 
comparison of trends, and a close inspection of the exact nature of wetting, rather 
than an attempt at a precise quantitative match between theory and experiment. 
The match between the experimental and simulated liquids was therefore 
sufficient to allow appropriate comparison of trends to be made. 
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5. RESULTS FROM EXISTING AND NOVEL 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND APPROACHES 
5.1. Characterisation of the particle and void structures of the 
primary samples 
5.1.1. Characterisation of the particles 
The characteristics of the particles for the primary samples, as measured by 
sedimentation and light scattering, are shown in columns 3 to 6 of Table 5.1 The 
aspect ratios, estimated from atomic force microscopy, are shown in column 7. 
Note that these aspect ratios are a more direct and therefore more robust measure 
than shape factors that arise as connection factors for sedimentation and light 
scattering experiments (refer to Section 2.7.3). 
Mineral group Sample name 
Sedimentation Light Scattering 
Atomic Force 
Microscopy 
Median Width or 
partide particle size 
diameter^ j 9 distribution 
(jim) (jim) 




















Table 5.1. Characteristics of particles and voids in coating samples. * represents the value 
estimated visually. See Section 3.2 for definitions of parameters. 
The median particle diameter and the width of the particle size distribution of the 
four samples, analysed by sedimentation, are shown in Fig. 5.1. 









Median particle diameter 
Width of partcle size distnbution 
PCC mineral group Kaolin mineral group 
Abaglos-CL OpacarbA40-CL Amazon-CL Speswhite-CL 
Fig. 5. 1. The median particle diameter and the width of the particle size distribution of the 
four samples, analysed by sedimentation. 
The samples belonging to the Kaolin mineral group (clay samples) showed a 
larger width of particle size distribution than the samples belonging to the P C C 
mineral group, with Speswhite-CL having the largest distribution. Albaglos is 
shown to have the largest median particle size but also the smallest width of 
particle size distribution, while Amazon is shown to have the smallest median 
particle size. 
5.1.2. Character isat ion of the void structure 
The characteristics of the void structures for the primary samples, as 
measured by mercury porosimetry and BET surface area analysis, are shown in 
Table 5.2. 
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Albaglos-CL 0.198 0.25 37.6 4.4056 
Opacart)A40-CL 0.192 0.5 38.3 3.9384 
Kaolin 
Amazon-CL 0.064 0^4 30.0 73557 
Speswtute-CL 0.119 0.37 25.8 33475 
definitions of parameters. 
An example of the difference in the experimental mercury intrusion curves when 
first corrected for chamber expansion and mercury compressibility, and tfien fully 
corrected for sample compressibility, is shown for Amazon in Fig. 5.2. The fully-
corrected intrusion curve is shown to decrease in porosity as the compressibility of 
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FuUy-corrected: Hg and 
sample compression and 
chamber expansion 
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Laplaclan throat entry diameter (pm) 
Fig. 5. 2. Uncorrected, corrected and fully-corrected mercury intrusion curves for Amazon. 
The fully-corrected mercury intrusion curves for all four samples, and conversion 
of the applied pressure to an effective throat entry diameter, Eq . 2.25, are shown 
in Fig. 5.3. 
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Fig. 5. 3. Fully-corrected mercury intrusion curves of the four samples, and conversion of 
the applied pressure to an effective throat entry diameter. 
It can be seen that the clay samples had markedly different intrusion curves. The 
median throat size diameter and the width of the void size distribution of the four 
samples are shown in Fig. 5.4, while the porosity and the surface area of the four 
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Fig. 5. 5. The porosity and surface area of the four samples 
The P C C samples are shown to have a larger median throat size diameter and 
porosity than the clay samples. Of the two mineral coating groups. OpacarbA40-
CL and Speswhite-CL are shown to have the largest void size distribution. 
Although Amazon-CL is shown to have the smallest throat size diameter of the 
four samples, it was shown to have the largest surface area. 
5.1.3. S c a n n i n g electron micrographs 
The surface and cross-sectional void structures of the coating samples are 
displayed in Figs 5.6 to 5.13. The particles in the Speswhite-CL have the highest 
aspect ratio, and the coating process favours a horizontal orientation during 
packing, resulting in slit-like pores (Figs 5.6 and 5.7). 
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Fig. 5. 6. Speswhite-CL: scanning electron micrographs of surface scan. Scale bar: 2nm. 
Fig. 5. 7. Speswhtte-CL: scanning electron micrographs of resin-embedded cross-sectional 
scan. Scale bar: 5^m. 
The Amazon particles have a lower aspect ratio, resulting in voids, which are less 
slit-like than for Speswhite (Figs 5.8 and 5.9). 
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Fig. 5. 8. Amazon-CL: scanning electron micrographs of surface scan. Scale bar: 2^m. 
7 
Fig. 5. 9. Amazon-CL: scanning electron micrographs of resin-embedded cross-sectional 
scan. Scale bar: 5^m. 
The particles in the OpA40 coating samples have an elongated prismatic shape, 
which pack together to give pores, which may also have a rod-like structure 
(Fig. 5.10 and 5.11). 
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Fig. 5.10. OpacarbA40-CL: scanning electron micrographs of surface scan. Scale bar: 2^ni. 
Fig. 5. 11. OpacarbA40-CL: scanning electron micrographs of resin-embedded cross-sectional scan. 
Scale bar: S^im. 
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The Albaglos particles, due to their calcitic morphology and rhombohedrai shape, 
create almost spherical particles, which in turn form an isotropic porous network 
structure (Figs 5.12 and 5.13). 
Fig. 5.12. Albagk>s-CL: scanning electron micrographs of (a) surface scan. Scale bar: 2^m. 
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1^  
Fig. 5. 13. Albaglos-CL: scanning electron micrographs of resin-embedded cross-sectional 
scan . Scale bar: 5^m. 
These and other electron micrographs of the surfaces were examined, covering 
areas of surface of around 40 |im^. Each micrograph was split into four equal 
areas, and a count made in each area of the number of throats at the surface, 
which appeared to lead into the bulk of the material. This was done visually rather 
than by image analysis, because image analysis algorithms find it difficult to 
identify throats rather than surface pores in a surface electron micrograph. The 
results are shovm in Table 5.3, together with the % standard errors of the means, 
which arose chiefly from the heterogeneity of the surface structures rather than the 
inevitable subjectivity in the visual count. Cleariy the standard error increases with 
the number of areas into which the image is split. The lower limit when the image 
is a standard error of a throat size, in which case it becomes an almost binary only 
problem (throat or no throat) with a standard error of ±100%. Only if the sample 
was a self-similar fractal would the observation be independent of image area. 
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There is no way of avoiding this arbitrariness of this standard error, but splitting the 
image into four gives some feel for the surface heterogeneity. 
It can be seen that the number density of surfece throats (or surface capillaries) is 
lower for Speswhite-CL than for Amazon-CL, while a smaller number density is 
observed for Albaglos-CL than for OpacarbA40-CL. 
Aspect 
factor {a) 
j Number density of surface throats (^ m'^ ) 1 Surface throat 
Primary samples 
1 Experimental Experimental standard error Model 
1 number density 
1 correction factor, 
1 f 
Albagtos-CL 1 1 1.4 0.22 12.13 \ 0.12 
OpacarbA40-CL 1.5 1 3.02 0.12 13.54 1 0.22 
Amazon-CL 0.8 1 4.09 0.15 10.66 1 0.38 
Speswhita-CL 0.6 ! 0.66 0.07 7.89 ! 0.084 
for each sample. 
5.1.4. Packing-structure trends for the primary samples 
In the context of the hypotheses of this thesis, it is important to consider 
which features of the experimental data are due to anisotropy and which are not. 
One must also make a distinction between trends in this figure which arise mainly 
from the manufacturing processes, and those which arise from the more subtle 
trends arising from the structures of the particles both separately and in the 
coating. We are interested in the latter category, which we shall call 'packing-
structure trends'. 
The characteristics of the particles, which were summarised in Table 5.1, are 
plotted against aspect ratio in Figure 5.14. None of the experimental methods give 
direct measurements of the required properties, so any conclusions must be made 
with great caution. In particular: (i) light scattering is highly sensitive to particle 
anisotropy. (ii) sedimentation is also very sensitive to particle anisotropy and (iii) 
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the void size distribution from mercury intrusion implicitly assumes a parallel-tube 
model. 
ttz* median 












width of void 
size diet 
0 2 4 
Fig. 5. 14. Packing structure trends for the primary samples. 
Over all the samples, the median sizes of the particles, as measured by 
sedimentation, which takes a spherical average value, are in the range 0.23 to 0.8 
^m - but these sizes are largely determined by the manufacturing process. As 
expected, light scattering, which is sensitive to aspect ratio, highlights the large 
face dimensions of the Speswhite particles. The widths of the particle size 
distributions depend both on the innate mineralogical characteristics, and the way 
that the particles are sorted during manufacture. Thus, the Increases of these 
distribution widths with aspect ratio within the P C C and kaolin mineral groups are 
not packing-structure trends. 
Importantly, various packing-stnjcture trends are also evident in Figure 5.14. 
Within the two coating groups (the P C C and the Kaolin mineral group), the width of 
the void size distribution in the coatings (o) increased with the width of the particle 
size distributions (0 and ). However, the void size distributions are shown to vary 
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rather less markedly than the particle size distributions, which can be interpreted 
as the greater efficiency of the particle packing for the wider size distributions 
(Lohmander, 2000). For the low aspect ratio P C C s , the width of the void size 
distribution is higher than the width of the particle size distribution, whereas for the 
higher aspect-ratio clays, the converse is true. An interpretation for this is that for 
the higher aspect ratio clay particles, structures containing aligned particles pack 
more efficiently than those with lower aspect ratios. This interpretation is 
substantiated by inspection of fig. 5.6 and 5.7. 
However, such increase in packing efficiency could be either because of the 
increase of the width of the particles size distributions, giving a wider range of 
sizes of building blocks to fit together, or it could be because of the increase in 
aspect ratio causing particles to become more aligned and therefore pack more 
efflciently. The particle packing causes a much lower number density of voids on 
the Speswhite surface compared to the Amazon surface. Although the median 
particle and void sizes are larger for Albaglos-CL than OpacarbA40-CL, they both 
have similar porosities (Fig. 5.5). The particle packing, therefore, created a 
structure for Albaglos-CL with a lower number density than OpacarbA40-CL, as 
larger but fewer voids were created. However, all these conclusions are tentative, 
in the context of the approximations mentioned above. 
5.2. Experimental permeation results for the primary samples 
The permeation results from the Ink Stain Density (ISD), Dynamic 
Absorption Test (DAT), Gurley Air Resistance Method (Guriey Method), Prufbau 
Printability absorption method (PRAM) and the Ink Surface Absorption Method 





Speswhite-CL Amazon-CL Albaglos-CL OpacarbA40-CL 
DAT pemfieation rate 
X 10^ (fim \im'^) 
104.58 109.83 119.15 121.80 
ISD permeation rate x 
27.40 166.67 69.44 111.11 
ISAM permeation rate 
0.05 0.70 0.10 0.55 
PPAM volume uptake 
(at0.5m/s) 
7.59 10.53 4.46 5.19 
Guriey Permeability at 
11 9 m'^  coat weight 
(mDarcy) 
6.00E-03 7.50E-03 - 1.43E-02 
Table 5.4. Experimental pemieation results from the three expenments. 
5.2.1. Permeation results from Prufbau Printability Absorption Method 
(PPAM) 
Experimental trial runs using the Prufbau Printability Absorption Method 
(PPAM) on the four coating samples are shown in Fig. 5.15 for a printing speed of 
0.5 wis and 1.0 m/s. The figure displayed two results; the percent volume of oil 
transferred from the carrier strip to the printing strip, and the percent saturation for 
the printing strip. The results for the percent saturation were calculated by using 
the measured porosity from mercury porosimetry for each coating sample. 
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%Volume Uptake at 0 5 m/s 
Q % saturatx)n at 0 5 m/s 
% Volume uptake at 1 0 r 
• % Saturation at 1 0 m/s 
100 i 
Speswtiite-CL Amazon-CL Opacart)A40-CL AJbaglos-CL 
Fig. 5. 15. Results from the PRAM showing the percent volume uptake of oil and the percent 
saturation for the samples from the printing strips. 
The results showed the Kaolin samples (Speswhite-CL and Amazon-CL) to have a 
higher uptake of oil than the P C C samples. An increase in delivery speed from 0.5 
to 1.0 m/s caused a significant drop in the amount of oil absorbed for all the 
samples, with OpacarbA40-CL having no absorption, as shown. Of the four 
samples, Amazon had the highest uptake of oil. The results of the percent 
saturation showed that none of the samples from the printing strips were close to 
reaching saturation. The saturation results, for both printing speeds, also followed 
a similar trend with the percent volume uptake. 
There are a number of uncertainties In these experimental results due to the 
disadvantages in its experimental method, as discussed in Section 4.1.3. Due to 
the unreliability of this method, the PPAM results will not be discussed again until 
the Overview chapter. 
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5.2.2. Permeation results from the Ink Stain Density (ISD) test 
The saturation rates for the samples were calculated from the ink stain 


















Speswhite-CL Amazon-CL OpacaftA40-CL Albaglos-CL 
Fig. 5. 16. Saturation rate for all four coating samples, measured from the Ink stain density 
curves. The results are also termed as the ISD permeation rate. 
The saturation rates of the samples are termed as the ISD permeation rate. 
Amazon-CL and Speswhite-CL are shown to have the highest and lowest ISD 
permeation rates, respectively. 
5.2.3. Permeation results from the Dynamic Absorption Test (DAT) 
The change in normalized height for the droplet is calculated from the DAT 
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Fig. 5. 17. DAT permeation curves for the primary samples, showing the change in height of 
the droplet normalized to surface area over an elapsed wetting time. 
P C C mineral group Kaolin mineral group 
0 195 
0 185 
I 0 175 
0 17 
Speswhrte-CL Amazon-CL Opacart)A40-CL AJbagl08-CL 
Fig. 5. 18. Change in normalized height for the droplet of oil at 0.4s for all four coating 
samples. The result is measured from the use of the DAT instrument, and is termed as the 
DAT permeation rate. 
The measured change in normalized height is termed as the DAT 
permeation rate. The PCC mineral group is shown to have greater DAT 
permeation rates than the Kaolin mineral group, as Albaglos and Speswhite are 
shown to have the highest and lowest DAT permeation rates, respectively. 
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5.2.4. Permeation results from the Ink Surface Absorption Method 
(ISAM) 
Fig. 5.19 showed the results of the ISAM for the primary samples. 
5E-03 
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Fig. 5. 19. Amount of oil transferred from gravure roller to coating samples at 100N contact 
pressure. 
The red coloured curves represent the coating samples belonging to the Kaolin 
mineral group, while the blue curves represent the samples belonging to the 
Precipitated Calcium Carbonate (PCC) mineral group. The curves were 
extrapolated to time zero as shown. The intercept at time zero was assumed to be 
due to almost instantaneous surface film transfer (Schoelkopf et a/.. 2001), caused 
from residual oil on the surface of the gravure roller. This surface film was then 
subtracted to give the oil uptake additional to this transfer. Also, taking the 
gravure roller footprint as 1 mm as described previously, allows an absolute 
contact time to be estimated, Fig. 5.20. 
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Fig. 5. 20. Results of Figure 5.20 corrected for film transfer and witfi respect to absolute 
contact time. 
Inspection of Fig. 5.20 suggested that 0.002 s would be a time which revealed the 
trends in the experimental results before they reached a plateau. The resulting 
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Fig. 5. 21. ISAM penneation rate of the primary samples at 0.002s conUct time. 
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Amazon-CL and Speswhite-CL are shown to have the highest and lowest ISAM 
permeation rates, respectively. 
5.2.5. Permeation results from Gurley Air Resistance Method (Gurley 
method) 
Due to limited availability of coated paper samples, the Gurley method was 
only performed on three of the four primary samples and on one complementary 
sample, OpacarbA60-CL. which will be discussed in section 5.3.5. The average 
Gurley seconds, air permeance and permeability results for all the coated paper 
samples are shown in Table 5.6. Permeability measurements obtained from the 
Gurley method are termed as Gurley permeability measurements, and are shown 
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Fig. 5. 22. Guriey permeability measurements varying with coat we igh t The % standard 
error was calculated to be between 1 to 5% for the Gurley permeability measurements of 
each sample (refer to Table 5.6). Error bars were therefore not shown on the curves a s they 
would be too small in s ize to be clearly visible. 
The permeability at a coat weight of 11 g/m^ was approximated for each sample, 
and the results are shown in fig. 5.23. 
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Fig. 5. 23. Gurley permeability measurements at a coat weight of 11 g/m^. 
The Gurley permeabilities of the Kaolin mineral group are shown to be lower than 
the permeabilities of the P C C mineral group. OpacarbA40-CL and Speswhite-CL 
are shown to have the highest and lowest permeabilities, respectively. 
5.2.6. Comparison of permeation results from the primary samples 
The ISAM, ISD and DAT method were all used as indirect measures of the 
experimental permeation rates for the samples, while the Gurley method was used 
as a direct measurement of permeability. All four experimental permeation 
methods showed Speswhite-CL to have a slower permeation than Amazon-CL. 
However, the ISAM and the ISD method shov\/ed Amazon-CL to have the fastest 
permeation while the DAT and the Gurley methods showed the samples in the 
P C C mineral group to have the fastest pemieations. The ISAM and the ISD 
method also showed OpacarbA40-CL to have a faster permeation rate than 
Albaglos-CL; however the DAT method showed the reverse. Hence, the 
permeation results from the DAT method much better resembled the permeability 
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trends from the Gurley method than the ISAM or ISD method. The similarities in 
the permeation results between the ISD and the ISAM would be due to the 
similarities in their test procedure, as both methods showed the surface to be 
completely saturated with ink at the start of permeation. 
The permeation results from the four experimental methods were compared to the 
void structure properties of the samples. A comparison between the permeation 
results from the four experimental permeation methods and the number density of 
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Fig. 5. 24. Comparison of the permeation results from the ISD and DAT methods 
Experimental number density of each sample. 
with the 
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Fig. 5. 25. ComparisoB of the permeatioa results from the I S A M and the Gur ley methods with the 
Experimental number density of each sample. 
The permeation results from the ISAM and the ISD method are shown to have a 
perfectly ranked positive correlation with number density while the DAT and the 
Gurley method are shown to deviate. None of the other void structure properties, 
such as porosity, surface area and median throat size, showed a perfectly ranked 
positive correlation with the four experimental permeation methods. The number 
density of surface throats was therefore the dominant factor in determining the 
permeation results of the ISD and ISAM method. This was also In agreement with 
the work done by Preston et al. (Preston et a/., 2001) using the ink tack test (see 
Section 2.3.2). In summary, the ISAM and ISD method better resembled surface 
number density trends than the permeability trends shown from the Gurley 
method. 
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5.3. Experimental results from the addition of complementary 
samples 
5.3.1. Characterisation of void structures 
Mercury porosimetry was also performed on the complementary samples, 
comprising of a mineral pigment with either CMC and latex or starch and latex. 
The fully-corrected mercury intrusion curves from the primary and complementary 
samples are shown in figures 5.26 and 5.27, for the samples containing either 
CMC and latex or starch and latex, respectively. However, the mercury intrusion 
curve for Albaglos-SL could not be obtained as the coating sample mounted on 
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Fig. 5. 26. Fully corrected mercury intrusion curves of coating samples , comprising of a 
mineral pigment with CMC and latex. 
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Fig. 5. 27. Fully corrected mercury intrusion curves of coating samples , comprising of a 
mineral pigment with starch and latex. 
The characteristics of the void structures for the samples, measured by mercury 
porosimetry and BET surface area analysis, are shown in Table 5.5. BET surface 
area analysis v^as only performed on some of the samples. 
Mercury PoiDsimetiy 
B E T s u i f i c e 
area analysb 
Sample Type Sample name Mediaii throat Width or throat sbc Surface area 
diameter, </50 distribution (orden Porosity (%) 
(m'/g) 
(|im) of Magnitude) 
Albaglos-CL 0.198 0.25 37.6 4.4056 
OpacarbA40<X 0.192 0.5 38.3 3.9384 
P C C Opacart)A60-CL 0225 0.42 36.7 3.6099 
Opacait)A40-SL 0.152 02 34.8 -
Opacait)A60-SL 0.241 033 39.9 -
.AmaiDi»-CL 0.064 0.24 30 73557 
Kaolin 
S|MiwMli C L 0.119 0.37 25.8 33475 
Amazon-SL 0.079 0.35 21.6 -
Spe*>*liite-SL 0.137 0.46 27.8 -
HydrT)cart)60-CL 0.292 0.76 26.1 -
GCC Hydrocari^O-CL 
0.138 0 3 27.6 -
HydrDcarti60-SL 0 3 6 0.49 24.6 -
HydfT)carij90-SL 0.18 0.42 34.2 -
latex and starch and latex. See Section 3.2 for definitions of parameters. 
The median throat size diameter, the width of the void size distribution and the 
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Fig. 5. 29. Width of throat size distribution for the CMC and latex and the starch and latex 
samples 
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Fig. 5. 30. Porosity measurements for the CMC and latex and the starch and latex samples 
Fig. 5.28 displayed how the samples containing starch and latex are shown to 
have a larger median throat size diameter than the samples containing CMC and 
latex. The width of the throat size distribution, in fig. 5.29, and the porosity 
measurements of the samples, in fig. 5.30, showed no general trend between the 
samples containing CMC and latex and starch and latex. However, fig. 5.29 
showed localised trends within the PCC and Kaolin mineral group. The PCC 
samples containing CMC and latex showed a greater width in throat size 
distribution than the PCC samples containing starch and latex; while the reverse 
trend is shov^ for the clay samples. The samples belonging to the Kaolin mineral 
group are shown to have much smaller median throat size diameters than the 
samples belonging to the PCC and GCC group, while the samples belonging to 
the PCC mineral group are shown to have much larger porosities than the 
samples belonging to the Kaolin or GCC group. 
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5.3.2. ISD Permeation results 
The ISD permeation experiments were also performed on the 
complementary samples. Fig. 5.31 showed the ink stain density curves for the 
samples containing CMC and latex, while Fig. 5.32 showed the curves for the 
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Fig. 5. 31. Comparison of the Setting Rates for coating samples, containing CMC and latex, 
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Fig. 5. 32. Comparison of the Setting Rates for coating samples , containing starch and latex, 
from ink stain density experiments. 
The red coloured curves represent the coating samples belonging to the Kaolin 
mineral group, the green coloured curves represent the Ground Calcium 
Carbonate (GCC) mineral group, while the blue coloured curves represent the 
Precipitated Calcium Carbonate (PCC) mineral group. The curve for Albaglos is 
given a lighter blue colour as the mineral pigment has a different crystallographic 
habit to OpacarbA40 (refer to Section 3.1.1). 
The saturation rates for the samples were calculated from the ink stain colour 
density curves, Fig. 5.33, and are termed as the ISD permeation rate. 
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Fig. 5. 33. Saturation rate for pigment coating colours containing CMC and latex and starch 
and latex. The rate, measured from the Ink stain density curves, is a lso temied the ISD 
permeation rate. 
Speswhite and Amazon, both belonging to the Kaolin mineral group, are shown to 
have the slowest and fastest ISD permeation rates, respectively, of all the coating 
colours. Amazon-CL showed a faster permeation rate than Amazon-SL. however, 
both cases of Speswhite coating showed no significant change. In the P C C 
coating group, both OpacarbA40 and OpacarbA60 showed a significantly faster 
permeation rate than Albaglos, with OpacarbA40-SL having the fastest permeation 
rate. The coating colours in the G C C mineral groups showed, in general, a much 
slower ISD permeation rate than the coating colours in the P C C mineral group. 
Furthermore. Hydrocarb90-CL showed a relatively faster permeation rate than the 
other coating colours in the G C C mineral group. 
5.3.3. DAT Permeation results 
The DAT method was also performed on OpacarbA60-CL. and its 
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Fig. 5. 34. DAT permeation curves for the Kaolin and P C C coating samples , showing the 
change in height of the droplet normalized to surface area over an elapsed wetting time. 
The change in normalized height for each coating sample, at approximately 0.4s, 
was calculated from these curves, and is shown in Fig. 5.35. 
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Fig. 5. 35. Change in normalized height for the droplet of oil at 0.4s for all Kaolin and P C C 
coatings containing CMC and latex. 
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The DAT permeation results were much the same as Fig. 5.18. The 
complementary sample, OpacarbA60-CL showed the highest permeation rate. 
5.3.4. ISAM Permeation results 
The ISAM was also performed on the other complementary samples 
comprising of a mineral pigment with CMC and latex. The results, corrected for 
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Fig. 5. 36. ISAM permeation results for the prinwry and complementary samples . The 
results were corrected for film transfer and were performed at 100N contact pressure. 
The green coloured curves represent the coating samples belonging to the 
Ground Calcium Carbonate (GCC) mineral group. The results showed 
Hydrocarb90-CL and Amazon-CL to have the fastest permeation rates while 
Speswhite-CL was observed to have the slowest at between 1 and 2 ms 
OpacarbA40-CL and Hydrocarb90-CL are also observed within this time frame to 
have a faster permeation rate than OpacarbA60-CL and Hydrocarb60-CL. 
respectively. The permeation rates at 0.002s contact time were shown for all the 
coating samples in fig. 5.37. 
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G C C minaral Kaolin rr 
group 
P C C mineral 
group group 
Amazon-CL Spesv«hlte-CL Opacart)A40-CL OpacarbA60-CL Abagios-CL Hy<jrocart)90-CL Hydrocarb60-CL 
Fig. 5. 37. ISAM permeation rate of the primary and complementary samples at 0.002s 
contact time. 
The coating samples were also arranged into their three mineral groups: Kaolin. 
PCC and GCC. Amazon-CL, OpacarbA40-CL, and Hydrocarb90-CL were shown 
to have the faster permeation rates of three mineral groups, respectively. 
5.3.5. Permeation results from the Gurley method 
The Gurley method was also performed on one complementary sample, 
OpacarbA60-CL. The results from the complementary sample along with the 
results from the primary samples are shown Table 5.6 and Fig. 5.38. 
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Fig. 5. 38. Gurley permeability measurements at a coat weight of 11 g/m^. 
The Gurley permeability measurements were much the same as Fig. 5.23, with the 
addition of the complementary sample, OpacarbA60-CL, showing a slightly higher 
permeability than OpacarbA40-CL. 
5.4. Summary of results from primary samples 
5.4.1. Characterisation of the particle and void structures 
• The PCC samples are shown to have a larger median throat size diameter 
and porosity than the clay samples. Of the two mineral coating groups, 
OpacarbA40-CL and Speswhite-CL are shown to have the largest void size 
distribution. Although Amazon-CL is show) to have the smallest throat size 
diameter of the four samples, it was shown to have the largest surface area. 
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• Higher aspect ratio clay particles, structures containing aligned particles, 
pack more efficiently than those with lower aspect ratios. The particle 
packing causes a much lower number density of voids on the Speswhite 
surface compared to the Amazon surface. 
• Although the median particle and void sizes are larger for Albaglos-CL than 
OpacarbA40-CL, they both have similar porosities. The particle packing, 
therefore, created a structure for Albaglos-CL with a lower number density 
than OpacarbA40-CL, as larger but fewer voids were created. 
5.4.2. Experimental permeation results 
• The ISAM, ISD and DAT method were all used as indirect measures of the 
experimental permeation rates for the samples, while the Gurley method 
was used as a direct measurement of permeability. 
• All four experimental permeation methods showed Speswhite-CL to have a 
slower permeation than Amazon-CL. However, the ISAM and the ISD 
method showed Amazon-CL to have the fastest permeation while the DAT 
and the Gurley methods showed the samples in the P C C mineral group to 
have the fastest permeations. Hence, the pemneation results from the DAT 
method much better resembled the permeability trends from the Gurley 
method than the ISAM or ISD method. 
• The number density of surface throats is the dominant factor in determining 
the pemieation results of the ISD and ISAM method. In summary, the 
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ISAM and ISD method better resembled surface number density trends 
than the permeability trends shown from the Gurley method. 
5.5. Summary of results from the addition of complementary 
samples 
5.5.1. Characterisation of the particle and void structures 
The samples containing starch and latex are shown to have a larger median throat 
size diameter than the samples containing CMC and latex. The clay samples are 
shown to have much smaller median throat size diameters than the P C C or G C C 
samples, while the P C C samples are shown to have much larger porosities than 
the clay or G C C samples. 
5.5.2. Experimental permeation results 
• With the addition of the complementary samples, the ISD permeation 
results showed the clay samples, Speswhite and Amazon, to have the 
slowest and fastest permeation rates, respectively, of all the coating 
colours. The G C C samples are shown to have a much slower ISD 
permeation rate than the coating colours in the P C C mineral group. 
• Both the DAT and Gurley penneation results showed the complementary 
sample, OpacarbA60-CL, to have the fastest pemieation. 
• The ISAM permeation results showed Hydrocarb90-CL and Amazon-CL to 
have the fastest permeation rates while Speswhite-CL was observed to 
have the slowest. Amazon-CL. OpacarbA40-CL, and Hydrocarb90-CL 
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were shown to have the fastest permeation rates, of three mineral groups, 
kaolin, P C C and G C C , respectively. 
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6. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PORE-COR MODEL 
6.1. Basic Theory 
Pore-Cor (Pore-level properties Correlator) is a computer model which has 
been used previously for modelling the behaviour of fluids in a wide range of 
materials such as porous calcium carbonate blocks (Ridgway et a/., 
2001 .Schoelkopf et a/., 2000) and soils (Peat et a/., 2000). The model generates a 
void stnjcture comprising a large array of repeating, identical unit cells. Each unit 
cell is made up from 1000 cubic pores, i n a l O x l O x l O array, equally spaced 
from its neighbouring pores in the Cartesian co-ordinates x, y and z, and by the 
"pore row spacing" W. Hence, each unit cell is a cube of side length 10 W. 
Cylindrical throats connect each pore and there can be up to six throats per pore -
i.e. one on each face. 
The percolation characteristics and the porosity of the overall void structure are 
matched to the experimental mercury intrusion curve of a chosen sample by 
adjusting the void size distribution, using the parameters of 'throat skew", *pore 
skew*, 'connectivity' and porosity. 
Throat skew is defined as the percentage of throats of the smallest size in a 
log/linear distribution, as shown in Fig. 6.1. If the skew is set to 0.8 %, then 0.8 % 
of the total number of throats, to the nearest integer, has the smallest of the 100 
sizes. The linear distribution pivots about the median, so in this case there will be 
1 % of the median size, and 1.2 % of the largest size. A value of throat skew 
greater than one would represent a structure containing a larger proportion of 
smaller-sized throats; while a value of throat skew less than one would represent a 
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structure containing a smaller proportion of smaller-sized throats. Meanwhile, a 
throat skew value of one would represent an equal proportion of throat sizes. 
Throal skew = 0 
Pore skew = 2 
mroat skew= 0 8 
Throats 
Pore Skew=2 
D0072 0 001 0 01 0 1 1 10 
Pore size or throat diam«t*r / jun 
Fig. 6. 1. Example of a pore and throat size distribution for a pore skew value of 2 and a 
throat skew value of 0.8. The throat size distribution shows a minimum and maximum 
throat diameter of 0.0036 ^m and 2.4 ^m, respectively. 
The arrangements of the pores and throats in the model were equally spaced for 
simplicity of calculation. However, this caused the structure to pack inefficiently, 
and to achieve the experimental porosity it was sometimes necessary to enlarge 
the pores by a factor known as the pore skew*, giving pores sizes up to, but never 
exceeding, the original maximum size. The effect is shown in Fig. 6.1, in which a 
pore skew of 2 causes the pore size distribution to start at 0.0036 x 2= 0.0072 ^m. 
The size distribution is truncated at the original maximum size of 2.4 ^m, and all 
pores above 2.4 ^m are allocated that size, giving a peak in the size distribution at 
that point. 
The pore-skew parameter therefore gives a distribution arising from the 
inefficiencies in the packing of features within the unit cell, rather than an 
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experimental feature of the sample. The pore skew parameter is therefore a 
somewhat unsatisfactory parameter, and is kept as low as possible consistent with 
achieving the correct porosity and a simulated fit close to the experimental 
mercury intrusion curve. 
Fig. 6.1 shows that the distributions of sizes of features are simplistic, and not the 
Gaussian or Poisson distributions which might be expected. However, historically 
they have been shovm to be sufficiently flexible to fit uni-modal mercury intrusion 
or water retention curves of a wide range of samples. Importantly, they also 
depend on only one parameter each for the throat and pore size distributions, and 
are thus easily fitted by a grid optimisation. 
The number of throats connected to a particular pore is temried the 'pore co-
ordination number', and the arithmetic mean of this quantity over the whole unit 
cell is the connectivity. Individual pore co-ordination numbers may range from 0 to 
6, and a typical value of the connectivity in a real sample is 3.5. Pore-Cor is also 
capable of simulating size-correlated networks such as layered or laminated 
structures (Matthews et a/., 1995), but both the electron micrographs and tests 
with Pore-Cor showed the present sti-uctures to be random. 
6.2. New developments in Pore-Cor 
In this study, we have modified the structure of the unit cell to make it 
anisotropic by re-scaling the z axis relative to the x and y axes. When the z axis is 
re-scaled to make features smaller, the pores become tetragonal (slit-like in 
shape), and the throats in the x and y directions gain ellipsoidal cross-sections 
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with the major axis in the x or y direction. The effect is illustrated in Fig. 6.2, in 
which the z-axis is shown vertically. 
Fig. 6. 2. Example of Anisotropic Structure showing throats with elliptic cross-sections and 
plate-like pores with rectangular cross-sections. Aspect factor equals 0.4. 
Alternatively, the z-axis was scaled so that all features had larger dimensions with 




Fig. 6. 3. Example of Anisotropic Structure showing throats with elliptic cross-sections and 
rod-like pores with rectangular cross-sections. Aspect factor equals 2.1. 
Such a transformation results in rod-like pores, and the throats in the x and y 
direction become ellipsoidal in cross-section, but in this case with the major axis in 
the z direction. The scaling factor was termed the 'aspect factor' a . The aspect 
factors of the structures shown in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3 are 0.4 and 2.1, 
respectively. 
Pore-Cor was also modified to generate three different types of void structures 
where the layers were horizontally correlated in respect to size. These structure 
types were as follows: 
Horizontally-banded structure #1: The largest throat and pore sizes were located 
at the top surface. Each descending layer from the top surface decreased in 
throat and pore sizes until the bottom layer was reached, as shown in Fig. 6.4. 
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Since the unit cell infinitely repeats itself in ail directions, the bottom layer of the 
unit cell must contain the largest pore sizes. This made it possible for the largest 
throat sizes at the top surface of the repeating unit cell to property connect to the 
bottom layer of the unit cell. 
^ftmmmmm 
10 [jm 
Fig. 6. 4. Horizontally-banded structure #1. The brown squares represent the pores, while 
the blue cylinders represent the throats. 
Horizontally-banded structure #2: The largest throat and pore sizes were located 
at the top surface, with the smallest throat and pores sizes situated one layer 
below. Each next descending layer then increased in throat and pore sizes, as 
shown in Fig. 6.5. 
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10 Mm 
Fig. 6. 5. Horizontally-banded structure #2. The brown squares represent the pores, while 
the blue cylinders represent the throats. 
Horizontally banded structure #3: The smallest throat and pore sizes were located 
at the top surface. Each descending layer from the top surface increased in throat 
and pore sizes, as shown in Fig. 6.6. 
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Fig. 6. 6. Horizontally-banded structure #3. The brown squares represent the pores, while 
the blue cylinders represent the throats. 
The simulated nf>ercury intrusion curves for all three horizontally banded structures 
are shown in Fig. 6.7 with respect to applied pressure. Fig. 6.8 showed the 
simulated intrusion curves for the equivalent calculated throat diameter using an 
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Fig. 6. 7. Simulated mercury intrusion curves for the three honzontally-banded structures 
shown in Fig. 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6. The parameters for the simulated structures are for a 
connectivity of 2.4, throat skew of 1, correlation level of 1, porosity of 7.5%, and a minimum 
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Fig. 6. 8. Same as Fig. 6.7, except the x-axis is represented by the equivalent throat 
diameter. 
For the horizontally-banded structure #1, the mercury is shown to intmde initially at 
a relatively fast rate, up to an applied pressure of about 2.9 MPa (equivalent throat 
diameter of approximately 0.5 i^m). as all of the larger throats and pores are filled 
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with mercury during this fast intrusion rate. The mercury then intrudes at a more 
gradual pace as it begins to fill the smaller pores and throats, causing 74% of the 
total void volume to be partially-filled, Fig. 6.9. 
" i i . ' - . ' 
mm 
10 pm 
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Fig. 6. 9. Horizontally-banded structure #1. A simulated partial fill of mercury at an applied 
pressure of about 14 MPa (equivalent throat diameter of approximately O.lpm). The grey 
colour represents the intrusion of mercury into the top surface of the void structure; the 
blue represents the throats and the brown the pores. 
Once an applied pressure of around 210 MPa (equivalent throat diameter of 
around 0.007 ^m) is reached, the bottom layer of larger pores, are filled at a 
relatively fast rate. 
For the horizontally-banded stmcture #2, the mercury is shown to intrude initially at 
a fast rate, similar to structure #1. but only to an applied pressure of about 1.0 
MPa (equivalent throat diameter of approximately 1.3 ^m). The top layer of large 
surface throats and pores are filled with mercury during this fast intrusion rate, as 
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the applied mercury pressure was not high enough for the mercury to enter the 
lower throat diameters below the first layer. Approximately 30% of the total void 
volume is shown to be partially filled at an applied pressure of about 145 MPa 
(equivalentthroatdiameter of approximately 0.01 pm), as shown in Fig. 6.10. 
10 \}m 
Fig. 6. 10. Horizontally-banded structure #2. A simulated partial fill of mercury at an applied 
pressure of about 145 MPa (equivalent throat diameter of approximately O.OIpm). The grey 
colour represents the intrusion of mercury into the top surface of the void structure; the 
blue represents the throats and the brown the pores. 
An increase in applied pressure, caused the mercury to intrude below a throat 
diameter of 0.01 pm, and caused a sharp increase in the intrusion of the total void 
volume. The void structure was completely filled with mercury, as the throat and 
pore diameters of each layer become larger. A simulation is shown in Fig. 6.11 of 
where mercury has filled the void structure, for an applied pressure of about 296 
MPa (equivalent throat diameter of approximately 0.005 pm). It showed the 
intrusion of mercury to fill 100% of the total void volume. 
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Fig. 6. 11. Horizontally-banded structure #2. A simulation for an applied mercury pressure 
of about 296 MPa (equivalent throat diameter of approximately 0.005 pm). The grey colour 
represents the intrusion of mercury into the void structure. 
For the horizontally-banded structure #3, there is no intrusion of mercury until an 
applied pressure of about 241 MPa (equivalent throat diameter of approximately 
0.006 |im) was reached, as the top layer contained the smallest pores and throats, 
as shown in fig. 6.6. Since the throat and pore diameters of each descending 
layer become larger, the mercury is then shown to fill the entire structure at a 
sharp intrusion rate. 
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6.3. Porosity algorithm in Pore-Cor 
The porosity of a porous medium is defined as the percentage of void 
space within the total bulk medium. For an isotropic unit cell generated by the 
computer model, the porosity (p \s 
<l> = 
1000 / 3 N 1000/' 3 ^ 
Vtuik 1000fF(l)FK(2)R^(3) 
Eq. 6.1 
fV'porWn is the volume of the nth individual pore in the network, f\/throat^ n,/ is the 
volume of the throat attached to pore n in the Cartesian direction, and l^ buiK is 
the bulk or envelope volume of the unit cell. L is the side length of the cubic pore, 
fn,; and hn,i are the radius and length of the throat in the Cartesian direction, 
and W (^1), W{2) and IV(1) are the spacing between the rows of pores in the 1®*, 2"^ 
and 3"* Cartesian (x) direction, respectively. 
For anisotropic void networks, the porosity equation was modified such that it 
referred to the volume of throats with an elliptic cross-section and pores with a 
rectangular cross-section: 
1000/ ' 3 ^ 
^ 1000fr(l)^(2)^F(3) 
Eq. 6. 2 
where Ln,x . Ln,y and Ln,z refer to the width of the nth pore in the x, y and z direction, 
and rt.n,/and r^nj^iTe the two radii of the ellipsoidal throat in direction /. 
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6.4. Percolation algorithm in Pore-Cor 
The Laplace equation {refer to Section 2.6) gives the diameter d of a 
cylindrical throat in an incompressible solid exposed to mercury, which is intruded 
when the pressure applied to the mercury is greater than or equal to P: 
^ _ 4/005,9 
P 
Eq. 6. 3 
^'is the interfacial tension between mercury and air (assumed 480 dynes cm-1). 
and e is the contact angle between the edge of the advancing convex mercury 
meniscus and the solid surface (assumed 140°). The use of this equation has 
many well-known shortcomings discussed by Van Brakel (Van Brakel, 1981), such 
as uncertainties in the values of /and 0. 
For anisotropic stmctures, the same form of the Laplace equation was used to 
calculate an 'effective' intruded throat diameter (d^) for every applied pressure of 
mercury. The effective throat size is related to the two diameters (di and d2) of an 
elliptical tiiroat by the relation: 
4/COS.9 _ 2 Id^a 
1 + a 
Eq. 6.4 
where ^ 
For isotropic structures, with a=t, Eq. (6.4) reduces to Eq. (6.3) and deff=di = 
as expected. 
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The invasion percolation algorithm applied to the entire simulated porous structure 
has been described previously (Matthews et a/.. 1993). In the simulation, mercury 
is applied only at the top surface of the unit cell. Since the unit cell repeats 
infinitely in each direction, this is equivalent to applying mercury to a sheet of 
infinite width in the x direction and breadth in the y direction, with a thickness equal 
to the size of one unit cell in the z direction. The percolation of this infinite sheet in 
one starting direction (- z) is used to simulate the percolation from all directions of 
an experimental sample. The porosimetry of the coating was studied on 
collections of thin flakes, as described above, in which the thicknesses were 
around three orders of magnitude smaller than the other dimensions. Therefore it 
was reasonable to assume that percolation though the edges of the samples were 
negligible compared to percolation through the faces, and that there was a match 
between the boundary conditions of the experimental and simulated percolation. 
However, as the permeation proceeds, the relatively small size of the unit cell in 
comparison to the size of Uie sample will cause some problems in simulating the 
correct percolation characteristics. 
6.5. Wetting algorithm in Pore-Cor 
The equation for wetting was a modified version of the LucasAA^ashburn 
equation as developed by Bosanquet (Bosanquet, 1923). Bosanquet considered 
the viscous, inertial. and capillary forces, which act as a fluid enters a capillary 
tube of radius rfrom an infinite reservoir (supersource). It was used to determine 
the rate of permeation of a wetting fluid into the simulated coating structures. 
Balancing these forces, he showed that 
_d 
dt 
( dx\ dx 
dt) ^ d/ ' 
Eq. 6. 5 
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where x is the distance travelled by the liquid front in time f, and Pe is the external 
pressure applied at the entrance of the capillary tube. 
For elliptical throats with major radius c and minor radius d, the Bosanquet 
equation becomes 
d f dx\ dx 
di\ di J dt 
E(e) is the elliptical integral: 
The eccentricity, e, is defined as 
Eq. 6. 6 
Eq. 6. 7 
Eq. 6. 8 
Eq. 6. 9 
Abramowitz and Stegun (Abramowitz, 1965) have derived a polynomial 
approximation for Efe^: 
E(e) = (l + ai w + a j w^) + (b, w + bj w^)!og^(i) +error 
where. 
w = 1 - e , 
|error|<4xlO^, a, =0.4630151, a^ =0.1077812, b, =0.2452727 
and bj =0.0412496 
Eq. 6.8 and 6.9 are then combined and related to E ( e ^ as follows: 
1 + a, ^ 





By integration of Eq. 6.6 and letting 
a = JlL. and ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ . ^ 4 E ( e - ) / c o s ^ 
it can be shown that 
a [ a J 
Eq. 6.11 
where Xf is the initial position and X2 is the position after time t 
The Bosanquet equation was used to calculate the wetting flux in each pore and 
throat In the void network after every time-step, using a predictor-corrector method 
(Schoelkopf et a/., 2000). This method is based on the principle of jumping the 
time forward by making the forward step smaller again if it proved to be too large. 
However because the method was being run simultaneously for many thousands 
of features, it was not possible to use the corrector approach. Therefore the whole 
combination had to be carried out with the maximum time step which was known 
always to be valid. This was only 1 nanosecond. Once a throat was full, tiie 
volumetric flow rate of the fluid leaving the throat was calculated and this fluid 
started to fill the adjacent pore. The pore could be filled by fluid from more than 
one throat, which may start to flow into it at different times. Once a pore was full, it 
started to fill the throats connected to it that were not already full and which were 
not already filling from other pores. If at any stage the outflow of a pore exceeded 
the inflow then a mass conservation restriction was applied which removed this 
imbalance and restricted the fluid flow further into the network. 
The permeation, n(0. was quantified as the volumetric amount of fluid absorbed 
per unit area. VJ{(): 
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n ( o = ^ ^ 
a o ) a ( 2 ) 
The pemneation was also expressed as a Darcy length, L, defined as 
Eq. 6. 12 
Eq. 6.13 
Here Fw{f) is the fraction of the total void volume filled with a wetting fluid at time t. 
L(0 corresponds to the volume-averaged distance between the supersource and 
the wetting front. 
It is evident that the calculation involved predictor-corrector calculations in up to 
3000 features at every time step, followed by a complete mass balance 
summation and con-ection. Due to the complexities of these calculations and the 
limit on the time step of 1 nanosecond, and despite the efficiencies of the 
programming code and language, the simulation of wetting occurring in 0.1 s of 
real time took of the order of 10 hours on a 1 GHz personal computer. 
6.6. Absolute permeability algorithm in Pore-Cor 
A long-standing problem in the research of porous media have been the 
calculation of permeability in terms of the medium's pore level geometry. A 
method that has been recognised by various researchers is the combination of 
Darcy's Law (refer to Section 2.1 and 2.2) and Poiseuille's Equation (refer to 
Section 2.4) (Scheidegger. 1974). 
Darcy's Law is expressed below as: 
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dV _ kA 8P 
d/ " Ml 
Eq. 6. 14 
where dV/dt is the volumetric flow rate, 5 P / / is the pressure gradient across the 
medium, A is the cross-sectional area, and is the viscosity of the liquid. The 
dependence of the flow on the void structure of the medium is contained in the 
absolute permeability, k. 
The Poiseuille equation is shown to be expressed as 
di 8/// 8/i 
Eq. 6. 15 
where r is the radius of the tube and 5 P / / is the pressure gradient between the 
ends of the tube. The term /^/ /corresponds to the volumetric flow capacity F. In 
using the Poiseuille equation, we recognise that it is only a first approximation to 
the resistive flow of a feature within the network. 
We now assume that Poiseuilie flow occurs across the whole cell: 
M ^.JL n(F \ ^ 
cd] 
Eq. 6.16 
where Q is an averaging operator over the whole unit cell, operating on the flow 
odi 
capacities of the arcs (Fares)-
Again, there is an approximation in doing this. The model implicitly assumes that 
Poiseuille flow occurs at all points within the network. It ignores non-Poiseuille 
flow which occurs at comers and other feature discontinuities, which leads to 
effects such as hinging, and also causes the wetting front to move almost 
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instantaneously to a new position under some circumstances (Kent, 1989; Sell et 
a/.. 1986) 
An arc represents a pore-throat-pore pathway and a node is sited at the centi-e of 
each pore (Matthews et a/.. 1993). Each arc in the flow network is the flow 
channel between adjacent nodes, positioned at the centi-e of each pore. It 
generates a term which is related to the effective Poiseuille capacity of the cell for 
flow in the - z direction (from the top to the bottom face), and in the ±x and ±y 
direction. We do not, however, allow flow in the +z direction, thereby applying an 
implidt positive pressure gradient with respect to z. The combination of the Eq. 
6.16 with the Darcy equation. Eq. 6.14. results in an expression for the 
permeability independent of the pressure gradient imposed on the sample: 
Eq. 6.17 
A network analysis approach to this problem supplies a term Q ( i v « ) a s the 
C B / / 
maximal flow capacity through the network of pores and throats. It is calculated by 
means of the 'Dinic' network analysis algorithm (Ahuja et a/.. 1997). There is an 
overall conservation of flow, so that the entire volume of fluid entering the top of 
the unit cell emerges at the bottom, with no build-up through the network. The 
value obtained, as the maximal flow, is derived from the capacity values of only 
tiie channels found to carry flow. 
6.6.1. Capacity term 
For the flow in a cubic pore, the equivalent equation for flow through a 
square tube is required. This can be shown to be: 
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dK 6P 4L' 
d/ " p ' 51 
Eq. 6. 18 
where L refers to the width of the pore (Scheidegger, 1974). Thus the volume flow 
rate through an arc for cylindrical throats and cubic pores is: 
dV 
d r _ 
6P 1 
8/7 
4C 7ir 4d 2 J 
Eq.6. 19 
where L i and L2 refer to the widths of pores 1 and 2, and h the length of the throat 
connecting the two adjacent pores, as shown in fig. 6.12. 
Pore 1 
Pore 2 
Length of an Arc 
Fig. 6. 12. Schematic diagram of an arc. Representation of an isotropic structure showing 
cylindrical throats and cubic pores. 
The approximation here is that the overall resistance of flow is equivalent to the 
summation of the individual effects of the pores and throat, in series-resistor style, 
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within each arc. Flow discontinuities between the rectangular cross-sections of 
the pores and the elliptic cross-sections of Uie throats are ignored. It has also 
been assumed that flow through any arc will start at the centre of one pore, and 
end at the centi-e of another. In fact flow within each pore, with its multiple entries 
and exits, will be much more complicated than this. 
Then fl-om Eq. 6.15 
57 %h 57 
Tir 
Eq. 6. 20 
For anisotropic structures, an equation describing the flow through a tube with a 
rectangular cross-section is as follows (O'Neill ef a/., 1989): 
dV dP Aba-
dt / i d x 3 
Eq. 6. 21 
where a. b refer to the two radii of the tube normal to the flow, and x refers to the 
length of the tube in the direction of flow. For flow through a pore with a 
rectangular cross-section (slit-like or rod-like pores), the equation is given as 
follows: 
dV_ dP L,L\ 
dt / i \2'L 1-
1924 tanh(/ ;r4/24) 
Eq. 6. 22 
where La and Lt refer to the two widths of the pore normal to the flow, and U refers 
to the width of the pore in the direction of flow. 
Eq. 6.15 was modified for anisoti'opic void structures, for flow through an 
ellipsoidal throat: 
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d/ / i 4 / i (r , '+r , ' ) 
Eq. 6. 23 
where fa and ft are the two radii of an ellipsoidal throat, and h is the length of the 
throat, as shown in Fig. 6.13. 
Pore 1 
Pore 2 
Length of a n Arc 
Fig. 6. 13. Schematic diagram of an arc. Representation of an anisotropic structure 
showing elliptical throats and a rectangular pores (slit-like or rod-like pores). 
Eq. 6.20 then becomes 
where 
A B C 




, 5 = 
4 /> ( r ;+ r / ) 
and 
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The bottom term in Eq. 6.24 represents a resistor-network 
approximation for the pore-throat-pore combination. Tests of the hyperbolic 
tangent series showed that it converges to around 0.003% of the true answers 
within 4 terms. 
6.6.2. Slip correction 
Slip flow is an increase of the observed flow over the flow predicted from 
the Poiseuille equation, and is significant when the mean fl-ee path between 
collisions in the fluid is of the same order of magnitude as the diameter of the 
channel it is flowing through (Matthews et a/., 1993). Only gases will exhibit 
significant slip flow, because the mean free path for liquids is very small compared 
to the throat and pore sizes. The Knudsen number, Kn, is indicative of the flow 
regime occurring in a channel. 
Eq. 6. 25 
where A is the mean ft-ee path and d is the channel diameter. K is about 10"^  for 
laminar flow, 10"^  for slip/laminar flow and 10"^  for slip flow. Dawe (Dawe, 1973) 
has applied a con-ection for slip to capillary gas viscometers. 
For laminar flow with slip through cylindrical tubes, the Poiseuille equation 
becomes 
dt M 8/; 
Eq. 6. 26 
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for an incompressible fluid where s is a constant which may vary with temperature, 
capillary and molecular species and r is the radius of the tube. Also 
Eq. 6. 27 
where the ratio fi/e is the coefficient of slip, and e is the coefficient of external 
friction. Rigorous calculations show that 1.1 A. and therefore ft-om equation 
18, it follows that s ^4.4. Inspection of the above equation shows that the effect of 
slip is negligible when r is large compared to A. Slip con-ection becomes 
increasingly significant in 'tighter* samples in which the pores and throats are 
smaller. 




4 4 1 - ' - ^ ' 
Eq. 6. 28 
For anisotropic structures, an effective radius (reff) for the throats and pores must 
be used when calculating slip correction. For flow through a pore with a 
rectangular cross-section (slit-like or rod-like pores), an effective length is 
calculated as the reciprocal of the sum of the two pore sides' lengths 
perpendicular to the direction of flow through the arc: 
4 2 2 , ILL 
Eq. 6. 29 
Left is the effective length of the pore sides, perpendicular to the direction of flow 
through the arc. The volumetric flow rate. Eq. 6.22. is adjusted for slip correction 
and becomes: 
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dV 8P L,Ll 
At 12-A 
tanh(i;rZ-^/24) 1 + 
8.8A 
Eq. 6. 30 
For flow through an ellipsoidal throat, an effective radius (re^) is calculated as the 
reciprocal of the sum of its two radii: 
2 1 1 
— = —+ - ,or r^ = 
Eq. 6. 31 
The volumetric flow rate, Eq. 6.23, is adjusted for slip correction and becomes: 
dV_ 
At 
dP .3 . .3 
1 + 
4AX 
Eq. 6. 32 
The capacity term of Eq. 6.24 with slip correction wrill then become: 
n 1 1 1 _ + _ + _ 
A B C 
where, 
Eq. 6. 33 
A = A X 
12 i , . 





4.4A , and 
1 2 - L , , 
192Z^^ ^ tanh(/;r£,_,/2I,^) 
•n-^I '2-1 ;S 1 + 
8.8A 
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6.7. Matching of the model to the experimental characteristics 
There were two problems which had to be overcome to match the simulated 
void structures to the experimental ones. The first concerned the allocation of 
aspect factors (refer to section 6.2 for definition). Although experimental 
techniques are available to measure the sizes and aspect ratios of particles in a 
porous solid, it is impossible to measure the aspect factors of the voids. By 
definition, the void phase of a porous solid is continuous, and so needs to be split 
arbitrarily into pores and throats. Then the outline of a pore needs to be mapped, 
and there is no simple way of doing this. The outlines of even surface voids are 
ambiguous or hidden in scanning electron micrographs of surfaces, and in 
scanning or transmission micrographs of slices only a single cross-section of the 
void can be mapped. To overcome this problem, we tried different values of 
aspect factor (rather than aspect ratio) to the experimental samples, on the basis 
of visual inspection of the micrographs. 
The criteria for the choice of these parameters were: (I) whether the particles were 
rod-like (implying voids with aspect factor > 1). isotropic (aspect factor = 1) or 
plate-like (aspect factor < 1); (ii) that aspect factors for voids should be less than 
the aspect ratios of the particles, because the particles are not completely aligned; 
and (iii) that the aspect factors should give pore-row spacings which were realistic 
relative to the dimensions of the experimental sample. The resulting values of 
aspect factor are listed below in Table 6.1. An aspect factor of one was used for 
Albaglos-CL since its pores were relatively isometric. 
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Number density of surface throats (um'^ ) 1 
Primaiy samples Aspect factor | 
ia) 1 Experimental 
Experimental | 
% standard \ 
errorof mean I 
Model 
I numberdensity 
1 correctbn factor,/ 
ADraglos-CL 1 j 1.4 II 1 12.13 1 0.12 
Opacart>A40-CL 1.5 j 3.02 4 1 13.54 I 0.22 
AmazDii-CL 0.8 j 4.09 4 1 10.66 j 0.38 
Speswhite-CL 0.6 1 0.66 15 1 7.89 1 0.084 
Table 6.1. The resulting values of aspect factor, f, used for each sample, and the estimates 
of number density of surface throats and the correction factor, f, used for each sample. 
Due to the difficulty in choosing accurate aspect factors for the clay samples, it 
was necessary to try a lower aspect factor for Speswhite-CL (a=0.1). so that the 
effects of anisotropy and the change of anisotropy within the coating structures 
could be investigated more closely. The sensitivity of the choice of value was also 
tested by running simulations with an aspect factor of one (a=1) for each 
anisotropic sample. 
The second problem concerned the number density of surface throats. The 
structures which were used for the modelling purposes had virtually identical 
percolation characteristics to the experimental samples, the same porosity, and a 
realistic aspect factor. One would have hoped, then, that another important 
feature of the model, namely the number of throats at the surface, would have 
matched the number density observed in the sample. In fact, as described below, 
there were significantly higher number densities generated by the model than 
observed for ttie experimental samples, as shown in Table 6.1. 
One could suggest that the implicit particles within the model were therefore not 
platey enough, and one should make the model's aspect factor an even smaller 
fractional number until a match of the number densities was obtained. However, 
this proved unrealistic in another sense. For example, for the modelled number 
density of Speswhite coating to match the experimental number density 0.66 
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throats/nm^. an aspect factor of around 0.1 would have had to be used. However, 
this would have created a simulated structure with a pore row spacing in the x and 
y direction of approximately 13.1 ^m; one order of magnitude larger than would 
seem realistic from an observation of the electron micrographs. So the best that 
could be done was to multiply the modelled permeabilities and wetting calculations 
by a correction factor for surface throat number density, f 
E q . 6. 34 
where N^xp and N^od refer to the number density of surface throats obtained 
experimentally and from the model, respectively. The correction factors and 
number densities are listed in Table 6.1. 
This correction is valid when calculating the volumetric flow rate obtained from the 
surface throats, and also while the wetting front is contained in the surface throats. 
However, it becomes increasingly invalid as the flow rate is calculated throughout 
the structure, as the body of the modelled structure would then have a porosity 
which was a factor of f greater than the experimental sample. Therefore the 
results in following chapters are compared to experiment both with and without the 
correction factor. 
6.7.1. Fit of the simulated to the experimentally measured void 
properties 
Fig. 6.14 and 6.15 show the close fit of the simulated to the experimental 
percolation characteristics for the primary samples. The simulated and 
experimental porosities matched to within 0.1 %. The Pore-Cor fitting parameters 
1 7 6 
used to generate the simulated structures are shown in Table 6.2, and included 







Comiecti%it> Throat skew Pore skew Aspect fictor, a Porosity (%) 
Albaglos-CL 2.39 1.3 : 1 
()|»cartiA4(M 1. 0.0036 2.38 3.3 0.78 1.6 1.5 38.3 
AnHUDO-CL 0.0036 2.31 4.6 1 84 3.1 08 30 
Spesi%lHte-CL 00036 2.32 4 X 1 63 18 0.6 25 X 
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Throat •ntry diameter (^m) 
Fig. 6. 15. Experimental and simulated mercury intrusion curves for the P C C coating 
samples. 
6.8. Comparing the Pore-Cor model to much simpler approaches 
The Pore-Cor simulations, from the permeability and wetting algorithms 
presented in this work, are only worthwhile if they represent a substantial 
improvement over much simpler approaches. Therefore, the permeability 
simulations were compared to the Kozeny and Aligned cylinders models, 
described in Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, respectively. The results are discussed in 
Chapter 7. 
The wetting simulations were compared to Effective Hydraulic Radius (EHR) 
calculations, described in Section 3.5.3. The calculated wetting distances, x, from 
the EHR model, were compared to the volume-averaged distances (Darcy lengths) 
calculated from the Pore-Cor wetting algorithm. The simulated wetting results 
from the models are discussed in Chapter 9. 
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6.9. Summary 
• The structure of the unit cell was modified in the Pore-Cor model to 
anisotropic by re-scaling the z axis relative to the x and y axes. When the z 
axis was re-scaled, the pores became either slit-like or rod-like in shape, 
and the throats in the x and y directions gain ellipsoidal cross-sections with 
the major axis in the x or y direction. 
• Pore-Cor was also modified to generate three different types of void 
structures where the layers were horizontally correlated in respect to size. 
Different percolation characteristics were shovm for each horizontally 
banded structure. 
• The equation for wetting was a modified version of the Lucas/Washbum 
equation as developed by Bosanquet (Bosanquet, 1923). For anisotropic 
structures, the wetting equation was further modified to refer to elliptical 
throats, and used to calculate the wetting flux in each pore and throat in the 
void network after every time-step, using a predictor-connector method 
(Schoelkopf efa/., 2000). 
• The Pore-Cor model calculated the maximal flow capacity through the 
network of pores and throats by means of the 'Dinic' network analysis 
algorithm (Ahuja et a/., 1997). For anisotropic structures, the equations for 
network flow capacity were modified to describe the flow through ellipsoidal 
throats and a pore with a rectangular cross-section. 
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• To model the flow rate of gases, the slip flow correction was added to the 
Poiseuille equation. The slip flow correction was also modified for 
anisotropic structures. 
• The criteria for the choice of aspect factors were: (i) whether the particles 
were rod-like, isotropic or plate-like; (ii) that aspect factors for voids should 
be less than the aspect ratios of the particles and (iii) that the aspect factors 
should give pore-row spacings which were realistic relative to the 
dimensions of the experimental sample. 
• The stnjctures which were used for the modelling purposes had virtually 
Identical percolation characteristics to the experimental samples, the same 
porosity, and a realistic aspect factor. However, there were significantly 
higher number densities generated by the model than observed for the 
experimental samples. Hence, a correction factor for number density was 
used to multiply the modelled permeabilities and wetting calculations. 
• The Pore-Cor model generated a close fit of the simulated to the 
experimental percolation characteristics for the primary samples. 
1 8 0 
7. COMPUTER MODELLING OF PERMEABILITY 
It will be seen that a very important benefit of explaining the effects of 
anisotropy by use of a computer model is that it is possible to hold individual 
properties constant. For example, in this study, we changed the anisotropy of the 
model while holding its throat size distribution, connectivity and sometimes its 
percolation characteristics and porosity constant. 
In recognition of our use of the Darcy equation, we have expressed all 
permeabilities in Darcy units, where 1 Darcy = 9.87 x 10'^ ^ m .^ 
7,1. Modelling the flow capacity of a non-isometric structure 
A change in aspect factor, a, caused different effects to the shape of the 
throats and pores in the network model. For example, a decrease in aspect factor 
caused the cross sectional face of the throats and pores normal to the flow in the x 
or y direction to resemble a 'compressed' ellipse and a slit-like rectangle, 
respectively (Fig. 6.2). However, the cross sectional face of the throats and pores 
normal to the flow in the -z direction resembled a larger-diameter circle and a 
larger-sized square, respectively, as these faces are only affected by the increase 
in the x and y axes. Meanwhile, an increase in aspect factor has an obverse effect 
on the throats and pores. The cross-sectional face of the throats and pores 
normal to the flow x or y direction resembled a stretched ellipse and a rod-like 
rectangle, respectively, (Fig. 6.3), while in the -z flow direction, they resembled a 
smaller-diameter sized circle and a smaller-sized square. 
The permeability of a void structure is dependent on the route that the liquid flows 
through the networic. It is calculated from the flow capacities of all the arcs that 
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are part of the flow route, in the ± x, ±y and -z directions. The volumetric flow rate 
(Q) of a throat and pore, and the flow capacity of an arc (Fare) were calculated for 
the flow of a liquid in both the ±x, ±y and -z direction from using Eq. 6.23 and Eq. 
6.24. and for a range of aspect factors from 0.001 to 1 000. Fig. 7.1 displays the 
volumetric flow rate (Qpon) and throat {Qthmet) in the x or y direction, by using an 
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• flow rate of a pore 
flow rate of a throat 
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Asp«ct factor 
Fig. 7 .1 . The volumetric flow rate of a pore (Qpor.) and throat (Q, 
100 1000 
) in the x-y direction. 
The two faces of the pores are calculated as having equal size dimensions to the 
connecting throat and is known as the 'pore-throat size ratio', having a value in this 
case of one. Hence, for an aspect factor of 10, the throat in the x or y direction will 
have the shape of a 'stretched' elliptical cylinder, having Ta and being equal to 
2.75 and 0.275. respectively. The face of the pore normal to the flow in the x or y 
direction will have a rod-like rectangular shape, having La being equal to 5.5, and 
U and Lc being both equal to 0.55 ^m. The pore and throat dimensions are 
labelled in reference to the direction of the flow of fluid, as explained in section 
6.6.1 (Eq. 6.24), and are illustrated below, in Fig. 7.2. 
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Length or an Arc 
I throat 
ra= 2.75 fim 
rb= 0.276 Mm 
•-1.3= 1-2 a = 5.5 ;tm 
•-1.5= L2.b= 0.55 fim 
^-i.c - ^2.c~ 0 55 
h = 1 i^m 
•2.a 
Volumetric flow rate 
In X or y direction 
Aspect factor=10 
Pore 1 2.^  Pore 2 
Fig. 7. 2. Volumetric flow rate (Q) in the x or y direction, showing the typical size dimensions 
for the pore and throat, when o^lO. 
Qthroat in the x or y direction accelerated at the same speed when 'compressing' 
(a<1) or 'stretching' (a>1) the elliptical throat normal to the flow, and approached a 
minimum at an aspect factor of one (fig. 7.1). Meanwhile, Qpom is shown to 
decelerate slowly for slit-like (a<1) pores; while for rod-like ((x>1) pores, the flow 
rate is shown to accelerate much faster. The curve is also shown to contain a 
local minimum, labelled mi on the graph, having an aspect factor value close to 
1.67. This minimum arises due to the flow capacity equation containing a 
hyperbolic -tangential term, Eq. 6.24. 
Since the three side lengths of the pore are related to deff (Eq. 6.5), an increase in 
La (z direction) for a particular value of d&n causes a compensatory decrease in U 
and Lc (x and y direction). Correspondingly, a decreasing thickness of the pore in 
the z direction would be offset by an increase in the width of the pore in the x and 
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y direction, thus causing the flow rate in the x and y direction to have a slow 
deceleration, for aspect factors below one. However, a much different flow rate is 
shown in Fig. 7.3, when La and U are held constant with respect to Lc. 
1 E+13 
Flow rate for a pore 
1 t*09 
*r 1 E*05 






Fig. 7. 3. The volumetric flow rate (Q) in the x and y direction when La and Lt are held 
constant with respect to Lc-
The flow rate is now shovym to decelerate much faster for aspect factors below 
one, as the width of the pore would remain constant with a decrease in the 
thickness of the pore (z direction). The local minimum, mi, observed in Fig. 7.1 is 
also shown in Fig. 7.3, both showing the same value for its aspect factor. 
Fig. 7.4 shov^ the volumetric flow rate of a pore and throat in the -z direction. 
Similar to Fig. 7.1, an effective diameter of 1 ^m, throat height of 1 ^m, and a 
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Fig. 7. 4. The volumetric flow rate, Q, of a pore and throat in the -z direction. 
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Hence, for an aspect factor of 10, the throat in the -z direction will have the shape 
of a circular cylinder, while the face of the pore normal to the flow in the -z 
direction will have the shape of a square. The size of the throat and pore will also 
be reduced; fa and ft and La and Lt will be equal to 0.275 and 0.55 ^m, 
respectively, and Lc will be equal to 5.5 ^m. The pore and throat dimensions are 
labelled in reference to the direction of the flow of fluid, as explained in section 
6.6.1 (Eq. 6.24), and are illustrated below, in Fig. 7.5. 
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•-1.8= L2 a = 0.55 /im 
' - i .b= L2 b = 0.55 fin) 
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Fig. 7. 5. Volumetric flow rate (Q) in the - z direction, showing the typical s ize dimensions for 
the pore and throat, when a=10. 
Qf/voaf in the -z direction increased sharply when a<1, and showed an increase in 
the diameter of the throat normal to the direction of flow. Fig. 7.4. However when 
a>1, Qthroat decreased and gradually approach an asymptote, as the throat 
diameter decreased. Meanwhile, Qpore in the - z direction decreased when a>1, 
Fig. 7.4, as the face of the pore normal to the flow decreased in size. 
The flow capacity of an arc, Fa^. (Eq. 6.24) in the ±x, ±y or -z direction was 
calculated from the combination Qpom and Qthmat. Fig. 7.1 and 7.4, respectively. 
The same pore and throat size dinriensions used to calculate Q were used to 
calculate Fare, as illustrated in Fig. 7.2 and 7.6. 
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- e - Flow capacity of Arc in ± x or y direction 
• Flow capacity of Arc in -z direction 
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Fig. 7. 6. The flow capacity of an Arc (Fare) in the i x , ±yor -z direction. 
Fare in the ±x and ±y direction is shown to decrease at a relatively slow rate with a 
decrease in a. For a>1, Fare is largely dependent on the Q of the throat, while for 
a<1. Fare is largely dependent on the Q of the pore. The local minimum, mi, is 
also shown, and is located at the same rva lue found in Fig. 7.1. 
When a>1, Fare in the x and y direction acts inversely with Fare in the -z direction, 
as an increase in a caused an increase in Fare in the x-y direction but a decrease 
in the -z direction. There will therefore be no significant effect on the network flow 
capacity of a void structure when a>1. The network permeabilities of a void 
structure for two stochastic generations were calculated by holding all other 
parameters constant, and then varying the aspect factor. The permeabilities for 
both stochastic generations, when a>1, were found to fluctuate within around one 
order of magnitude of each other, shov r^ing no overall significant trend. Fig. 7.7. 
However, at relatively high aspect factors (a>100) both stochastic generations 
showed a gradual decrease in permeability. Hence, in agreement with Fig. 7.6. a 
change in aspect factor, from an isotropic pore structure to a rod-like pore 
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structure, is shown to generally have very little to no significant effect on 
permeability. Even at relatively high aspect factors the change in permeability is 
shown to be less than one order of magnitude. 
1 0 0 0 0 
Rod-like pores 
Stochastic generation 1 
Stochastic generation 2 Slit-like pores 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Aspect factor 
Fig. 7. 7. Simulated liquid permeabilities at various aspect factors for two stochastic 
generations. All other parameters are held constant and are as follows: Random structure, 
Connectivity's, pore-skew=2, throat skew=1, minimum throat diameter=3.6e-3^m, maximum 
throat diameter 2.4^m. 
When a<1, Fare in the x and y direction also acts inversely with Fare in the -z 
direction, but at a slower rate. There will therefore be an increasing effect on the 
network flow capacity of a void structure when a<1. The network permeabilities of 
a void structure for two stochastic generations, when the a<1, was again 
calculated by holding all other parameters constant and varying the aspect factor. 
Only small permeability fluctuations (less than one order of magnitude) were found 
around an aspect factor between 0 1 and 1. However lower aspect factors 
showed a significant increase In permeability of orders of magnitude, for both 
stochastic generations. This is in agreement with Fig. 7.6, which showed that 
although the flow capacity of an arc decreased in the ±x and ±y, it is masked by a 
larger increase in the -z direction. Hence, a change in aspect factor, from an 
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isotropic pore structure to a slit-like pore structure, is shown to generally have an 
increasing effect on permeability. 
7.2. Modelled flow capacity trends 
The parameters of h, de/f, and pore-throat size ratio were altered for an arc to show 
the effects on the flow capacity of a coating structure, in the ±x, ±y and -z 
directions, shown in Fig. 7.8 and 7.9. An increase of one order of magnitude in defr 
caused a steady rise in F a ^ of approximately three orders of magnitude, in all the 
directions. However, an increase of one order of magnitude in length of the 
throats, h, had an inverse effect on Fare as the Fare decreased by approximately 
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Fig. 7. 8. Flow capacity modelling trends In ±x and ±y direction. The abbreviations in the 
legend are deciphered as follows: 'eff diam' refers to effective diameter, 'thr ht' refers to 
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Aspect factor 
Fig. 7. 9. Flow capacity modelling trends in the -z direction. The abbreviations in the legend 
are deciphered as follows: 'eff diam' refers to effective diameter, *thr ht' refers to throat 
height, p-t ratio refers to pore-throat ratio. 
An increase of one order of magnitude for the pore-throat size ratio caused varying 
effects to Fare depending on the aspect factor and direction of flow. For a > 1 , the 
increase in pore-throat size ratio caused no change to Fare in the ±x and ±y 
direction; while F a ^ in the - z direction is shown to rise by an increasing rate with 
an increase in aspect factor. For a < 1 , the increase in pore-throat size ratio 
caused the flow capacity in the ±x and ±y direction to rise by an increasing rate 
with a decrease in aspect factor; while Fare in the - z direction is shown to increase 
by less than a half an order of magnitude. 
From the observed results of the above three parameters, a conclusion could be 
drawn that the lengths of the throats, h, had the least effect on the network flow 
capacity of a structure, while the diameters of the throats, de/r, had the greatest 
effect. The pore-throat size ratio parameter had a much greater effect on the 
network flow capacity when using low and high aspect factors. 
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7.3. Modelling the permeabilities of isotropic and anisotropic 
structures 
An initial fit was made for isotropic structures (a=1) by optimising throat 
skew and connectivity, until the simulated percolation curve closely matched the 
experimental percolation curve for the primary samples (Speswhite-CL, Amazon-
CL. OpacarbA40-CL and Albaglos-CL, in which 'CL' refers to samples containing 
CMC and latex). The optimisation vtas performed by running through a grid of 
possible values for throat skew and connectivity. The pore-skew was minimized 
for each stochastic generation, and caused the pore-row spacing to adjust so that 
the porosity of the simulated network was equal to that of the experimental 
sample, as an increase in pore row spacing would lengthen the throats, increase 
the unit cell size, and reduce the porosity. The pore skew parameter was kept the 
same as for the isotropic case, but the throat skew and connectivity were again 
optimised for each estimated aspect factor. The pore row spacing parameter was 
also adjusted for each stnjcture to match the experimental porosity. 
Liquid, nitrogen and methane gas network permeabilities of each sample, at a=1 
and at their chosen aspect factors, were then calculated from five to eight 
stochastic generations, as full network permeabilities could not be calculated for 
some stochastic generations due to the limitations of the Dinic algorithm. The 
calculation of a flow route becomes increasingly difficulty for the algorithm when 
the simulated network structure contains arcs with an extremely wide range of flow 
capacities. The calculated network permeabilities and their optimised Pore-Cor 
parameters for each stochastic generation, and at their chosen and isotropic 
aspect factors, are shown in Tables 7.1 to 7.8. Calculated network permeabilities 
at a lower aspect factor for Speswhite-CL (a=0.1) was also simulated such that the 
effects of a much larger change in anisotropy could be tested (Table 7.3). 
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1 Spacing Pore Skew 
(mDarcy) (mDarcy) ' (mDarcy) 
1 2.73E-05 3.31 E-04 1 3.19E-04 4.80 1 1.57 t 2.48 1.80 
2 1.72E-05 2.07E-04 j 1.99E-04 4.60 1 1.50 \ 2.55 1.80 
3 5.50E-05 5.09E-O4 1 4.91 4.20 I 1.32 t 2.65 1.80 
4 1.94E-05 2.26E-04 • 2.18E-04 4.20 1 1.44 i 2.53 1.80 
6 2.82E-05 2.85E-04 ! 2.74E-04 3.50 ! 1.00 ! 2.76 
1 2.53 
1.80 
6 1.91 E-05 2.22E-04 1 2.14E-04 4.20 1 1.44 1.80 
7 6.13E-05 5.82E-04 ! 5.79E-04 4.30 ! 1.38 I 2.63 1.80 
Mean 3 .25E-06 3.37 E - 0 4 j 3.28 E-04 1 4.26 i 1.38 J 2 . 6 9 1.80 
2 .73E-09 2 . 8 5 E ^ 1 2.~74E-04 4.20 1 1 . 4 4 1 2 . 5 5 ^ 1.80' 
Geometric moan 2.88E-05 3.12E-04 j 3 . 0 2 E - 0 4 4.24 I 1.37 j 2 . 6 9 1.80 
Table 7.1. The optimised Pore-Cor parameters for Speswhite-CL, for an isotropic aspect fSactor (a=l), 
at each stochastic generation. The Calculated liqoid permeahilities and its mean, median and 
geometric mean are also calculated. 


















(mDarcy) (mDarcy) i (mDarcy) 1 
1 2.71 E-05 3.26E-04 : 3.14E-04 4.80 i 1.57 E 3.30 1.80 
2 1.29E-05 1.46E-04 i 1.41 E-04 4.60 ! 1.50 E i 
i 
3.40 1.80 
3 6.09E-05 4.81 E-04 1 4.64E-04 4.20 1 1.32 3.54 1.80 
4 1.53E-05 2.01 E-04 ! 1.93E-04 4.20 ! 1.44 1 3.37 1.80 
9 1.73E-05 1.82E-04 ! 1.76E-04 3.50 1 1.00 E 1.80 1.80 
6 1.49E-05 1.94E-04 i 1.87E-04 4.20 1 1.44 ! 
E 
3.37 1.80 
7 7.25E-05 5.74E-04 ! 5.54E-04 4.30 ; 1.38 3.50 1.80 
Mean 3.16E-05 3.01 E-04 i 2.g0E-O4 4.26 i 1.38 1 3 . 1 8 1.80 
Median 1.73E-05 j 2.01 E-04 J[ i.93E.64 [ 4,?0 L 1.44 3.37 i 1.80 
Geometric mean 2.50E-0S ! 2.66E-04 ! 2.66E-04 4.24 ! 1.37 1 3.11 1.80 
Table 7. 2. The optimised Pore-Cor parameters for Speswhite-CL, for a chosen aspect factor 
of a=0.6, at each stochastic generation. The Calculated network permeabilities and its 
mean, median and geometric mean are also calculated. 









1 Nitrogen 1 











Spacing Pore Skew 
1 1 . 0 6 E - 0 4 5 . 5 1 E - 0 4 1 5 . 3 4 E - 0 4 i 4 . 8 0 i 1 . 5 7 t 1 3 . 6 0 1 . 8 0 
2 1 . 0 0 E - 0 4 4 . 4 3 E - 0 4 j 4 . 3 0 E - 0 4 1 4 . 6 0 ; 1 . 5 0 1 1 4 . 0 0 1 . 8 0 




1 4 . 6 0 1 . 8 0 
4 3 . 4 6 E - 0 5 1 . 7 1 E - 0 4 } 1 . 6 5 E - 0 4 \ 4 . 2 0 1 1 . 4 4 1 3 . 9 0 1 . 8 0 
6 1 . 4 7 E - 0 5 9 . 7 8 E - 0 5 i 9 . 4 5 E - 0 5 i 3 . 5 0 1 . 0 0 1 5 . 2 0 1 . 8 0 
6 3 . 2 7 E - 0 5 1 . 6 9 E - 0 4 ; 1 . 6 3 E - 0 4 1 4 . 2 0 I 1 . 4 4 1 ! 
1 3 . 9 0 1 . 8 0 
7 1 . 0 3 E - 0 4 4 . 5 3 E - 0 4 i 4 . 4 0 E - 0 4 i 4 . 3 0 i 1 . 3 8 1 4 . 4 0 1 . 8 0 
Mean 6 . 6 0 E - 0 5 3 . 2 5 E - 0 4 3 . 1 5 E - 0 4 i 4 . 2 6 j 1 ^ 1 4 ^ 3 , 1 . 8 0 
Median 7 . 1 1 E - 0 5 3 . 9 1 E ^ M i 3 . 7 9 E - 0 4 I 4 . 2 0 1 1 ^ E V4.6b 1 . 8 0 
Geometric mean 5 . 3 7 E - 0 6 2 . 7 6 ' E ^ M T 2 I 6 7 E . 0 4 [ 4 ^ 4 i 1 . 3 7 i 1 4 . 2 2 1 . 8 0 
Table 7. 3. The optimised Pore-Cor parameters for Speswhite-CL, for a lower aspect factor 
of a=0.1, at each stochastic generation. The Calculated network permeabilities and its 
mean, median and geometric mean are also calculated. 
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Mean 1.12E-06 1.66E-04 1.44E-04 4A4 1.76 2.51 3J48 
Modian 9.87E-06 1.71 E-04 1.43E-b4 4.40 1.76 2.53 3.50 
Geometric mean 1X)3E-05 1.87E-04 1.40E-04 4AA 1.76 2.61 345 
(a=1), at each stochastic generation. The Calculated network permeabilities and its mean, 
median and geometric mean are also calculated. 
















Spacing Pore Skew 
1 7.30E-O6 1.30E-04 1^5E-04 4.80 1.57 1 3.30 1.80 
2 5.31 E-06 9.09E-05 8.76E-05 4.60 1.50 ! 3.40 1.80 
3 2.01 E-05 2.24E-04 2.16E-04 4.20 1.32 1 3.54 1.80 
4 8.90E-06 1.31 E-04 1.26E-04 4.20 1.44 ! 3.37 1.80 
6 9.38E-C6 1.35E-04 1.31 E-04 3.50 1.00 j 1.80 1.80 
6 1.01 E-05 1.48E-04 i 1.43E-04 4^0 1.44 I 3.37 1.80 
7 1.90E-05 1.89E-04 1 1.82E-04 4.30 1.38 3.50 1.80 
Mean 1.14E-05 1.60E-04 1 1.44E-04 4.44 1:76 . ,_J 2.83 1 3.46 
Median 9.36E-06 'li5E-b4 ! I^IE-iw AM) ^ 1.76 1 2.85 ! 3^~ 
Geometric mean 1.03E-05 1.45E-04 { 1.39E-04 AAA 1 1-76 1 2.83 1 ZA6 
a=0.8, at each stochastic generation. The Calculated network permeabilities and its mean, 
median and geometric mean are also calculated. 












Connectivity Throat Skew Pore-Row _ . , Pore Skew Spacing 















4 3.59E-05 2.55E-04 2.47E-04 3.40 0.90 2.47 1.80 
5 1.95E-05 2.35E-04 2.27E-04 2.60 0.33 2.56 1.80 
IHean 2.90E-05 2.74E.04 2.65E-04 2.90 2.54 1.80 
" ' "Modfc in""" 1.98E-05 1 3.10E-O4 
iME-bs " 1"" i ' e s E ^ 
""2'99E-64"" 2.60 ?-3*___. L66 " i ' s o " ' 
GeomeMc rroan " Z M E - O i " 2.87 0.45 i S4 ' "'y.BO'" 
Table 7. 6. The optimised Pore-Cor parameters for OpacarbA40-CL, tor an isotropic aspe 
factor (a=1). at each stochastic generation. The Calculated network permeabilities and its 
mean, median and geometric mean are also calculated. 
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2.21E-0S j 3.S8E^)4 | 3.31E-04 I 2.90 
2.60' 
























'2.73E.64 2.08E-0S 1 4.73E-04 
Table 7. 7. The optimised Pore-Cor parameters for OpacarbA40-CL, for a chosen aspect 
factor of a=1.5, at each stochastic generation. The Calculated network permeabilities and 
its mean, median and geometric mean are also calculated. 


















j Pore Skew 
1 5.56E-04 3.67E-03 I 3.55E-03 5.00 1.30 } 2.56 1 2.00 
2 2.65E-04 1.81 E-03 ! 1.74E-C3 4.40 1.15 : 2.60 1 2.00 
3 3.97E-04 2.45E-03 I 2.37E-03 4.60 1.18 i 2.61 1 ^00 
4 4.58E-04 2.74E-03 j 2.65E-03 4.60 1.19 i 2.62 j 2.00 
6 5.21 E-04 2.78E-03 ! 2.69E-03 4.70 1.12 ! 2.68 ! 2.00 
6 2.76E-04 - ] 5.00 1.31 1 2.55 1 2.00 
7 2.30E-O4 - j 4.30 1.10 j 2.60 1 2.00 
8 3.88E-04 1.38E-03 ! 1.33E-03 5.00 1.29 ! 2.60 ! 2.00 
3.86E-04 2.47E-03 1 2.39E-03 4.70 1.21 1 2.60 1 2.00 
3.93E-04 i 4 S E ^ 3 : 2.36E-63 4.65 1.19" 2.60 ! 2.66 
Geometric mean 3.~6~9E-b4 j HsiE'Ci T 2!62E'-63 t 4.69 r 1.20 ! 2.60 j 2.00 
Table 7. 8. The optimised Pore-Cor parameters for Albaglos-CL, tor an isotropic aspect 
factor (a=1), at each stochastic generation. The Calculated network permeabilities and its 
mean, median and geometric mean are also calculated. 
The liquid permeability changes with stochastic generation number for each 
sample at a=1 were compared to the penmeability changes at their estimated 
aspect factors (figures 7.10 to 7.14). and the geometric means of the network 
permeabilities were calculated for each aspect factor and are shown in figure 7.15, 
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pemneability changes with stochastic generation 
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Fig. 7. 10. OpacarabA40-CL. Permeability changes with stochastic generation number at 
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Fig. 7.11. Albaglos-CL. Permeability changes with stochastic generation number at aspect 















No significant difference between the penneability 
changes with stochasbc generation number at aspect 
factor 1 0 and 0.6. 
— a s p e c t factor 1 0 
- o Geometric mean- aspect factor 1 0 
• aspect factor 0 6 
- o - Geometric mean- aspect factor 0 6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Stochastic generation number 
Fig. 7. 12. Speswhite-CL. Permeability changes with stochastic generation number at 
aspect factors 1.0 and 0.6. 
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Fig. 7. 13. Speswhite-CL. Permeability changes with stochastic generation number at 
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Amazon-CL 
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Fig. 7. 14. Amazon-CL. Permeability changes with stochastic generation number at aspect 
factors 1.0 and 0.8. 
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Fig. 7. 15. Calculated geometric means of the network permeabilities for each sample, at 
their chosen and isotropic aspect factors. 
Statistical paired-t tests were performed on the permeability trends of the four 
samples, at their chosen and isotropic aspect factors, to determine if there was 











r f Critical two-
tail 
Result of paired 








between means 1.5 1 2.21 E-05 6.68E-11 
SpeswhIte-CL 
' i 3.25E-05 ; 3.28E-10 
• 




between means 0.6 3.15E-05 6.09E-10 
Speswhite-CL 
' 1 3 .25E^5 ! 3.28E-10 
-2.46 1 2.45 
Significant 
difference 
between means 0.1 6.606-05 1.48E-09 
Amazon-CL 
1 








1 1.14E-05 3.33E-11 
Table 7. 9. Statistical paired t-test and the mean liquid permeability results for the four 
samples at their chosen and isotropic aspect factors. A significant difference between the 
mean permeabilities is observed within 95% confidence level, if the absolute value of t is 
greater than the value of t critical two-tail. 
The calculated geometric means for OpacarbA40-CL showed the geometric mean 
permeability to be lower at its chosen aspect factor; however, the t-test measured 
no significant difference in the calculated permeabilities at their chosen and 
isotropic aspect factors (see fig. 7.10 and 7.15). This is in agreement with figure 
7.7. in which the permeability for a simulated void structure showed no 
considerable difference when a>1. 
For the clay samples, Speswhite-CL and Amazon-CL showed a relatively small 
decrease and increase, respectively, in their geometric mean permeabilities at 
their chosen aspect factors (see fig. 7.12, 7.14 and 7.15). However, the t-test 
showed the clay samples to have no significant difference at their chosen and 
isotropic aspect factors. The calculated permeabilities at a lower aspect factor for 
Speswhite-CL (a=0.1) was also simulated such that the effects of a much larger 
change in anisotropy could be tested (see fig. 7.13 and 7.15). The t-test showed 
Speswhite-CL to have a significant difference in their mean pemieabilities when a 
lower aspect factor is used, and is in agreement with figure 7.7, where the 
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permeability for a void structure when a<1 is shown to increase sharply at lower 
aspect factors. 
Methane ancj nitrogen gas network permeabilities are shown for Speswhite-CL, at 








6 1 2 3 4 5 
Stochastic generation 
Fig. 7. 16. Speswhfte-CL. Network permeabilities of liquid, methane and nitrogen gas with 








1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Stochastic generation 
Fig. 7. 17. Speswhite-CL. Network permeabilities of liquid, methane and nitrogen gas with 
S t o c h a s t i c generation number, at a=0.6. 
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The liquid permeabilities at a=1.0 and a=0.6 are shown to be around one order of 
magnitude lower than the pemieabilities for both methane and nitrogen gas. This 
is a much greater difference than seen in sandstones, where the slip effect causes 
a reduction in liquid permeability relative to gas typically between 3% and 32% 
(Matthews etal., 1993). 
Although a statistical paired-t test showed no significant difference between the 
liquid permeabilities at a=1.0 and a=0.6, it did show a significant difference 
between the gas permeabilities. The anisotropic structure (a=0.6) showed the gas 
permeabilities to be around 0.1 orders of magnitude lower than the gas 
permeabilities calculated for an isotropic structure (a=1.0). The difference in the 
permeability cun/es for a liquid and gas is due to the slip flow phenomena, as 
discussed in Section 6.6.2 (Matthews et a/., 1993). The differences between the 
gas and liquid permeabilities are slightly lower for an anisotropic than an isotropic 
structure, as the slip flow correction has less of an effect for elliptical throats and 
slit-like or rod-like pores. 
The two major parameters affecting permeability are connectivity and throat skew. 
Connectivity affects the ability of a liquid to find a flow route through the network 
that maximizes its overall flow capacity. A stnjcture with a high connectivity would 
enable the liquid to uncover a less tortuous route through the network, and cause 
an increase in permeability. Meanwhile, throat skew affects the flow capacity of 
each individual arc in the network. A high throat skew would skew the size 
distribution to smaller sizes. Therefore a high throat skew would cause the flow of 
fluid to become impeded from the larger proportion of tiny capillaries in the void 
stnjcture, and cause a decrease in permeability. The calculated mean values for 
the optimised connectivity and throat skew parameters of each sample are shown 
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figure 7.18. The optimised structures for the samples at a=1 had very similar the 
percolation characteristics to the optimised structures at their chosen aspect 







H . 5 
1 i 
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Speswhite-CL Amazon-CL Albaglos-CL OpacartA40-CL 
Fig. 7.18. The mean connectivity and throat skew of the four samples. 
Albaglos-CL is shown to have a much higher throat skew than OpacarbA40-CL, 
but also contains a much higher connectivity As Albaglos-CL is calculated as 
having a higher calculated permeability than OpacarbA40-CL (Fig. 7.15), the 
connectivity of the void structure must play a greater role than throat skew in 
determining network permeability. 
7.4. Permeability results from P o r e - C o r and other existing models 
The geometric mean network permeability calculations for the primary 
samples were calculated by three versions of the Pore-Cor model; the Isotropic 
and Anisotropic Pore-Cor model, and the Anisotropic Pore-Cor model with the 
application of the correction factor. The Pore-Cor permeability calculations were 
also compared to other existing models; the Aligned Cylinders, Kozeny and the 
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Kozeny-Carman model (refer to Section 3.4). The parameters used by the Aligned 
cylinders (Eq. 3.7) and the Kozeny models (Eq. 3.8 and 3.9) are shown in Table 










Albaglos-CL j Opacari)A4a^L 
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2.50E-05 1.03E-05 3.69E-04 2.08E-05 
2.66E-04 













2.34E-06 4.63E-06 4.26E-05 
2.72E-04 
5.10E-06 
2.4gE-05 6.4gE-05 1.16E-04 
2.40E-05 6.26E-05 2 .63E^ 6.67E-05 
Other existing models 
Aligned cylinders model 
(mDarcy) Uquld 
3.31 E-03 1.71 E-03 5.33E.02 1.02E-01 
Kozeny Model (mDarcy) Uquld 2.76E-01 1.01E-01 : 6.57E-01 7.96E-01 
Kozeny-Camien Model 
(mDarcy) 
Uquld 1.10E-01 4.04E-02 2.63E-01 3.19E-01 
models and other existing models. 
The calculated liquid permeability trends from the Pore-Cor models, along with the 
permeability trends from the other existing models, are discussed and compared 
to the experimental ISD and DAT permeation rates in the following sections 
(Section 7.5 and 7.6). However, nitrogen gas permeability trends from the Pore-
Cor models were used in comparing the Guriey air permeability trends, as nitrogen 
gas would be closest in representing the flow of air used in the Guriey method 
(Section 7.7). The permeability trends from the other existing models were also 
compared to the Guriey permeability trends. 
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7 . 5 . Comparison oflSD permeation rates with the modelled 
permeabilities 
The trends from the ISD permeation rates were used to compare the trends from 
the six permeability models; the Aligned Cylinders model, the Isotropic Pore-Cor 
model, the Anisotropic Pore-Cor model, Anisotropic Pore-Cor Model with 
correction factor, the Kozeny model and the Kozeny-Carman model. The results 
from the six permeability models are shown in Table 7.10, and the experimental 
ISD permeation rates are shown in Table 5.3. 
The (permeability results from the Pore-Cor models are shown in fig. 7.19 while the 
permeability results from the Kozeny and Aligned cylinders models are shown in 
fig. 7.20. In both figures, the experimental ISD permeation rates were graphed on 
the secondary y axis. To enable a better comparison of the experimental 
permeation and modelled permeability trends, both axes were made into a log 























Speswhrte-CL Albaglos-CL Opacart>A40-CL AmazorvCL 
Fig. 7. 19. Comparison of the simulated permeabilities of the four samples from the three 
Pore-Cor models. The experimental ISD permeation rates of the four samples were graphed 
on the secondary y axis. 
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Aligned cylinders model 
Kozeny model 
Kozeny and Camian m 
ISD pemieabon rate 
Speswhrte-CL Abaglos-CL OpacarbA40^L AmazorvCL 
Fig. 7. 20. Comparison of the simulated permeabilities of the four samples from the Kozeny 
and Aligned cylinders models. The experimental ISD permeation rates of the four samples 
were graphed on the secondary y axis. 
Fig. 7.19 showed very little difference between the Isotropic and Anisotropic Pore-
Cor model. These two models showed the permeability trends for Speswhite and 
Albaglos to be in agreement with the ISD permeafion trends; however the 
calculated permeabilities for OpacarbA40-CL and Amazon-CL were much lower 
than of Speswhite, which is in contrast to the experimental ISD permeation results. 
Better agreement is shown when the correction factor is applied to the anisotropic 
model, causing the permeabilities for the OpacarbA40-CL and Amazon-CL to now 
be greater than Speswhite-CL. However, the model still showed the permeability 
for OpacarbA40-CL and Amazon-CL to be lower than Albaglos-CL, in contrast to 
the experimental ISD permeation results. 
The permeabilities for the Kozeny and Aligned cylinders models are shown in Fig. 
7.20 to be two to three orders of magnitude higher than the Pore-Cor models. The 
Kozeny-Carman model is shown to have slightly lower permeabilities than the 
Kozeny model, while the Aligned cylinders model was shown to have 
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permeabilities of approximately one order of magnitude lower than the Kozeny 
models. 
All three models in fig. 7.20 showed poor correlation in regards to Amazon-CL. as 
it is shown to have the lowest permeability of all the samples although it has 
highest ISD permeation rate. However, Speswhite-CL, Albaglos-CL and Amazon-
CL are shown to have an increasing permeability trend for all three of the models, 
which is in agreement with the ISD permeation trend. The slope of the ISD 
permeation trend for these three samples is more similar to the Kozeny models 
than to Aligned cylinders model, as the latter shows a much sharper rise in 
permeability between Speswhite-CL and Albaglos-CL than predicted by the 
Kozeny models. In summary, the permeabilities from Speswhite-CL, Albaglos-CL 
and OpacarbA40-CL were shown to be in best agreement with the experimental 
ISD permeation trends by using either one of the Kozeny models. 
7.5.1. Ranking of modelled permeabilities to ISD permeation rates 
An alternative approach in comparing the different permeability models was 
performed by ranking the experimental permeation rates and their respective 
modelled permeabilities between each sample, in ascending order. For example, 
a sample with the highest modelled permeability would have the highest modelled 
permeability ranking of four, while the sample with the highest ISD permeation rate 
would have the highest ISD permeation ranking of four. 
The rankings of the ISD permeation rates were plotted on the x-axis, while tfie 
rankings of the modelled permeabilities were plotted on the y-axis, accordingly (fig. 
7.21). A line of perfect fit between the two rankings would represent a curve with a 
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slope of one; as an increase in ranking of ISD pemrieation rate would represent an 
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Fig. 7. 21. The ranking scheme between samples for the ISD permeation rates and the 
permeability models. 
As evident in Fig. 7.21, only a qualitative assessment can be used to judge which 
model shows closer agreement with the experimental permeation trends. A 
quantitative measure was used to show how close the trends from the different 
models resemble the experimental permeation trends. The sum of the square of 
the difference between each pair of modelled and experimental ranking points of 
each sample (also known statistically as the L2-norm) was calculated for each 
model, with the result expressed as the modelling trend error for each model, Mj. 
M T = Z ( R . . , - / ^ . , ) ^ 
Eq. 7. 1 
where Rm and R e refers to the modelled and experimental permeation ranking of 
each sample, /. The modelling trend errors for the ISD permeation rates were 

















Fig. 7. 22. 
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Modelling trend error on the calculated permeabilities for the ISD permeation 
Both the Isotropic and Anisotropic Pore-Cor model had the worst fit to the 
experimental ISD permeation results than all the other permeability models. There 
was also no difference in the rankings for the two Pore-Cor models, as the use of 
the estimated aspect factors did not produce any significant improvement in their 
trend. However, when the correction factor was applied to the anisotropic Pore-
Cor model, the modelling trend error was calculated to be the lowest of all the 
permeability models. 
7.5.2. Comparison of experimental ISD permeation rates with samples 
of similar surface throat number densities 
Although the aligned cylinders model and Kozeny models are much simpler 
models than the Pore-Cor model, their permeability calculations are based on two 
factors that Pore-Cor does not directly measure: the number density of throats, 
used in the aligned cylinders model (see Eq. 3.7), and specific surface area used 
in the Kozeny models (see Eq. 3.5 and 3.6). The aligned cylinders and the 
Kozeny model have been shown to better resemble the experimental trends than 
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either the Isotropic or Anisotropic Pore-Cor model. It follows that the number 
density of throats and the specific surface area are particularly good modelling 
parameters for calculating permeability, when these calculations are judged 
against experimental ISD permeation trends. By contrast, the anisotropic Pore-
Cor model predicted permeabilities which compared less well with the ISD 
permeation trends. This was because the anisotropic effects on permeability were 
masked by the packing errors within the Pore-Cor model which caused a 
discrepancy between the simulated and actual number density of surface throats. 
However, once the correction factor, f. was applied to the anisotropic Pore-Cor 
model it has been shown to predict permeabilities at more accurate than those 
predicted by the Kozeny and aligned cylinders models. 
The application of the con-ection factor, f, is needed if the samples have number 
densities that are significantly different from each other. Amazon-CL and 
Speswhite-CL provide an example of two samples with significant difference in 
number densities, as Amazon-CL is shown to be around six times larger than 
Speswhite-CL (Table 6.1). The Anisotropic Pore-Cor model is shown to calculate 
a larger permeability for Speswhite-CL than Amazon-CL, even though the 
experimental ISD permeation rate is much smaller for Speswhite-CL, Fig. 7.17. 
Once the correction factor is applied to the model, the calculated permeabilities fall 
in agreement with the experimental trends. The correction factor is not needed, 
however, when the permeabilities are calculated for samples with similar number 
densities. A comparison is made between Amazon-CL (containing CMC and 
latex) and Amazon-SL (containing starch and latex), as the number density for 
Amazon-CL is shown only to be 1.3 times larger than Amazon-SL, Fig. 5.5 and 
Fig. 7.23 (refer to Table B.2 of Appendix 8.1) 
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Fig. 7. 23. Amazon-SL: scanning electron micrographs of surface scan. Scale bar: 2M.ni. 
The number density of surface throats was calculated to be 3.16 
The Anisotropic Pore-Cor model was used to calculate the geometric mean 
network permeability for Amazon-SL, from a range of stochastic generations, at an 
estimated aspect factor of 0.8. The optimised Pore-Cor parameters and their 
respective network permeabilities are shown in Table B.4 of Appendix B.2. The 
ISD permeation rates and the calculated permeabilities from the Anisotropic Pore-
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Fig. 7. 24. Comparison of the calculated liquid permeability and the experimental ISD 
pemieation rate for Amazon-CL and Amazon-SL, using an aspect factor of 0.6 for both 
samples. 
Amazon-CL is shown to have both a greater experimental permeation rate and 
calculated permeability than Amazon-SL, exhibiting a positive trend for both 
curves. For this case, the use of the correction factor is not needed for the Pore-
Cor model to simulate realistic trends. 
7.6. Comparison of DAT permeation rates with the modelled 
permeabilities 
The DAT permeation results are shown in section 5.2.6 to better represent 
penneability measurements than the ISD permeation results, as their trends 
closely resembled the trends from the Gurley permeability measurements. The 
DAT permeation rates showed less dependency on number density, as confimned 
in fig. 5.23, since no perfect positive rank correlation with permeation rate was 
revealed. In this case, Amazon is shown to have the highest number density, but 
is shown to have a lower DAT permeation rate than the P C C samples. 
Using the experimental DAT permeation rates, the permeability calculations for the 
six models were compared in similar fashion as the experimental ISD permeation 
rates. The permeability results from the Pore-Cor models are shown in fig. 7.25 
while the permeability results from the Kozeny and aligned cylinders models are 
shown in fig. 7.26. In both figures, the calculated permeabilities, and the 
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Fig. 7. 25. Companson of the simulated pemfieabilities of the four samples from the three 
Pore-Cor models. The DAT permeation rates of the four samples were graphed on the 
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Fig. 7. 26 Comparison of the simulated permeabilities of the four samples from the Kozeny, 
Kozeny-Carman and the Aligned cylinders models. The experimental DAT permeation rates 
of the four samples were graphed on the secondary y axis. 
Fig. 7.25 showed very little differences between the Isotropic and Anisotropic 
Pore-Cor model, when the estimated aspect factors were used and showed 
positive con-elation with the experiniental DAT permeation rates for three of the 
four samples. However, Speswhite-CL is shown to have a higher permeability 
than Amazon-CL, which is the reverse trend shown in the experimental results. 
The application of the correction factor to the Anisotropic Pore-Cor model caused 
the calculated permeabilities of the samples to decrease by one order of 
magnitude, and displayed an increase in penneability for all four of the samples. 
Hence, the simulated permeability trend is shown to be in close agreement with 
the DAT permeation trend. 
In Fig. 7.26, the permeability trend for all three models is shown to fluctuate rather 
than follow a gradual increase, as observed in the DAT permeation trend. 
However, all three models showed the clay samples (Speswhite-CL and Amazon-
CL) to have a lower permeability than the P C C samples (Albaglos-CL and 
OpacarbA40-CL), which is in agreement with the experimental trend. 
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7.6.1. Ranking of modelled permeabilities to DAT permeation rates 
A ranking scheme was used for the DAT permeation rates, and is shown in 
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Fig. 7. 27. The ranking scheme between samples for the experimental DAT permeation rates 
and the permeability models. The anisotropic Pore-Cor model with correction factor is 
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Fig. 7. 28. The modelling trend errors for the DAT permeation rates. The anisotropic Pore-
Cor model with correction factor has a zero modelling trend error - i.e. it is shown to give a 
perfect prediction. 
The isotropic and anisotropic Pore-Cor model showed the largest modelling trend 
error of all the permeability models. There was also no difference in the rankings 
for the two Pore-Cor models, as the use of an estimated aspect factor showed no 
significant improvement in their trend. The Kozeny, Kozeny-Carman and the 
Aligned cylinders model had a lower modelling trend error than the two Pore-Cor 
models, showing better agreement with the experimental DAT results. However, 
once the correction factor was applied to the Anisotropic Pore-Cor model, the 
modelling trend error was reduced to zero, indicating a trend which exactly 
matched that of the DAT permeation results. 
7.6.2. Comparison of experimental DAT permeation rates with samples 
of similar surface throat number densities 
As shown with the experimental ISD permeation trends, the Pore-Cor 
model gave much better correlation when comparing experimental DAT 
permeation trends for samples of similar surface throat number densities. An 
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example is made between OpacartDA60-CL and OpacarbA40-CL, as the number 
density for OpacarbA40-CL is shown only to be 1.05 times larger than 
OpacarbA60-CL, Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 7.29 (refer to Table B.2 of Appendix B.1) 
i 
Fig. 7. 29. OpacarbA60-CL: scanning electron micrographs of surface scan. Scale bar: 2 ^ . 
The number density of surface throats was calculated to be 2.87 ^m \ 
The anisotropic Pore-Cor model was used to calculate the geometric mean 
network permeability for OpacarbA60-CL. from a range of stochastic generations, 
at an estimated aspect factor of 2.0. The optimised Pore-Cor parameters and their 
respective network permeabilities are shown in Table B.3 of Appendix B.2. The 
DAT permeation rates and the calculated permeabilities from the anisotropic Pore-
Cor model are shown for the two precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) samples, 
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Fig. 7. 30. Comparison of the calculated liquid permeability and the experimental DAT 
permeation rate for OpacarbA40-CL and Opacart>A60-CL, using an aspect factor of 1.5 and 
2.0, respectively. 
OpacarbA40-CL is shown to have both a greater experimental permeation rate 
and calculated permeability than OpacarbA60-CL. exhibiting a positive trend for 
both curves. As such is the case in Fig. 7.24, the use of the con-ection factor is not 
needed for the Pore-Cor model to simulate realistic trends. 
7.7. Comparison of the Guriey permeability results with the 
modelled permeabilities 
The Guriey permeability trends for three of the four samples were 
compared to the trends from the six permeability models, in similar fashion as the 
experimental ISD and DAT permeation rates. The permeability results from the 
Pore-Cor models are shown in fig. 7.31 while the pemrieability results from the 
Kozeny and aligned cylinders models are shown in fig. 7.32. In both figures, the 
calculated penneabilities and the experimental Guriey pemieabilities were 
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Fig. 7. 31. Comparison of the simulated nitrogen gas permeabilities from the three Pore-Cor 
models for three of the four samples. The experimental Gurley penneability of the three 
samples were graphed on the secondary y axis. 
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Fig. 7. 32. Comparison of the simulated permeabilities for three of the four samples from the 
Kozeny, Kozeny-Camian and the Aligned cylinders models. The experimental Gurtey 
pemieability of the three samples was graphed on the secondary y axis. 
Both the Isotropic and Anisotropic Pore-Cor model showed positive correlation 
with the expehmental Gurley permeabilities for only two of the three samples, as 
Speswhite-CL is shown to have a higher calculated permeability than Amazon-CL, 
in contrast to expenmental results The application of the correction factor caused 
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the calculated permeabilities to have a positive con-elation with the Gurley 
permeability results for all three of the samples. Hence, the simulated permeability 
trend for Pore-Cor is now shown to be in dose agreement with the experimental 
Gurley permeability trends. However, the experimental Gurley permeability results 
are shown to be around two orders of magnitude higher than the permeability 
results from the isotropic and anisotropic Pore-Cor model. 
Fig. 7.32 showed the permeabilities from the Kozeny and the Kozeny-Carman 
model to be around one order of magnitude higher than the experimental Gurley 
permeabilities, while the Aligned cylinders model showed permeabilities around 
the same order of magnitude as the Gurley permeabilities. However, all three 
models showed Speswhite-CL to have a higher calculated permeability than 
Amazon-CL, in contrast to the experimental Gurley permeability trend. 
7.7.1. Ranking of modelled permeabilities to Experimental Guriey 
permeabilities 
A ranking scheme was used for the Gurley permeabilities, and is shown in 
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Fig. 7. 33. The ranking scheme between samples for the experimental Gurley permeabilities 
and the permeability models. The anisotropic Pore-Cor model v^ nth correction factor is 
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Fig. 7. 34. The modelling trend error for the experimental Guriey pemieabiiities. The 
anisotropic Pore-Cor model with correction factor has a zero modelling trend error - i.e. it is 
shown to give a perfect prediction. 
The modelling trend en-ors for the experimental Gurley permeabilities showed the 
isotropic Pore-Cor model to have the largest modelling trerxj error of all the 
permeability models The Kozeny, Kozeny-Carman and the Aligned cylinders 
model showed the same modelling trend error as the Anisotropic Pore-Cor model 
However, once the correction factor was applied to the Anisotropic Pore-Cor 
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model, the modelling trend error was reduced to zero. This indicated a trend 
which exactly matched that of the experimental Guriey permeability results. 
7.7.2. Comparison of experimental Guriey permeability with samples of 
similar surface throat number densities 
As shown with the experimental ISD and DAT permeation trends, the Pore-
Cor mode! gave much better correlation when comparing experimental Guriey 
permeabilities for samples of similar surface throat number densities. An example 
is made again between OpacarbA60-CL and OpacarbA40-CL, as the two samples 
showed similar number densities, Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 7.29. The calculated 
permeabilities from the anisotropic Pore-Cor model and the experimental Guriey 
permeabilities are shown for the two precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) 
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Fig, 7. 35. Comparison of the calculated nitrogen gas permeabilities from the Anisotropic 
Pore-Cor model and the experimental Guriey permeabilities for OpacartoA40-CL and 
OpacarbA60-CL, using an aspect factor of 1.5 and 2.0, respectively. 
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OpacarbA40-CL is shown to have both a greater experimental and calculated 
permeability than OpacarbA60-CL, as it exhibits a positive trend for both curves. 
However, the change in calculated permeability is shown to be an order of a 
magnitude greater than the change in Guriey permeability. Hence, for samples of 
similar number density, the Pore-Cor model was able to simulate correct 
permeability trends, but is shown to simulate differences in permeabilities between 
the samples of around an order of magnitude larger than reality. 
7.8- Summary 
• The lengths of the throats, h, had the least effect on the network flow 
capacity of a structure, while the diameters of the throats, dem had the 
greatest effect. The pore-throat size ratio parameter had a much greater 
effect on the network flow capacity when using low and high aspect factors. 
• The Pore-Cor model showed Albaglos-CL to contain a much higher throat 
skew (more smaller throat sizes relative to larger throat sizes) than 
OpacarbA40-CL, but also contained a much higher connectivity. As 
Albaglos-CL is calculated as having a higher calculated permeability than 
OpacarbA40-CL (Fig. 7.13), the connectivity of the void structure must play 
a greater role than throat skew in determining network permeability. 
• A change in aspect factor, from an isotropic to a rod-like pore structure, is 
shown to generally have very little to no significant effect on permeability. 
This is confirmed with OpacarbA40-CL, as the mean calculated 
permeability, at its estimated and isotropic aspect factor, showed no 
significant difference. 
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• A change in aspect factor, from an isotropic to a slit-like pore structure, is 
shown to generally have an increasing effect on permeability. However, 
this was only observed within the clay samples when a lower aspect factor 
was used (a=0.1), as the permeability is shown to increase sharply. 
• The calculated liquid permeabilities are around one order of magnitude 
lower than the permeabilities for both methane and nitrogen gas. The gas 
permeabilities were slightly lower for an anisotropic than an isotropic 
structure, as the slip flow correction had less of an effect for slit-like or rod-
like pore structures. 
• The permeabilities from the Kozeny and Aligned cylinders models are two 
to three orders of magnitude higher than the permeabilities from the Pore-
Cor models. The Kozeny-Camnan model is shown to have slightly lower 
permeabilities than the Kozeny model, while the Aligned cylinders model 
was shown to have permeabilities of approximately one order of magnitude 
lower than the Kozeny models. 
• Overall, the aligned cylinders and the Kozeny models have been shown to 
be generally better in resembling the experimental trends than either the 
Isotropic or Anisotropic Pore-Cor model. However, once the correction 
factor, f, was applied to the anisotropic Pore-Cor model it has been shown 
to predict permeabilities more accurate than those predicted by the Kozeny 
and aligned cylinders models. 
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The application of the con-ection factor, f, to the Pore-Cor model is only 
necessary when the samples have number densities that are significantly 
different from each other. Hence, for samples of similar number density the 
Pore-Cor model was able to simulate con-ect permeability trends, but was 
shown to simulate differences in permeabilities between samples much 
larger than reality (experimental Gurley permeability results). 
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8. COMPUTER MODELLING OF THE WETTING OF 
COATING STRUCTURES 
8.1. Introduction 
In the previous chapter, permeabilities predicted by the anisotropic Pore-
Cor model were compared with DAT, ISD and Gurley experimental results. There 
was a good match between experiment and the model once a correction factor 
was added to allow for the number density of surface throats. However, the 
experiments involved progressive wetting from the surface, whereas the 
permeability calculation vras based on the flow capacity of the entire modelled 
network. A major part of this work was therefore to modify a wetting algorithm 
developed by Schoelkopf and Ridgway (Ridgway et a/., 2001; Schoelkopf ef a/.. 
2001; Schoelkopf et a/.. 2000) so that it could model the wetting of anisotropic 
structures, so that both the model and the experiments involved progressive 
wetting from the surface. 
8.2. Volume-averaged extent of wetting 
In all the simulations the fluid was hexadecane, for reasons described in 
Section 4.3, vAth a contact angle of 40° representing an aged solid surface. 
A number of trials were initially earned out without considering the correction factor 
f (see section 6.7). The wetting algorithm was first tested on Speswhite-CL (CMC 
and latex), and it generated a set of absorption curves for a range of aspect 
factors from 0.01 to 1.0, fig. 8.1. 
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Fig. 8. 1. Simulated absorption of oil per unit area (^m^nm^) for aspect factors from 0.01 to 
2.0 for the Speswtiite-CL sample, up to an elapsed wetting time of 1 mill isecond. 
It can be seen that in general, there was a decrease in the amount of oil absorbed 
per unit area with a decrease in aspect factor, i.e. as the simulated voids became 
less rod-like and more slit-like. This effect was especially noticeable for the lowest 
aspect factors at the shortest times. However, several of the curves cross over 
each other at various times. It can also be seen that the curves show a series of 
steps and points of inflexion, corresponding to the filling of successive layers. This 
is shown in more detail in fig. 8.2, where the points of inflexion for the absorption 
simulations with lower aspect factors occur earlier than those with the higher 
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Fig. 8. 2. Simulated absorption of oil per unit area ( j x m V " ^ ) ^or aspect factors of 0.01, 0.6 
and 1.0 for the Speswhite-CL sample, up to an elapsed wetting time of 1 millisecond, 
showing steps due to filling of s u c c e s s i v e layers. 
The wetting algorithm was then used to calculate the amount of oil absorption for 
each of the primary samples, using the estimated aspect factors. 'Control' 
simulations were also performed for comparison. These had the experimental 
percolation and porosity of the particular experimental sample, but were isotropic 
(aspect factor = 1.0). Fig. 8.3 confirms that the use of aspect factors of less than 
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Fig. 8. 3. Simulated absorption of oil per unit area {[im%m^) for the clay coating samples, 
Speswhite-CL and A m a z o n ^ L , at their estimated (a=0.6 and 0.8, respectively) and isotropic 
(a=1) aspect factors, and up to an elapsed wetting time of 0.1 s e c o n d s . 
It can also be seen that Speswhite-CL absorbs a higher amount of oil than 
Amazon-CL However, as time proceeds, the absorption curves for Speswhite-CL 
and Amazon-CL start to converge upon each other. Fig. 8.4 shows the amount of 
oil absorbed into the precipitated calcium carbonate coatings, using both 
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8. 4. The amount of oil absorbed for the P C C samples, OpacarbA40-CL and Albaglos-
at their estimated (a=1.5 and 1.0, respectively) and isotropic (a=1) aspect factors. 
The simulation for Albaglos-CL is shown to be lower than the isotropic curve for 
OpacarbA40-CL until a time of approximately 0.007s is reached, in which the 
simulated absorption for OpacarbA40-CL control becomes lower than Albaglos-
CL. However, comparing simulations with the appropriate estimated aspect 
factor, the simulation for Albaglos-CL is shown to be lower than OpacarbA40-CL 
for a longer time of approximately 0.02s. A comparison of the vertical scales of 
Figs 9.3 and 9.4 shows that overall the simulated absorption for the clays is less 
than half of that predicted for the P C C s . 
8.2.1. Visual examination of structure 
Ail the wetting results so far, both experimental and simulated, have been volume 
or mass-averaged measures of the extent of permeation and the position of the 
wetting front. However, the steps in fig. 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 show that there is also a 
fine structure within the simulated v/etting vy^ich bears closer examination. To 
illustrate this fine structure, we took snapshots at 0.1 seconds of the primary 
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samples, with features coloured from dark blue (100 % wet), through light blue and 
purple to red (empty), with colours chosen according to a logarithmic scale of 
filling. 
Fig 8 5 showed the extent of filling by the model fluid (hexadecane) into 
Speswhite-CL. A detail of Fig. 8.5, shown in Fig. 8.6, reveals advance wetting into 
small features 
lononn x 
Fig. 8. 5. Simulation of the absorption of oil into Speswti i te-CL at 0.1 s e c o n d s , and at an 
aspect factor=0.6. Red voids are empty of wetting fluid, dark blue voids are full, and 
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Fig. 8. 6. Detail of Fig. 8.5, showing penmeation into Speswhite-CL at 0.1 seconds . 
This would not be visible by any experimental technique which measured the 
volume averaged position of the wetting front It represents a type of preferential 
flow which is normally overiooked because of the low volumes of the void features 
which are wetted 
Fig. 8.7 shows that there is a lack of advance wetting in Amazon-CL 
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1 
Fig. 8. 7. The permeation of Amazon-CL sample at 0.1 s e c o n d s . 
Fig. 8.8 and 8.9 showed the extent of permeation for OpacarbA40-CL and 
Albaglos-CL at 0.1 seconds after initial contact of the fluid reservoir. 
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1 563% wetting fluid 
0 049% wetting fluid 
0 098% wetting fluid 
0 391% wetting fluid 
Fig. 8. 8. Simulation of the absorption of oil into OpacarbA40-CL at 0.1 s e c o n d s , and at an 
aspect factor=1.5. Colours as fig. 8.17. 
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10 Mm 
Fig. 8. 9. The permeation of Albaglos-CL sample at 0.1 seconds . 
Fig. 8.10 shows a detail of Fig. 8.8 and reveals some advance wetting in 
OpacarbA40-CL, which is not evident in Albaglos-CL, Fig. 8.9. 
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50 000% wetting fluid 
0 391 % wetting fluid 100% WeUing fluid 
Fig. 8. 10. Detail of Fig. 8.8, showing permeation into OpacarbA40-CL at 0.1 seconds . 
Speswhite-CL and OpacarbA40-CL are both shown to have a much broader void 
size distribution (Table 5.2) than Amazon-CL and Albaglos-CL, and coincided with 
advance vetting within their network structure. This is in agreement with Ridgway 
et a/. (Ridgway et a/., 2002) where they observed a preferred pathway of 
permeation when a broad size distribution occurred within a network structure 
(refer to Section 2.9.2.2). 
8.3. The effects of anisotropy on the wetting profile of a structure 
The effect of anisotropy on the wetting profile for both the Lucas-Washbum 
and Bosanquet equation was examined by modelling Speswhite-CL and 
OpacarbA40-CL. The inclusion of an inertial term to the Bosanquet equation is the 
only difference between the Bosanquet and the Lucas-Washbum equation. These 
two samples were chosen as they exhibited two different types of void shapes; slit-
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like and rod-like pores, respectively. Wetting simulations using both equations 
were tested on the two structures at their isotropic aspect factor and at their 
respective estimated aspect factors. The Wetting simulations were performed up 
to an elapsed time of 0.1s, using hexadecane as the wetting fluid. 
8.3.1. Effects of anisotropy for a slit-like pore structure (a < 1) 
Fig. 8.11 shows the simulated wetting curves for Speswhite-CL at its 
estimated (a=0.6) and isotropic (a=1.0) aspect factor, and also shows when 
applying the Lucas-Washbum or Bosanquet equation. 
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-A-Aspect factor 1 O-Lucas Washburn 
Aspect factor 0 6-4-ucas-Washburn 
Aspect factor 1 0-Bosanquet 
Aspect factor 0 6-Bosanquet 
A=lnenial hokJ-up at a = l (isotropic 
structure. cutMC pores) 
B= Inertial hotd-up at u-O 6 (anisotropic 
structure, slit-like pores) 
0 04 0 06 0.08 0 1 0 12 
Elapsed wetting time (s) 
Fig. 8. 11. Simulated permeation curves for Speswhi te-CL at its estimated (a=0.6) and 
isotropic (a=1.0) aspect factor, and also shows the results when applying the Lucas -
Washbum or the Bosanquet equation. 
The inertial effects cause the fluid to initially hold-up at the entrance of each throat, 
and as result, the amount of permeation is shown to be significantly greater when 
using the Lucas-Washburn in replace of the Bosanquet equation, as evident in fig. 
8.11. The effect of anisotropy on wetting calculated from the Bosanquet equation 
has a much more significant effect than it does on wetting calculated from the 
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Lucas-Washburn equation. With the Bosanquet equation, a reduction in 
permeation of about 23% was observed when an estimated aspect factor was 
applied to the structure. However, with the Lucas Washburn equation only a 
reduction of about 3% was observed. Hence, a decrease in aspect factor caused 
a significant decrease in permeation when inertial effects are introduced in the 
wetting simulation. 
The permeation curves have been converted to a Darcy length approximation, Fig. 
8.12. Since the same porosity was used for the simulated structures, the results 











-A-Aspect factor 1 0-Lucas Washburn 
-m- Aspect factor 0 6-Lucas-Washburn 
-A-Aspect factor 1 0-Bosanquet 
~ Aspect factor 0 6-Bosanquet 
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A=lnerlial hokl-up at a-1 (isotropic 
structure, cubic pores) 
B= lr>ertial hoW-up at a =0 6 
(anisotropic structure, slit-like pores) 
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Elapsed wetting time (t'^) (»"*) 
Fig. 8. 12. Simulated Darcy length curves for Speswhi te -CL at its estimated (a=0.6) and 
isotropic (a=1.0) aspect factor, and also s h o w s the results when applying the L u c a s -
Washburn or the Bosanquet equation. 
The Darcy length curves were graphed with respect to the square root of time (t°^) 
due to the Bosanquet equation having a square root of time (t°^) dependency with 
respect to the distance travelled of the wetting front. As expected, the curves 
showed a linear trend at the beginning of permeation, but as the wetting fluid 
permeates through the network, the curves are shown to deviate, and become 
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hindered due to the cumulative wetting effects of the many pores and throats in 
the network structure. 
When inertial effects were ignored the simulated wetting fronts travelled a Darcy 
length twice the distance, and the use of an estimated aspect factor in replace of 
an isotropic aspect factor showed very little difference in the Darcy length curves. 
However, when inertial effects were included into the simulation the use of an 
estimated aspect factor caused the wetting front to travel a much shorter Darcy 
distance. 
8,3.1. L The effects of Inertia ignored in the wetting simulation (Lucas- Washburn 
equation) 
Visual inspection of the extent of the wetting front when inertial effects are 
ignored is shown in fig. 8.13 and 8.14, at its isotropic and its estimated aspect 
factor, respectively. A snapshot of the wetting of the simulated structures was 
taken at an elapsed time of 0.1s. Although the two structures have similar Darcy 
lengths, the use of an estimated aspect factor, in Fig. 8.14. caused greater 
preferential flow near the edges of the structure than when compared to the 
isotropic structure, fig. 8.13. However, within the preferential flow regions of Fig. 
8.14 and 8.15, the advance wetting in the small features is less noticeable, as the 






Fig. 8. 13. Simulated absorption of oil into Speswhite-CL control (isotropic aspect factor) at 





Fig. 8. 14. Simulated absorption of oil into Speswhite-CL at its estimated aspect factor 
(a=0.6) at 0.1 seconds, but ignoring inertial effects (Lucas-Washburn equation). 
8,3,1.2, The Effects of inertia included in the wetting simulation (Bosanquet Equation) 
A visual comparison is shown of the extent of the wetting front when inertial 
effects are now included in the wetting calculation. A snapshot of the wetting of 
the simulated structures was taken at an elapsed time of 0.1s, at its isotropic and 
estimated aspect factor, fig. 8.15 and 8.16. 
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No evidence of 
advanced wetting 10 fun 
Fig. 8. 15. Simulated absorption of oil into Speswhrte-CL control (a=1) at 0.1 seconds, 
including inertial effects (Bosanquet equation). 
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Evidence of 
advanced wetting 10 |jin 
Fig. 8. 16. Simulated absorption of oil into Speswhite-CL at its estimated aspect factor 
(a-0.6) at 0.1 seconds, including inertial effects (Bosanquet equation). 
The amount of permeation and the overall extent of the wetting front are shown to 
be significantly reduced with the addition of inertial effects, as compared to fig. 
8.13 and 8.14. However, the use of an estimated aspect factor in Fig. 8.16 caused 
advanced wetting in narrow features of the structure. No evidence of advanced 
wetting was seen in the same equivalent region for an isotropic aspect factor, fig. 
8.15. 





wetting fluid 3 125% 
Wetting fluid 0.195% 
Wetting fluid 
Fig. 8.17. Detail of Fig. 8.14. 
It can be seen that there is a substantial difference in the extent of the filling, and 
that the advance wetting in the small features is less noticeable when effects of 
inertia are not included in the simulation, Fig. 8.17. These findings are in 
agreement with those of Shoelkopf et al. (Schoelkopf et a/., 2000) in porous 
calcium carbonate blocks. 
Another snapshot of the wetting of the simulated structures when inertial effects 
are included was taken at an elapsed time of 0.001s, fig. 8.18 and 8.19. Similar to 
the 0.1s wetting time, the effects of anisotropy on permeation play much more of 
an important role, as the extent and profile of the wetting front is very different 
when using an estimated or an isotropic aspect factor. The area in the circle of 
figure 8.18, displays a region of advanced wetting, in which wetting is observed 
into the narrow features of the anisotropic structure. The same equivalent region 
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is shown in the isotropic structure, and the equivalent pores are labelled with the 
same letters, Fig. 8.19. 
a. 5.1% filled 
of wetting fluid b 1 3 % c. 100% d. 100% 
Fig. 8. 18. Simulated absorption of oil into Speswhite-CL at its estimated aspect factor 








a. 0% filled of 
wetting fluid 
Fig. 8.19. Simulated absorption of oil into Speswhite-CL at its isotropic aspect factor (a=1.0) 
at 1 millisecond, including inertial effects (Bosanquet equation). 
The equivalent region in the isotropic structure is shown to have significantly less 
advanced wetting, with most of the equivalent pores containing no fluid, Fig. 8.19. 
For example, in Fig. 8.18 the pores labelled letter a, c and d represents 5.1%, 
100%, and 100% filled with wetting fluid. However, in Fig. 8.19 the same 
equivalent pores are shown to be filled with none to very little fluid; showing 0%, 
0% and 10.2%, respectively. 
Another example of localised preferential flow is seen near the back of the 
simulated anisotropic structure. Fig. 8.20. Due to the shadowing effect in the back 
of the structure a headlamp feature had to be imposed to enable sufficient lighting 
to view the features. This caused the colouhng to be much brighter than in figures 
Fig. 8.18 and Fig. 8.19. 
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a. 100% filled of b. 100% 
wetting fluid 
c. 0.2% d. 95.0% 
Fig. 8. 20. Simulated absorption of oil into Speswhite-CL at its estimated aspect factor 
(a=0.6) at 1 millisecond, including inertial effects (Bosanquet equation). The back of the 
structure is shown in the figure, and it is brightened by a 'headlamp' for better visibility. 
The equivalent region in the isotropic structure is, again, shown to have 
significantly less advanced wetting, with all of the equivalent labelled pores 
containing little to no fluid, Fig. 8.21. 
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c . 0 % d.45.2% 
Fig. 8. 21. Simulated absorption of oil into Speswhite-CL at its estimated aspect factor 
(a=0.6) at 1 millisecond, including inertial effects (Bosanquet equation). The back of the 
structure is shown in the figure, and it is brightened by a 'headlamp' for better visibility. 
For example, in Fig. 8.20 the pores labelled letter a, b, c and d represents 100%. 
100%, 0.2% and 95% filled with wetting fluid. However. Fig. 8.21 the same 
equivalent pores are shown to be filled with none to very little fluid; showing 
10.2%. 0%, 0% and 45.2%. respectively. 
8.3.2. Effects of anisotropy for rod-like pore structure (a > 1) 
Fig. 8.22 shows the simulated wetting curves for OpacarbA40-CL at its 
estimated (a=1.5) and isotropic (a=1.0) aspect factor, and also shows the results 
when applying the Lucas-Washburn or Bosanquet equation. 
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Fig. 8. 22. Simulated permeation curves for OpacarbA40-CL at its estimated (a=1.5) and 
isotropic (a=1.0) aspect factor, and also shows the results when applying the Lucas-
Wash bum or the Bosanquet equation. 
In agreement with the results from Speswhite-CL. Fig. 8.11, the amount of 
permeation is shown to be significantly larger when applying the Lucas-Washbum 
over the Bosanquet equation. The effect of anisotropy on wetting is also shown to 
have a much more significant effect on permeation with the application of the 
Bosanquet than the Lucas-Washburn equation, and is also in agreement with 
Speswhite-CL. With the Bosanquet equation, an increase in permeation of about 
21% was observed when an estimatecJ aspect factor was applied to the structure, 
however, the Lucas Washburn equation caused only small reduction of about 4%. 
Hence an increase in aspect factor caused a significant increase in permeation 
when the effects of inertia are included in the wetting simulation. 
The permeation curves have been converted to Darcy length approximation 
curves, Fig. 8.23. Since the same porosity was used for the simulated structures, 
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Fig. 8. 23. Simulated Darcy length curves for OpacarbA40-CL at its estimated (a=1.5) and 
isotropic (a=1.0) aspect factor, and also shows the results when applying the Lucas-
Washburn or the Bosanquet equation. 
Similar to Fig. 8.12. the Darcy length curves were graphed with respect to the 
square root of time (t°^). The simulated wetting fronts travelled a Darcy length 
almost twice the distance when inertial effects were ignored, and the use of an 
estimated aspect factor showed very little difference in the Darcy length curves. 
However, when inertial effects were included into the wetting simulation, the use of 
an estimated aspect factor caused the wetting front to travel a much longer Darcy 
distance. This is in contrast to the Fig. 8.12, as the application of the estimated 
aspect factor for Speswhite-CL caused the wetting front to travel a much smaller 
distance. Hence, an increase in aspect factor, from a slit-like to a rod-like porous 
structure, causes an increase in the volume-averaged distance travelled by a 
wetting front. 
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S,3,2. L The effects of inertia ignored in the wetting simulations (Lucas-Washburn 
equation) 
Visual inspection of the extent of the wetting front when the inertial term is 
ignored is shown in fig. 8.24 and 8.25, at its isotropic and its estimated aspect 
factor, respectively. A snapshot of the wetting of the simulated structures was 
taken at an elapsed time of 0.1s. 
Region of preferential 
flow Into large features 10 fim 
Fig. 8. 24. Simulated absorption of oil into OpacarbA40-CL using the isotropic aspect factor 








into large features 
Fig. 8. 25. Simulated absorption of oil into OpacarbA40-CL using the estimated aspect factor 
(a=1.5) at 0.1 seconds, but ignoring inertial effects (Lucas-Washburn equation). 
Both figures showed areas of localised preferential flow into the large features of 
the structure. However, the anisotropic structure, Fig. 8.25, also showed some 
advanced wetting into the narrow features of the structure. 
The transition line of where the wetting front ends and where the advanced wetting 
begins was taken to be the layer where the number of empty voids outweighs the 
number of voids containing fluid. This is best visualized by rendering the isotropic 
and anisotropic structure into a wire frame, Fig 8.26 and 8.27. respectively. The 
voids containing any amount of fluid are outlined with a blue colour, while voids 








A= distance of advanced 
wetting opprox. 6\wn) 
0 fim 
Fig. 8. 26. Simulated absorption of oil into OpacarbA40-CL applying the isotropic aspect 
factor (a=1.0) at 0.1 seconds, but ignoring inertial effects (Lucas-Washburn equation). The 
structure is rendered into a wire frame in which the voids containing any amount of fluid are 
outlined with a blue colour, while voids containing no fluid are outlined with a red colour. 
2 5 1 
/ 
Transition line-
extent of wetting 
front 
A= distance of advanced wetting 




Fig. 8. 27. Simulated absorption of oil into OpacarfoA40-CL applying the estimated aspect 
factor (a=1.5) at 0.1 seconds, but ignoring inertial effects (Lucas-Washburn equation). The 
structure is rendered into a wire frame in which the voids containing any amount of fluid are 
outlined with a blue colour, while voids containing no fluid are outlined with a red colour. 
The wetting profile in Fig. 8.26 showed that the vertical extent of the advanced 
wetting to be relatively close to the vertical extent of the wetting front, showing a 
distance for the advanced wetting of only approximately 6|im. However when the 
estimated aspect factor is applied to the structure, Fig. 8.27 showed a much longer 
advanced wetting distance of approximately 11 ^m. Hence, the application of the 
estimated aspect factor caused much further advanced wetting and showed 
preferential flow not only in the large features but also in the narrow features of the 
structure. 
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8,3.2.2, The effects of inertia included in the wetting simulations (Bosanquet equation) 
A visual comparison is now shown of the extent of the wetting front when inertial 
effects are now included in the wetting calculation. A snapshot of the wetting of 
the simulated structures was taken at an elapsed time of 0.1s. at its isotropic and 
estimated aspect factor. Fig. 8.28 and 8.29. 
I 
10 iim 
Fig. 8. 28. Simulated absorption of oil into OpacarfoA40-CL showing an isotropic structure 




into narrow features 
10 MiTI 
Fig. 8. 29. Simulated absorption of oil into OpacarbA40-CL using the estimated aspect factor 
((1=1.5) at 0.1 seconds, including inertial effects (Bosanquet equation). 
As confirmed in Fig. 8.29 and Fig. 8.28, the amount of permeation and the overall 
extent of the wetting front are shown to be significantly reduced with the addition of 
inertial effects, as compared to fig. 8.24 and 8.25. However, the use of an 
estimated aspect factor in Fig. 8.29 caused advanced wetting in the narrow 
features of the simulated structure. No evidence of any significant advanced 
wetting was seen in the same equivalent region for an isotropic aspect factor, fig. 
8.28. 
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8.4 . Summary 
• In general, there was a decrease in the amount of oil absorbed per unit 
area with a decrease in aspect factor, i.e. as the simulated voids became 
less rod-like and more slit-like. This effect was especially noticeable for the 
lowest aspect factors at the shortest times. The curves showed a series of 
steps and points of inflexion, corresponding to the filling of successive 
layers. 
• The simulated absorption for the clay samples is less than half of that 
predicted for the P C C samples. Advance wetting into small features of 
Speswhite-CL and OpacarbA40-CL is revealed from visual inspection of the 
structure and represents preferential flow, although preferential flow is 
usually an experimentally observed quantity and therefore tends to overlook 
advance wetting into low-volume features. 
• The amount of permeation is shown to be significantly larger without an 
inertial term being included in the wetting simulations. 
• The Lucas-Washbum Equation is shown to be insensitive to anisotropy as 
very little difference is shown in permeation. However, by contrast, the 
inclusion of inertial effects, incorporated into the Bosanquet equation, 
caused a considerable difference in pemieation. 
• From visual inspection of the modelled structures, the effect of anisotropy 
revealed advance wetting in the narrow features of Speswhite-CL and 
OpacarbA40-CL. This represents a type of preferential flow which is 
normally overlooked because of the low volumes of the void features which 
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are wetted. The advance wetting in the nan-ow features was much more 
evident when the effects of inertia were included in the simulation. 
• The advance wetting observed within these two samples coincided with 
their broad void size distribution, which was in agreement with observations 
made by Ridgway etal. (Ridgway ef a/.. 2002). 
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9. DISCUSSION OF SIMULATED WETTING AND 
EXPERIMENTAL TRENDS 
9.1. Comparison of the permeation rates from the Ink Surface 
Absorption Method (ISAM) with the modelled wetting results 
The Ink Surfece Absorption Method (ISAM) was similar to the sinnulated 
wetting of the coating structures, as the top surface is saturated with fluid and 
absorbed downwards into the structure. The ISAM also showed absorption times 
similar to the simulated wetting results. For both the above reasons, the ISAM 
absorption rates (Table 5.3) were used in comparing the absorption trends from 
the simulated wetting results. Hence, as discussed in Section 5.2.3. the wetting 
rates of the primary samples were calculated at time t equals 0.002s by three 
versions of the Pore-Cor model; the Isotropic and Anisotropic model, and the 
Anisotropic model with the application of the con-ection factor. The volume-
averaged Pore-Cor distance penetrated by the wetting fronts, expressed as Darcy 
lengths, Eq. 6.13 (at f equals 0.002s), were compared to the calculated distance 
by the much simpler Effective Hydraulic Radius (EHR) model. Eq. 3.10. The 
median void sizes of the samples, used as approximate values for R (Eq. 3.10). 
are shown in Table 5.1. while the wetting results from the different versions of the 
Pore-Cor model and the EHR model are shown below, in Table 9.1. 
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P o r e - C o r Model 
Wetting 
nf>easurement 
S p e s w h i t e - C L A l b a g l o s - C L O p a c a r b A 4 0 - C L j A m a z o n - C L 
Isotropic Pore -Cor 
absorpt ion rate 
(urn' um"* 
22464 44 38893 50 51001 8 3 15997 21 
model 
D a r c y length (^m) 1 73 2 0 6 1 90 1.05 
An iso t rop ic P o r e - C o r 
Ab. ,xptk>n r . 1 . i ^ ^ ^ g^ \ 
{unr um"^ $ ) 38893 5 0 60879 9 2 15291 55 
model 
D a r c y length (^m) 1 61 2 0 6 3 1 2 0 9 9 
An iso t rop ic P o r e - C o r 
Absorpt ion rate 
( u m ' um"' »'^) 
173281 4488 88 13574 6 9 5867.27 
moaei w i m correc i ion 
factor D a r c y length (^m) 0 13 0 2 4 0 7 0 0 3 8 
Ottier nK>dels 
Effect ive Hydraulic 
Rad ius ( E H R ) model 
D a r c y length (fxm) 36 64 47 27 4 6 5 5 2 6 8 7 
Table 9. 1. Wetting measurements from the different versions of the Pore-Cor model and the 
Effective Hydraulic Radius (EHR) model, comparing the absorption rates and the Darcy 
lengths of the primary samples. 
The experimental absorption rates calculated from the ISAM was compared to the 
isotropic and anisotropic Pore-Cor model. The two models showed some 
correlation between the simulated and the expehmental trends for Speswhite-CL, 
Albaglos-CL and OpacarbA40-CL, but not for Amazon-CL. 




- • - Ink Surface Absorption Method (ISAM) 
—*— Isotropic absorption model 
• Ariisotropic absorption Model High permeable coatings 
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Speswhi te -CL Albaglos-CL OpacarbA40-CL Amazon-CL 
Fig. 9. 1. The modelled absorption rates of the four coatings, before applying the correction 
factor, compared to the experimental absorption rates at a time, f, of approximately 0.002s. 
The modelled absorption rate is measured in ^m'/nm^/s at the respective estimated aspect 
factors, while the experimental absorption rate is measured in g/s. 
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The correction factor f for each coating stnjcture (refer to Table 6.1) was then 
applied to the simutated oil absorption curves, and the results for the four samples 
are shown in Fig. 9.2. This gives a significant improvement in the agreement, as 
Amazon is now shown to have a modelled absorption rate higher than the 
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Speswhi te -CL Albaglos-CL OpacarbA40-CL Amazon-CL 
Fig. 9. 2. The modelled absorption rates of the four coatings, after applying the correction 
factor, compared to the experimental absorption rates at a time, t, of approximately 0.002s. 
The modelled absorption rate is measured in ^m'/^^l^/s and at their respective estimated 
aspect factors, while the experimental absorption rate is measured in g/s. 
An alternative approach in comparing the experimental and modelled absorption 
trends was performed by ranking the experimental ISAM absorption rates and their 
respective modelled rates, between each sample, in ascending order. This was 
done in similar fashion to the ranking scheme of the modelled permeability results 
in Section 7.5.1. For example, a sample with the highest modelled absorption rate 
would have the highest modelled absorption ranking of four, while the sample with 
the highest ISAM absorption rate would have the highest ISAM absorption ranking 
of four. 
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The rankings of the ISAM absorption rates were plotted on the x-axis, while the 
rankings of the modelled absorption rates were plotted on the y-axis, accordingly, 
Fig. 9.3. A line of perfect fit between the two rankings would generate a best fit 
line with a slope of one. 
Higher modeled 
Amazon 
Spes white O p A 4 0 
Albaglos 
"5 1 
Une of perfect ranking; 
— Isotropic and anisotropic absorption 
model (wKtiout conection factor) 
Anisotropic absorption model with 
correction factor Higner permeatjon rates 
1 2 3 
Ranking of ISAM absorption rates between samples 
Fig. 9. 3. Ranking of ISAM and modelled absorption rates between samples 
The modelling trend error (Eq. 7.1) was then calculated for each model such that a 
quantitative measure could be used to show how close the trends from the 
different models resembled the experimental absorption trends. The results are 
shown in fig. 9.4. 
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Arnstropic Pore-Cor Model Anistropic Absorption Model with 
correction factor 
Isotropic Pore-Cor model 
Fig. 9 . 4. Modelling trend error for each of the absorption models 
The modelling trend error for the anisotropic absorption model, with the correction 
factor, was calculated to be the lowest of the three models. It would therefore 
most closely resemble the experimental absorption trends shown by the ISAM. 
Meanwhile, the anisotropic absorption model, without the application of the 
correction factor, showed no reduction in the modelling trend error when compared 
to the isotropic absorption model; it therefore showed no improvement in 
resembling the experimental absorption trends. 
9.1.1. C o m p a r i s o n of Vo lume-averaged Pore -Cor d i s t a n c e and the 
Effective Hydraulic Rad ius ( E H R ) model 
Fig. 9.5 shows the volume-averaged Pore-Cor distance penetrated by the 
wetting fronts, expressed as Darcy lengths, Eq. 6.13. at t equals 0.002s. and is 
compared to the calculated distance by the much simpler Effective Hydraulic 
Radius (EHR) model, Eq. 3.7. The Pore-Cor modelling results are displayed both 
before and after the application of the con-ection factor f, (refer to Eq. 6.32, and 
table 9.1) and the experiment absorption rates are graphed on its secondary axis. 
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Fig. 9. 5. Distance travelled by a wetting front, from the absorption of oil after 0.002 s . The 
modelled Darcy length calculated from the Effective hydraulic radius (EHR) model has been 
scaled down by one order of magnitude, and the ISAM absorption rate has been graphed on 
the secondary y-axis. 
OpacarbA40-CL exhibits an increase in Darcy length when an estimated aspect 
factor is applied to its structure, and, hence, is shown to have a better fit to the 
experimental permeation rates The application of the correction factor to the 
Pore-Cor model caused all the samples to have a significant reduction in Darcy 
length. However, Amazon-CL is now shown to have a higher Darcy length greater 
than the Speswhite-CL and Albaglos-CL, which more closely resembles the trend 
from the experimental absorption rates The anisotropic modelled Darcy lengths 
(both with and without applying the con-ection factor) showed the same 
improvement when compared to experiment as do the volume and mass 
absorption rate comparisons in the previous figures. 
The calculated Darcy lengths for the EHR model have been scaled down by a 
factor of ten such that the results could be shown on the same axis with the three 
Pore-Cor models. The Darcy distance is shown to be approximately one to two 
orders of magnitude longer than the volume-averaged distance from the Pore-Cor 
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models. The explanation is that firstly that the EHR model does not take into 
consideration any interconnectivity. Secondly, it does not allow any distribution of 
void sizes, as the characteristic throat diameter of the sample is used as the 
effective hydraulic radius. Finally, it does not take into consideration the inertial 
effects which would also retard the movement of wetting front. 
The experimental ISAM absorption rates between each sample, and their 
respective modelled wetting distances (Darcy lengths) were also similariy ranked 
in ascending order. In this scheme, the sample with the longest modelled Darcy 
length would have the highest modelled Darcy length ranking of four, while the 
sample with the highest ISAM absorption rate would have the highest ISAM 
absorption ranking of four. The results of the ranking scheme are shown in Fig. 
9.6 below 
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Fig. 9. 6. Ranking of ISAM absorption rates and the nKxJelled Darcy lengths between 
samples. 
The modelling trend error for each absorption model was also similarly 
performed to quantitatively show how close the trends from the different 
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absorption models fit to the experimental penneation trends. Figure 9.7 shows the 
modelling trend error for the calculated Darcy distances of each of the absorption 
models. 
i o a. 
Isotropic Pore-Cor Anistropic Pore-Cor Anistropic Absorpbon 
model Model Model with conecbon 
factor 
E H R model 
Simulated Darcy distance 
Fig. 9. 7. Modelling trend error of the calculated Darcy distances on the ISAM absorption 
rates. 
The Anisotropic Pore-Cor model revealed a fit to the ISAM absorption rates 
better than both the Isotropic and the EHR model, as it showed a lower modelling 
trend en-or. Furthermore, when the correction factor was applied to the anisotropic 
Pore-Cor model, the modelling trend error was calculated to be the lowest of the 
four models, showing a similar result to the volume and mass absorption rates. It 
therefore most closely resembled the experimental absorption trends shown by the 
ISAM. 
9.2. Summary 
• The isotropic and anisotropic Pore-Cor models showed some correlation 
between the simulated and the experimental trends for Speswhite-CL, 
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Albaglos-CL and OpacarbA40-CL, but not for Amazon-CL. The application 
of the connection factor, f, to the simulated oil absorption curves of each 
coating structure, gave significant improvement in the agreement, as 
Amazon is now shown to have a modelled absorption rate higher than the 
experimentally low permeable coating samples. 
• OpacarbA40-CL exhibits an increase in Darcy length when an estimated 
aspect factor is applied to its structure, and, hence, is shown to have a 
better fit to the experimental permeation rates. The application of the 
correction factor to the Pore-Cor model caused all the samples to have a 
significant reduction in Darcy length. However, Amazon-CL is now shown 
to have a higher Darcy length greater than the Speswhite-CL and Albaglos-
CL, which more closely resembles the trend from the experimental 
absorption rates. 
• The Darcy distance for the EHR model is shown to be approximately one to 
two orders of magnitude longer than the volume-averaged distance from 
the Pore-Cor models. This is due to EHR model not taking into 
consideration any interconnectivity. not allowing any distribution of void 
sizes, and it does not take into consideration the inertial effects which would 
also retard the movement of wetting front. 
• The calculated Darcy lengths from the Anisotropic Pore-Cor model revealed 
a fit to the ISAM absorption rates better than both the Isotropic and the EHR 
model. Furthermore, when the connection factor was applied to the 
anisotropic Pore-Cor model, it most closely resembled the experimental 




The aim of this final chapter is to give an overview of the whole project, in the 
context of the initial hypotheses stated in Section 1.3. These hypotheses were as 
follows: 
• That highly controlled application of fluid, using an experimental technique 
with minimal unknown parameters, can provide useful insights into the 
effect of void structure on printability. 
• That computer modelling of the behaviour of fluids in porous media can 
shed new light on the complicated relationship between permeation, void 
stnjcture and properties. 
• That computer modelling can allow anisotropy to be isolated from other 
characteristics of void structure, and hence explain effects which are 
otherwise intractable. 
The sub-hypotheses gave additional criteria, namely: 
Success, as judged by 
• A close fit to experimental percolation characteristics and porosity. 
• Better explanation of trends in permeation experiments than using either a 
straight aligned-tubes model or an isotropic three-dimensional network. 
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Usefulness, as judged by 
• Explanatory and predictive capabilities. 
So to what extent have the overall hypotheses been proven, and the sub-
hypotheses achieved? 
10.2. Experimental methods 
We start by considering the experimental methods. We needed accurate and 
precise methods to be able to study effects as subtle as anisotropy. The 
traditional instrument to study liquid uptake is the Prufbau printability tester (refer 
to Section 4.1). This has the advantage of being able to use identical delivery and 
uptake sheets, so there was a symmetry in the fluid delivery and uptake system 
which initially seemed welcome. In practice, however, it proved impossible to 
determine whether the delivery strip was flooded or not - a factor which dominates 
the delivery characteristics. Also, because so little fluid was taken up at the 
contact speed of 1 m s ' \ it could not be measured gravimetncally. It was also 
evident from visual inspection that there was a very uneven uptake of fluid onto 
the sample. For all these reasons, the traditional Prufbau tester was abandoned. 
The next most obvious instrument to use was the Dynamic Absorption Tester 
(DAT) (refer to Section 3.3.2). This device has the advantage that the delivered 
fluid droplet has no additional application pressure to take into account. However, 
the size of each droplet can be slightly variable. Also, although the droplet volume 
is only 4 ^1, it does flood the surface in the small area of its application. To deal 
with the last two problems, we used as our measure of permeation the change in 
height of the drop on the surface vAVh time, and nomialised the droplet height 
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using the droplet's surface area. This approach also avoided other problems, 
such as assumed droplet shape and pixel-limited image resolution, associated 
with the instrument's standard analysis software. With these modifications, the 
DAT provided useful and usable data about the permeation of fluids. 
However, there was still a worry that the DAT droplet was flooding the local area 
which it contacted. So an even more controlled fluid application system was used, 
namely a gravure roller (refer to Section 4.2). Such rollers have a precisely 
machined array of tiny pits on the surfece. which deliver a calibrated amount of 
fluid absolutely evenly over the surface which they contact. Since the fluid is 
recessed in the gravure pattem, the fluid itself had a delivery pressure of zero 
when in contact with the sample. The gravure roller was mounted on a modified 
ISIT apparatus. The instrument also delivered sufficient fluid such that the fluid 
uptake could be measured gravimetrically. 
The only worry about the modified ISIT method was that the contact time between 
the gravure roller and the sample was short and arbitrary. For a footprint of width 
about 1 mm and rolling rate of 1 m s'\ the contact time was around 1 millisecond. 
This was appropriate for studies of the fast wetting of the samples - i.e. the short-
time absorption through the surface pores, without dominant effects from the rest 
of the network. Permeation, however, involves the rest of the porous network. So 
the ISIT was also used in a mode which allowed the fluid much longer times for 
penetration. The gravure roller was replaced by an inked rubber roller. )Nh\ch 
delivered excess ink, which was then wiped off at successive intervals (refer to 
Section 3.3.1). 
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The final device used was a Gurley penneameter (refer to Section 3.4). necessary 
to test whether the modelled permeability predictions were any better than those of 
much simpler models. The permeameter required special calibration for the task, 
as it is normally only used as a quality control instrument comparing its relative 
results with those of other Gurley instruments. 
10.3. Samples 
Armed with a suitable array of experimental methods, we also needed a suitable 
set of samples to study (refer to Section 3.1.4). Clearly, these had to include void 
structures which were anisotropic, generated by using anisotropic particles. 
Isotropic particles, such as spheres, needed to be used to provide control 
samples. The sample set also needed to include a wide range of void sizes to 
demonstrate the general applicability of the findings about anisotropy. Finally, 
three different substrates were required - foil for mercury porosimetry, base paper 
for the Gurley permeameter. and Synteape for all the other measurements. 
With these requirements in mind, a large number of samples were studied 
experimentally - around 60 characterisations in all. As the experiments developed, 
and the results were modelled, it became evident that the hypotheses could be 
best tested by examining in detail a sample subset. 
10.4. Results 
To test the first hypothesis, we need to interpret the results themselves, without 
any recourse to the use of models. 
Overall, the ISAM and ISD methods gave similar trends, and the DAT and Gurley 
also gave similar trends (refer to Section 5.2.6). However, the trends from one 
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pair of methods differed from those of the other. Such a difference might be 
expected from the previous discussion. The ISAM and ISD methods both involved 
a carefully controlled application, or application and removal, of fluid from the 
surface. The DAT and Gurley methods both flooded the surface of the sample 
with excess fluid. In the form of a liquid droplet or pressurised gas respectively. 
These latter two methods therefore had greater dependence on the body of the 
porous sample than the first two which are most greatly affected by the surface 
throats. 
This consideration also explains the next finding. This is that the ISAM and ISD 
methods had a perfectly ranked positive correlation with the number density of 
surface throats. They did not show a positive rank correlation with any other 
measured property, namely porosity, mean throat diameter, surface area, width of 
void size distribution, width of particle size distribution, or mean particle diameter. 
Ideally, when comparing trends, it would have been better to carry out fully 
quantitative measures of correlation, rather than semi-quantitative comparison of 
ranks. However, the results for all but the Guriey permeameter were so disparate 
that only rank comparisons could reveal whether relationships between data sets 
existed or not. 
fO.5. Modelling 
The importance of the Pore-Cor model used in this work was that it related directly 
to the experimental void structure of the sample (refer to Section 6.1). The 
percolation curves of the simulated and experimental structures, and the simulated 
and experimental porosities, were almost identical. So it is important to re-
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emphasise that the foundations of the model were much more sophisticated than 
those normally cited in the literature, which typically compare experimental trends 
against models which have arbitrary void size distributions and connectivities 
(refer to Section 2.8). The Pore-Cor structures were also more sophisticated than 
others often used to analyse experimental data, vt^ hich implicitly involve the straight 
capillaric approximation (refer to Section 2.5). So the model was based on a 
strong foundation of experimental data. Nevertheless, it was cleariy removed from 
reality by the gross over-simplification of its geometry. So in this overview, we 
examine whether the strengths of the model are such that, despite its 
weaknesses, we can successfully and usefully use it with respect to anisotropic 
samples. 
So first we consider the modelling on its own - i.e. we consider whether the 
simulated structures based on the experimental porosity and percolation could in 
themselves provide useful information about the samples. The primary 
information w^ich derived from the model was the values of the fitting parameters 
used to match the model with the percolation curves and porosities of the 
samples. The simulated characteristic throat diameters track closely with the 
experimental characteristic throat diameters from the intrusion curves (refer to 
Section 6.7.1). This was expected because of the very close link between these 
parameters in the model, so does not tell us anything new about the samples. The 
only strong message from the fitting parameters themselves is that the modelled 
network for OpacarbA40-CL has a low throat skew (i.e. fewer small throats and 
more large throats) and a lower connectivity than Albaglos. The simulated 
permeability arises from a balance between these two parameters (refer to Section 
7.3). With Speswhite-CL and Amazon-CL, the fitting parameters are much more 
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similar to each other, and work to produce the same effect on permeability, so 
there is less of interest to conclude. 
Structures with different aspect factors were simulated to study the effect of 
anisotropy on permeability (refer to Section 7.3). A change in aspect factor, from 
an isotropic to a rod-like pore structure, was shown to have very little to no 
significant effect on permeability. This was confirmed with OpacarbA40-CL, as the 
mean calculated permeability, at its estimated and isotropic aspect factor, was 
shown to have no significant difference. Meanwhile, a change in aspect factor 
from an isotropic to a slit-like pore structure was shown to have an increasing 
effect on permeability. However, this was only observed within the clay samples 
when lower aspect factor were used, e.g. a = 0.1 (refer to Sections 7.1 and 7.3). 
The effect of anisotropy on slip flow was also investigated for methane and 
nitrogen gas, and showed the gas pemneabilities to be slightly lower for an 
anisotropic than an isotropic structure. Hence, the slip flow correction is shown to 
have less of an effect for slit-like or rod-like pore structures. 
The model is clearly limited when dealing with only fitting parameters. Also, it is 
not telling us much more about the experimental structures than we know already. 
So how can more information be gained? The answer is to wet the simulated 
structures from one surface (the top) and compare the results with experiment. 
Now we begin to see wetting fine structure which cannot be directly observed 
experimentally, and the model begins to come into its own. We can see for 
example the fine structure of the wetting process as it wets successive layers, 
corresponding to a series of steps and points of inflexion in the wetting curves 
(refer to Section 8.2). From visual inspection of the modelled structures, the effect 
of anisotropy revealed advance wetting in the narrow features of Speswhite-CL 
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and OpacarbA40-CL. This represents a type of preferential flow which is normally 
overlooked because of the low volumes of the void features which are wetted 
(refer to Section 8.3). The advance wetting observed within these two samples 
coincided with their broad void size distribution, which was in agreement with 
observations made by Ridgway etaL (Ridgway ef a/., 2002). 
The Lucas-Washburn Equation is shown to be insensitive to anisotropy as very 
little difference is shown in penneation. However, by contrast, the inclusion of 
inertial effects, incorporated into the Bosanquet equation, caused a considerable 
difference in permeation, and also caused advance wetting in the nan-ow features 
of OpacarbA40-CL and Speswhite-CL to be much more evident (refer to Section 
8.3). Furthemiore, permeation was found to be strongly dependent on surface 
throat number density, to the extent that a correction factor had to be included to 
allow for this characteristic (refer to Section 6.7). So overall there is clear 
message that both inertia and surface throat density need to be included to gain a 
clear understanding of the permeation of anisotropic structures - previously only 
surface throat number density has been considered (Preston etaL, 2001). 
t o . 6. Results in the context of modelling 
The discussions in the previous section concerned simulated void structures 
based on experimental data. From these simulated void structures, different new 
properties were generated. These new properties are fascinating in themselves, 
but it would have been unsatisfactory to leave it at that, simply examining 
simulated parameters which are not themselves validated by experiment. 
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So we needed to relate the model to the real world again, by comparing the 
simulated properties with experimental ones where possible. On doing this, we 
discovered a good positive rank correlation between experimental permeabilities 
inferred from both the DAT and Gurley instruments, and the simulated 
permeabilities, but only when the number density of surface throats was included 
as an additional parameter (refer to Section 7.6 and 7.7). We discovered a 
positive but imperfect rank correlation between the simulated permeabilities and 
wetting characteristics and those infen-ed from the ISAM and ISD measurements, 
but again only when the number density of surface throats was included (refer to 
Section 9.1 and 7.5, respectively). So there was confirmation that the model was 
producing successful and useful results but only with the inclusion of the number 
density of surface throats. However, when comparing samples with similar 
surface densities of throats, the model provided successful comparisons without 
the need for a correction factor (refer to Section 7.5.2, 7.6.2 and 7.7.2). 
Of the four experimental methods used, the Guriey permeameter provided 
measurements most analogous to simulated properties. So in this case, a 
quantitative comparison was made to complement the semi-quantitative rank 
comparisons of the other properties. This showed that the simulated 
permeabilities were around two orders of magnitude lower than those measured 
experimentally, but followed the same trend (refer to Section 7.7). This was much 
as expected from other types of samples in other projects (MacDonald, 2000), and 
arose from the fact that the Pore-Cor model was much simpler, and had fewer 
intricacies and connections, than the void network in the experimental sample. 
The Pore-Cor model permeabilities were also compared to the much simpler 
Kozeny and Aligned cylinders models. As already described (refer to Section 
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2.5.5). the Kozeny model and Kozeny-Carman model are partly 
phenomenological, because of two of its parameters, c (a fitting parameter) and 7 
(a fitting parameter dressed up as a primary parameter, which we therefore set at 
1). However, even without the help of these parameters, the Kozeny models, 
along with the Aligned cylinders model, have been shown to be generally better in 
resembling the experimental trends than either the Isotropic or Anisotropic Pore-
Cor model. We have shown that wetting and permeation in anisotropic void 
structures is very sensitive to the number density of surface throats. This property 
is included in the equation for the Aligned cylinders model, and maps closely onto 
the surface area term of the Kozeny and Kozeny-Carman equation. The success 
of these models is therefore fortuitous. 
By contrast, the anisotropic Pore-Cor model predicted penmeabilitles which 
compared generally less well with the experimental permeation trends. This was 
because the anisotropic effects on permeability were masked by the packing 
en-ors within the Pore-Cor model causing a discrepancy between the simulated 
and actual number density of surface throats. However, once the correction factor 
was applied to the anisotropic Pore-Cor model it was able to successfully predict 
permeabilities more accurate than those predicted by the Kozeny and aligned 
cylinders models. 
10.7. Implications for design of paper coatings 
Designers of paper coatings should most concern thernselves with the most 
important properties for the absorption of fluids into the structure, as well as with 
other properties such as gloss and opacity. The implication of this.thesis is that for 
anisotropic void structures, generated by the use of particles with high aspect 
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ratio, a feature of prime importance is the number density of surface throats. 
However, this is a parameter generally ignored because it is not easily measured. 
Success in the design of paper coatings must therefore have come from the 
serendipitous obtaining of the correct number of surface throats, from the 
manipulation of other Actors such as particle size distribution width, and aspect 
ratio. 
Controlled preferential flow is also an important factor regarding the absorption of 
fluid into the structure. It can promote fast absorption of the ink vehicle into the 
base paper of the coating, and hence encourage faster drying of the ink. A broad 
void size distribution is shown to be a contributing factor in causing such advance 
wetting features in paper coatings. The porosity of a paper coating will also play a 
dominant role in determining ink density, as a low porosity structure needs less 
volume of ink to obtain a certain required ink density. 
The design of high-perfonnance and specialist paper coatings should take into 
account the design characteristics which derive from this thesis. There are also 
other characteristics that are not discussed in this thesis, but it should be noted 
that such properties as print gloss are affected by the absorption rate of fluids 
(Preston efa/., 2002). 
Of the primary samples investigated, Opacari>A40-CL and Amazon-CL are shown 
to have the best performance. Both coatings are shown experimentally to have a 
relatively high number density (Table 5.3) and, subsequentiy, a fast absorption 
rate (Fig. 5.21). However, the modelled void structure revealed evidence of 
preferential flow for only OpacarbA40-CL (Fig. 8.8 and 8.29), as the anisotropy of 
the void structure and its broad void size distribution contributed to this advance 
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wetting feature (Fig. 5.4). Although both Amazon-CL and Opacari3A40-CL showed 
a narrow particle size distribution (Fig. 5.1), the particle packing caused 
OpacarbA40-CL to have a much broader void size distribution than Amazon-CL 
(refer to section 5.1.4). On the other hand, the particle packing of Amazon-CL 
caused a much lower porosity than OpacarbA40-CL. which would be beneficial in 
regards to ink density (Fig. 5.5). 
Although not all experimental and modelling analysis was performed on the 
complementary samples, an assessment on the performance of the complete data 
set of samples could still be given based on the design characteristics which 
derive from this thesis. HydrocarbSO and Amazon would demonstrate the best 
performance of all the samples. The samples are shown to have the fastest 
absorption rate of all the samples (Fig. 5.37), and also have relatively low 
porosities (Fig. 5.30). Although the application of starch and latex as a binder, 
rather than CMC and latex, increased the porosity of these two samples, it also 
caused the two samples to have a broader void size distribution (Fig. 5.29), which 
would be beneficial for achieving controlled preferential flow. 
The thesis also had an environmental mission to assist in the design of paper 
coatings (refer to Section 1.9). Paper coatings produced from the P C C or G C C 
mineral group would have a higher pH than the Kaolin mineral group, as they use 
calcium carbonate rather than clay as their pigment. The higher pH would cause 
less of an impact on the environment, from the disposal and recycling practices of 
coated papers. The calcium carbonate pigments also have a much lower mine-
waste factor than the Kaolin (clay) pigments. The P C C and G C C coatings would 
therefore cause less environmental degradation from their mining practices. The 
application of starch as a binder would also be more environmentally-friendly than 
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the use of CMC and latex, as starch is naturally-produced and a renewable 
resource. When an environmental factor is incorporated into the design of paper 
coatings. OpacarbA40-CL is shown to have the best performance of the primary 
samples investigated; while Hydrocarb90-SL is shown have the best performance 
of the complete data set of samples investigated. 
10.8. Implications for future work 
The successful design of better instruments to measure the permeability 
and wetting of fluids in paper coatings can be used with great benefit in future 
work. Paper coatings, comprising of a combination of different pigment types (i.e. 
75% weight clay to 25% weight calcium carbonate), could be measured with these 
instruments to optimise their absorption properties. The effect of permeation from 
the calendering of different paper coatings could also be measured and related to 
anisotropy. DifFerent void structure properties of the paper coatings, such as 
anisotropy, number density and void size distribution, could also be investigated in 
regards to other printing quality properties, such as gloss and opacity. 
With regard to simulation, it is clear that the Pore-Cor model can usefully give 
information about fine stmcture, from which paper coating manufacturers can 
glean useful advice. However, for the Pore-Cor model to be able to produce 
reliable permeability trends for anisoti-opic media, the packing of the voids within 
the anisoti"opic stiructure will need to be made more sophisticated. The Pore-Cor 
model currentiy is only capable of modelling 100 different sizes in the void 
structure. An increase in the number of throat sizes (i.e. from 100 to 1000 sizes) 
would produce more accurate permeability and wetting results. The theory of the 
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partial wetting of pores in a network structure is also an important phenomenon 
that should be further studied and included in the Pore-Cor model. 
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APPENDIX 
A. LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Each symbol is cross-referenced to an example showing its application in an 
equation or figure caption. 
A Cross-sectional area (Eq. 2.1) 
As Absorption (Eq. 2.29) 
Acen Cross-sectional area of the unit cell (Eq. 6.17) 
APsamp Air permeance of the sample (Eq. 3.7) 
APcai Air permeance of calibration plate (Eq. 3.7) 
a , b The two radii for a rectangular cross-sectioned tube normal to the 
flow (Eq. 6.21) 
dbase Diameter of the base of the droplet (Eq. 3.3) 
C Curvature of a meniscus (or capillary pressure) (Eq. 2.27) 
Cd Drainage penetration curvature (Fig. 2.6) 
Cj Imbibition curvature (Fig. 2.6) 
c Pemieability coefficient also referred to as the 'Kozeny constant' 
(Eq. 2.23) 
d Diameter of a cylindrical tube or throat (Eq. 2.12) 
dso Median void or particle size (Table 5.1) 
dbase Diameter of the base of the droplet (Eq. 3.3) 
deff Effective throat diameter (Eq. 6.4) 
D Fractal dimension (Eq. 2.32) 
dp/dx Pressure gradient along the capillary (Eq. 2.12) 
dy Length of a segment (Eq. 2.30) 
e Eccentricity (Eq. 6.8) 
E(e) Elliptical integral (Eq. 6.7) 
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F Volumetric flow capacity (Eq. 6 . 1 6 ) 
Fare Flow capacity of an arc (Eq. 6 . 1 6 ) 
F Volume-force per unit mass (Eq. 2 . 9 ) 
f(d) Pore size distribution (Eq. 2 . 1 8 ) 
F(<p) Porosity factor (Eq. 2 . 2 0 ) 
Fw Fraction of the total void volume filled with a wetting fluid (Eq. 6 . 1 3 ) 
f Surface throat number density correction factor (Eq. 6 . 3 4 ) 
G Shape factor- definition from Mason and Morrow { 6 2 1 } (Fig. 2 .6 ) 
g Acceleration due to gravity (Eq. 2 . 3 ) 
g(d) Differential pore size distribution (Eq. 2 . 1 8 ) 
h Measurement of height (Eq. 2 .1 ) 
hn Normalized height of droplet (Eq. 3 .3 ) 
ho Height of the droplet at the initial time of contact (Eq. 3 .3) 
/ represents a segment (Eq. 2 . 3 0 ) 
K Permeability of a certain medium to a particular fluid (Eq. 2 .1 ) 
Kn Knudson number (Eq. 6 .25 ) 
Ks Saturated permeability of a material (Eq 2 .7 ) 
k Intrinsic (specific) permeability of a material, independent of the fluid 
used to measure it (Eq. 2 .6 ) 
ksamp absolute permeability of the sample runs 
kcai pemneability of the calibration plate 
L,l Measurement of length (Eq. 2 .2 ) 
La , Lb Two widths of the pore nonnal to the flow (Eq. 6 . 2 2 ) 
L c Width of the pore in the direction of flow (Eq. 6 . 2 2 ) 
/cen Length of the unit cell (Eq. 6 . 1 7 ) 
L(f) Volume-averaged distance between the supersource and the wetting 
front (Eq. 6 .13 ) 
m number of sides (Eq. 2 . 2 6 ) 
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L{f) Volume-averaged distance between the supersource and the wetting 
front (Eq.6.13) 
m number of sides (Eq. 2.26) 
Mss Bulk modulus of the solid sample (Eq. 3.1) 
MT Modelling trend error (Eq. 7.1) 
n Number of capillaries per unit area of cross section (Eq. 2.12) 
Nexp Number density of surface throats obtained experimentally 
(Eq. 6.34) 
Nmod Number density of surface throats obtained from the model 
(Eq. 6.34) 
Pe External pressure (Eq. 2.34) 
P Pressure potential equivalent to the hydrostatic head (Eq. 2.8) 
P Pressure difference generated across the fluid meniscus (Eq. 2.25) 
P^ Atmospheric pressure (Eq. 3.1) 
p pressure (Eq. 2.3) 
Ap Hydrostatic pressure difference (Eq. 2.2) 
A P Difference between the capillary pressure and the externally applied 
pressure (Eq. 2.31) 
5 P / / Pressure gradient across the medium 
Q Volumetric flow rate (Eq. 2.1) 
q Referred to as the flux, Darcy velocity, macroscopic velocity, filter 
velocity, or flow per unit area (Eq. 2.5) 
q Vector flow velocity (Eq. 2.7) 
Re Experimental permeation ranking (Eq. 7.1) 
Rm Modelled permeation ranking (Eq. 7.1) 
r measurement of a radius (Eq. 2.10) 
. fb Two radii of an ellipsoidal throat (Eq. 6.23) 
Te Effective hydraulic radius (Eq. 3.13) 
reff Effective radius (Eq. 6.4) 
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r r j j 'average' radius of the capillaries (Eq. 3 .8 ) 
R Radius of a segment (Eq. 2 . 3 0 ) 
RA Absorption rate (Eq. 3 .4 ) 
Re Reynolds number (Eq. 2 .11 ) 
RH Hydraulic radius (Eq. 2 . 2 0 ) 
Rs Saturation rate (Eq. 3 .2) 
S Average specific surface area (surface area per unit bulk volume) 
(Eq. 2 .22 ) 
Sd Surface area of droplet (Eq. 3 .3 ) 
So 'specific* surface exposed to the fluid (e.g. the surface exposed to 
the fluid per unit volume of so//d material (Eq. 2 . 2 4 ) 
Sw Water saturation (Fig. 2 .5 ) 
T Tortuosity (Eq. 2 .16 ) 
t measurement of time (Eq. 2 .9 ) 
tp thickness of paper (Eq. 2 .29 ) 
7s Saturation point (Eq. 3 .2) 
V Measurement of Volume (Eq. 2 . 2 9 ) 
Ve Volumetric amount of fluid absorbed (Eq. 6 .12 ) 
Vint Volume intrusion into the sample (Eq. 3 .1) 
Vtibs Intruded mercury volume reading (Eq. 3 .1) 
<5Vbiank Change in the blank njn volume reading (Eq. 3 .1) 
V\u\k Sample bulk volume at atmospheric pressure (Eq. 3 .1 ) 
\/buik bulk or envelope volume of the unit cell (Eq. 6 .1 ) 
V^ pore Volume of pore (Eq. 6 .1 ) 
V^ throat Volume of throat (Eq. 6 .1) 
v Local velocity-vector of a point of the fluid (Eq. 2 . 2 9 ) 
V Average flow velocity in a tube (Eq. 2 . 1 1 ) 
W Pore-row spacing (Eq. 6 .1) 
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X distance travelled by the wetting front (Eq. 2.28) 
z Height of elevation from datum (refer to Fig. 2.1) 
a Aspect factor (Eq. 6.4) 
oc Half of the angle of a comer (Eq. 2.26) 
A Mean free path (Eq. 6.25) 
E Coefficient of external friction (Eq. 6.27) 
5 'Average' pore diameter of a porous medium (Eq. 2.17) 
<p Porosity (Eq. 2.15) 
r Interfacial tension (Eq. 2.25) 
n Mathematical constant, pi = 3.141592654 (Eq. 2.12) 
e contact angle of the meniscus surface v^th the solid surface 
(Eq. 2.25) 
cD^  porosity at atmospheric pressure (Eq. 3.1) 
p Density of the liquid (Eq. 2.3) 
II Viscosity (Eq. 2.6) 
o Angle measurement used in conical throats (Fig. 2.21) 
Resistance to flow in a segment / (Eq. 2.30) 
Q Averaging operator over the whole unit cell (Eq. 6.16) 
cell 
n Permeation (Eq. 6.12) 
AA. List of abbreviations 
AP Air permeance 
Amazon Amazon 90 SD 
Clay Kaolin 
CMC Carboxymethyl cellulose co-binder 
DAT Dynamic Absorption Tester 
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EHR Effective hydraulic radius 
ESD Equivalent spherical diameter 
G C C Ground calcium carbonate 
Guriey method Guriey Air Resistance Method 
ISD Ink Stain Density 
ISIT Ink Surface Interaction Tester 
ISAM Ink Surface Absorption Method 
PCC Precipitated calcium carbonate 
PPAM Prufbau Printability Absorption Method 
pph Parts per hundred by weight 
Pore-Cor Pore-level properties Correlator 
SB Styrene Butadiene 
SEM Scanning electron microscope 
Latex SB latex binder 
Number density number of surface throat per unit area 
Speswhite Speswhite clay 
-CL Pigment samples containing CMC and S B latex binder 
-SL Pigment samples containing starch and SB latex binder 
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B. TABLES 
B.I. Number density calculations 
The total number of surface throats for each of the samples, along with the 
number density calculations, is shown in Table B.land B.2. An example of how 
the surface throats are identified is shown in Fig. B.1. The calculations are shown 
for the four primary samples and two complementary samples. OpacarbA60-CL 
and Amazon-SL. The number density results of the two complementary samples 
are discussed in the Section 7.5.2, 7.6.2 and 7.7.2. 
Number of surface throats 
Section Speswhita-CL Amazon-CL Opacart)A40^L Albaglos-CL Amazon-SL OpacartoA60-CL 
1 5 46 32 22 32 27 
2 6 42 34 15 30 26 
3 8 40 28 12 31 28 
4 8 39 31 12 30 26 
total 27 167 125 61 123 107 














number of voids 
per surfece area 
Standard 
error 
SpeswhltB^L 6.75 0.75 27.00 3.00 40.68 0.68 0.07 
Amazon-CL 41.75 1.55 167.00 6.19 40.88 4.09 0.15 
OpacarbA40-CL 31.25 1.25 125.00 5.00 41.35 3.02 0.12 
AlbagloS'CL 15.25 2.36 61.00 9.43 43.70 1.40 0.22 
Amazon-SL 30.75 0.48 123.00 1.91 38.08 3.18 0.05 
OpacarbA60-CL 26.75 0.48 107.00 1.91 37.29 2.87 0.05 
Table B. 2. The number density calculations for each of the samples 
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Fig. B. 1. An example of how the surface throats are identified from the SEM image of the 
surface of Speswhite-CL. The SEM image is shown to l>e divided into four sections, with the 
red circles indicating surface throats. 
S.2. Calculated network permeabilities and optimised Pore-Cor 
parameters for complementary samples 
The calculated network permeabilities and their optimised Pore-Cor 
parameters, for each stochastic generation, are shown for the two complementary 
samples, OpacarbA60-CL and Amazon-SL, in Table B .3 and B .4. The network 
permeability results of the two complementary samples are discussed in the 
Section 7.5.2, 7.6.2 and 7.7.2. 
2 8 7 












Connectivity Throat Skew Pore-Row Spacing Pore Skew 
1 8.44E-04 5.59E-03 5.41 E-03 4.30 1.01 1.83 1.50 
2 4.45E-03 2.00E-02 1.94E-02 4.20 1.00 1.81 1.50 
3 6.37E-04 3.36E-03 3.25E-03 4.60 1.17 1.78 1.50 
4 1.03E-03 6.32E-03 6.12E-03 4.40 1.02 1.83 1.50 
5 7.75E-04 4.31 E-03 4.17E-03 4.80 1.20 1.77 1.50 
6 6.62E-04 3.61 E-03 3.4gE-03 4.10 1.00 1.80 1.50 
7 1.87E-03 1.13E-02 1.09E-02 4.70 1.10 1.80 1.50 
8 4.29E-03 1.90E-02 1.84E-02 4.00 0.78 1.89 1.50 
9 1.94E-03 8.25E-03 8.00E-03 3.90 0.88 1.84 1.50 
10 7.73E-04 5.41 E-03 5.23E-03 5.00 1.19 1.82 1.50 
Mean 1.73E-03 9.0BE-03 8^0E-03 4^0 1.03 1.82 1.50 
Uodbn 9^E-04' 6i2E-03 6.12 E-03 4^0 1.01 1.81 1 ^ 
Geometrtc mean 1J1E-03 7^E-03 7^E-03 4 ^ 1U)2 1^2 1.60 
Table B. 3. The optimised Pore-Cor parameters for opacarDAbu-CL, ror a cnosen aspeci 
factor of a=2.0, at each stochastic generation. The Calculated liquid permeabilities and its 
mean, median and geometric mean are also calculated. 
Table B. 4. The optimised Pore-Cor parameters for Amazon-SL, for a chosen aspect factor of 
a=0.80, at each stochastic generation. The Calculated liquid permeabilities and its mean, 
median and geometric mean are also calculated. 












Connectivity Throat Skew Poro-Row Spacing Pore Skew 
1 1.14E-05 9.81 E-05 1.02E-04 3.85 1.55 3.00 2.00 
2 8.39E-06 1.07E-04 1.11E-04 3.97 1.65 3.08 2.49 
3 5.43E-06 6.g5E-05 7.21 E-05 4.18 1.78 2.82 2.27 
4 6.55E-06 8.52E-05 8.83E-05 3.98 1.60 3.09 2.36 
5 4.g9E-06 9.07E-05 9.42E-05 4.73 1.86 2.79 2.38 
6 5.29E-07 1.31 E-05 1.36E-05 3.84 1.66 2.83 2.01 
7 3.61 E-06 5.42 E-05 5.62E-05 4.11 1.64 3.09 2.41 
Moan 5.84E-06 7.39 E^5 7.67 E^5 1.68 2.96 _ 2.27 
Uedtan " 8".62E-i5 " "siSEJDS' "3!98 l".66 2136 
Geometric mean 4jl1E-<i6 8.64E''-05 639E-05 4.08 ""i;67 "2 ie 
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C. PORE-COR PROGRAMMING 
The Pore-Cor Fortran code was modified in several different subroutines 
such that the percolation characteristics of a sample were modelled for anisotropic 
structures. The secondary features of the structure, such as permeability and 
wetting, were also modified for anisotropic structures. As there are over 150 
pages of Fortran code that were modified to some degree only the main 
subroutines for the permeability and the wetting algorithms are shown in the 
appendix^. 
C.t . Calculation for the flow capacity of an arc 
The subroutine for calculating the flow capacity of all the arcs ( F a n ? s ) in the 
network structure is shown below. This subroutine is part of a number of 
subroutines to calculate the network permeability of the structure (refer to Section 
6.6). 
! subroutine to calculate capadlies for SAS routine 
subroutine capac(cu3l .cus2,cus3,cusn1 ,cusn2,cusn3.rs1 ,rs2,hs,f1owdir,ds) 
Icus, cusn and rs refer to pore size and throat radii within subr. 
{changed for anisotropic pores and einpsoidal throats- PB- 28-OW)0 
I Calculates flow capacity from pore of size cus through throat of radius rs and length hs into pore of size cusn 
REAL: la.smaHreal.as.bs.cs 
I la refers to the mean free path of the gas in microns. 
REAL: cusi, cus2.cus3,cusn1.cusn2,cusn3,rs1.rs2,hs 
REAL: ds Ids refers to the flow capacity from pore through throat 
REAL: C U ^ . CUeffn. Reff.sumtan.calctan.aspec 
REAL: calctanN.sumtanN,sumcorstant,sumcorstantN 
leffective Pore size radu. ^ fective throat radius, and length of pore in flew direction and it neighbor 
IpermcorBt refers to the constant in the flew capacity equation, when aspec is 1 const=56.go 










Reff={2*rs1*r82)/(fs1+r32) Icateutates the effective throat radius 
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bs=l/bs 
pore.sides: select case (m) 





















































ds=0.00000000 I no throat, so zero capacity 
end if 
case (3) 
CUeff=(2*cus1 'cus2)/(cus1 +cus2) 























ds=0.00000000 ! no throat, so zero capacity 
endif 
end select pore_sides 
! print *;as.bs.cs,ds',3s,bs.cs,ds 




C . 2 . Modelling the permeation of a wetting fluid 
The main subroutine which simulates the permeation of a wetting fluid into a networK structure is shown below (refer to 
Section 6.5). 
I subroutine WETPERC-percolation simulation for wetting fluid 
I GPM & CJR 22/5/98 & PB 05-11-01 
! pv and hgdiam an-ays have been increased to 1000 temre 







dimension wet volrate(1000,3), avar(1000,3}. bvar<1000.3} 
REAL cijstatep(1000.4).rslatep(1000,3.4)! degree of partial fining with the four different fluids. 1.000=full 
real.dimension (1000.6):: wet_cufillrate! rate at which fluid fills pore from x,y.z,-x,-y.-z throats. 
I um**3/s arxl seconds 
I raal.dimension (1000):: wet_cutotfiItrate > total pore fill rate for fluids 1 to 4 (4 = wetting fluid) 
real wet_flowin.wet_flowout! total fill rate of a pore 
real wet_gamma,wet_theta,wet_rtio,wet.m3ssbal I d^ned below 
real wetj)aram1,wetlparam2,wet_param3,wet_eta,pressure.avar.bvar 
real tGlw^fracwet,wet_reladvancemax I de^ed below 
INTEGER custate(1000,4),r5tate(1000.3.4).rstated(1000.3.4)l rstated is direction cf fiOtng of fluid • +1 = positive direction 
integer wet_nstep.wti_mbaUone(1000)! time step number, wet mass balance done for this pore 







integer.dimension (10):: vbo_generalinl, vbi_generannt 
real.dimension (10):: vbo_jgeneralreal. vtjjjgeneratraal 
real smaQreal I real numbers below this are assumed to be zero 
REAL pic size I Size of diagram in um 
INTEGER pic ceUtyr^ I =0 for wtiole unit cell. =1 if only half cell required for viewing, =2 for multiple 
INTEGER pic_drawinside I =1 if inside d cell to be drawn 












REAL:: a1ep,a2ep,Ex.Yep,b1ep,b2ep IVariables and constants to calculate perimeter of an Ellipse 
! REAL:: perimthroat(1000.3) 
real:: pertmpore(1000.6) Iperimeter cf throats, and perim of pores for all 6 sides 
REAL:: a3pec.wet_advance_um(1000,3) Iw^ advance in um 
t REAL:: accelerate(1000,6) Iterm that defines the acceleration of fluid rate into pore. Defined as the ratio of 


















smallreal = 1e-20 
vbijgena^lreal(5)=1e-g Ithis teDs us the user defined times to plot graphic pictures from the wetting runs 
vbi_generaIreal(6)=1e-7 
vbi_g8neralreal(7)= 1 e-5 
vbi_generalreal(8)=1 e-4 
vbi_generalreal(9)= 1 e-3 
do 1=1.5 







! write (21.*) totwef 
! write (21.*) •cu(991).r(1).rt2).r(3).r<nn1).r<nn2),f<nn3).cu(911).cu(901)* 
I write(21.')cu(88l),\\r(991.1),V.r(991.2).\\r(991.3).\\r(1000.1).\\r<981.2)^ 
I &','.cu(911);.'.cu(901) 
! write (21.*) 'ristep.custatep(901),rstatep(2),cufinrate(2),rstatep(3),cufillrate(3),rstatep(nn1),cufi 
I &rstatep(nn2).cufiilrate(5).custatep(911).custatep(991).massbal(901).massbal(911).massbal(99l)' 





write (22.*) timestep num,timestep,wet-time,%compIete,tolwet.sqrt{wet_time).wet-time,fracwrf 
topthroats^.O 
toppores=0.0 
!th8 below code was needed for calculating the acceleration ienrn of the wetting fluid 
tenterlng the pores, however we are no (anger using the acceleration term in the in Lucus-Washbum (bosanquet) eq. 




































do I = 1.1000 
dom= 1,3 
conerad(l,m,1) = conediaTn(l,m,1)/2 ! convert diameter to radius 













I PRINT-.cu(ne(993,3).3); '.h{993.3); •.cu(993.3),' '.a(3); '.cu(093.3).f<993.3.1) 
! general approximations: 
! 1. wetting is inertial - no fluid viscosity (equations for vise flow are known - insert later) 
I 2. wetting in pore is entirety controlled by rate of supply of fluid from adjacent filled throats 
I 3. throat fills with wetting fluid from one direction only - from the direction of the first 
I filled adjacent pore (or from the top surface) 
! 4. pores can be filled stmultaneousty by more than one throat 
1 5. rale of wciting in throats is Independent of rate of supply of fluid from pores 
! - this needs to be changed at some point so that flow is restricted when appropriate 
I set wetting conditions 
fr9cfiirvoids=1 {fraction of voids filled in unit ceil 
wet eta = 0.00334! kg.m-1 .s-1 =0.001 for water, 0.0571 for 1.3-propandlol. 0.00334 for hexadecane 
I PRINT *,'what is the viscosity value' 
I read'.vret eta 
I wet^eta = 0.071 
pressure = 0.0! Pa 
wet_gamma = vbi_jgeneralreal(1)! N.m-1 
wel_theta=vbi_generaIReaI(2)! degrees 
wel_rho= vbijgenera[Real(3) f kg.nv3 
wetlendtin^ = vbi^eneralReal(4)*1e^ I Visual basic endtime is in mtoroseconds. w^.endtime in seconds 
v/a_param2=wet_jamma*cos(wet_lheta*pi/180.0) I 
if(w«_tstfip.gt.wet_endtime/10.0)wet_tstep= wet_endlime/10.0 
I always carry out at least ten steps, however short the endtime 
! calculate volume of pores and volume of throats and then calculate percerrtage of pores in unit eel) 




Ivolume of pores 
volpore=voIporeKUJ(U1)'CU(l^)XU(L,3) 
dom=1,3 






if (fracfillvoids<1) then 
fracfinpores^fi-acfiltvoidsnotvoidvot-volthroatl/vorpore 




PRINT*.filI fraction of pores '.fracfillpores.* total pore fraction '.fracporevol 
! if (ibulge.eq.7) then I conical throats Itaken out because onty looking at cylindrical throats PB 02-14-00 
! do 1=1.1000 
! dom=1.3 
I ractual(l.ni,1)=r(l,m.l)! storing the actual radu values 
I ractual(l,m,2)=rtl,m.2) 




! r(l,m.1)=-(cos(wet theta*pi/180.0)*r(l,m.1))/& ! equation for hold-up due to change in angle at entry to conical throat 
! &(cos(atan((conediam(l,ni, 1 )-2.0*r(l.m. l))/h(i,m))+((wet_theta-180.0)*pi/180.0))) 
! endff 
I IF(coneangle(l. m)+wet_theta.gt.90)then 
! r(l.m)=0 
I END if 
I end do 
! end do 
I etse I cylindrical throats 
do 1=1.1000 Icytindrtcal throats 
donrv=1.3 




I end if 
! RESET THE FEATURES OF THE PORES AND THROATS to use this 
! subroutine after polymer pore-plug simulation or porosimetry curve 
doN1,1000 
wet_ni3ssbal(l)=1.0 ! no mass balance correction initially 
cietate(l,1)=01 ensure no mercury In pore 
custatep(l.l)=0.0 I ensure no mercury in pore 
custate(l.4)=0 I no wetting fluid In pore to start with 
custatep(l.4}=0.000! no wetting fluid in pore to start with 
wet_nnbaklone = 0 I no mass balance done yet 
do m=1,3 
mrn=m+3 
rstate(l,m,l)=0 ! ensure no mercury in throat 
rstatep(l.m,1)=0.000 I ensure no mercury in throat 
rstated(l,m,1)=0 
rstate(l,m,4)=0 I ensure no wetting fluid in throat 
rstatep(l.m,4)=0.0! partial degree of filling of throat by wetting fluid = 0.0 at start 
rstated(l,m.4)=01 setting direction of fill of wetting fluid to zero 
wet_cuftltrBte(i.m)=01 zero fill rate initiaOy from x,y,z throats 




if (l.gt900.and.m.eq.3) THEN ! topsurface, so starts to fill at time 0 
wa tentry{l.m)= 0.0 
else 
wd_tentry(l,m)= -1.01 dummy value of time of entry to feature to shew that this time has tvA been calculated yet 
endrf 
wa_vo(rate(l.m)=0.0 








! add line above for just using the Lums Washburn equation -pb 06-12-01 













I Sign convention: filling and movement in throats Is positive if increasing in 
! +X, +y *z direction. RII of pores is positive if filling, negative if emptying. 
I Therefore negative rstatep less than -1 . e.g. -1.2 for throat 997,3 would cause 
! positive filling of adjacent pore 997. 
! wetjiovinn Is positive if flukl flowing into pore 
f wet_flowout is positive for fluid flowing out of pore 
! (keeping both these temis positive makes ratio simpler for mass balance) 
wet_nstep = 0 I time step number 
! fracwetoUw= 0.0 \ fractional degree of w^tng when fracwet was last written to file 
wet_Ume=0.0 
I Calculate advance of wetting flukl relative to pore row spacing (wet.reladvance) for an throats 
• to obtain value of wet_reladvancemax, then zero the individual advance values again 
wet_reladvancema( = 0.0 
do 1=1.1000 
do m=1.3 
if (r(l.m.1).gtsmallreal) then 
! avar=(8.0'wet_eta)/(((r(l,m)'1©^)-2)*wet_rho) I calculation needs diameter In m 
I bvar=((pressure*(r(l,m)'1&«))+2^wet_param2)/((r(l,m)*1fr6)*wet_rho) 
wet_param3=(l/avar(l.m))'(1-exp(-avar(l.m)*wet_tstep)) 
I wet_advance(l,m)=sqrt((2n)var(l,m)/avartl,m))*(wet__tstep-wret_j)aram3)) I units: metres 
if (bosan= 1) THEN Ifor using Bosanquet instead of lucas-washbum 
wet„advance(l.m)=sqTt((2*bvar(l.m)/avar(l,m))"(wet_tstep^wet_param3)) I units: metres 
w^«_advance(l.m)=SQRT(Iucwash(l,m)*wret_tstep) 
end if 
wet_reladvance(l.m)=(wet_advance(l.m)*1e6)/h(l,m) I wr«_advance(I,m) units back in um for unit cell distance 
advancement 
end if 
if (viret_reladvancemax.ft.wet_retadvance(l,m)) then 






print •,*wet„re!advancemax •.wet_reladvancemax 
100 wet_time = viret_time*wet_tstep! timestep loop + -^^ -^^ -l-l^ -f4 '^•M -^++++++•M•++ 
wet_nstep = vi^ et_nstep+-1 
tf(mod(wet_nstep.1000).eq.0) then 
print '.'calcn ',int(wetjime/wet_endtime*100),'% complete, timestep no/, wet_nstep,totwer,totwe!& 





! first, t)egin to fill throats on top surface of unit ceil with wetting flukJ from a nominal wetting source 
I which supplies them all with as much fluid as they can take in the timestep 
do 1=901.1000 ! top surface 
lf(r(l.3.1).gl.smallreal.& I throat exists 
&and.r^tate(l.3.1)+rstate(l.3.2)+rstate(l,3.3).eq.0& 1 throat not fined wnth mercury, colloid or polymer 
&.andABS(rstatep(l,3.4)).IL1.0) then ! throat not already full of wetting fluid 
wet_param1=(1-exp(-avaT(l.3)*(wel_timfr*ret_tentry(l.3)))) 
wel_param3=(1/avar(l.3))'wet_param1 
I wet_advance(l.3)^rt((2T)var(l.3)/avar(l,3))*((viret_time-wet_tentry(l.3))-vv^_param3))! in m 
if (bosan=1) THEN Ifor using Bosanquet instead of lucas-washburn 
we4_advance(l.3)=-sqrt({2*bvar(l,3)/avar(l,3))*((wet_time-wetjentry{l,3))-wet_para^ in m 
wet_advance(l.3)=-SQRT{lucvifash(l,3)*(wet_time-viret_tentry(l.3))) 
endrf 
rst*ep(l.3,4)=(wet_advance(l.3)*1e6)/h(l.3) r wet.advance units back in um for unit ceil distance advancenrrenl 
I rstatep is re! degree of wetting intrusion, e.g. -0.33 = 1/3rd intnxted in negative direction 
I if (ibulge.eq.7) then I conical throats, so instantly fill 2nd half of feature Inot doing conical throats 
! if(rstatep(l.3.4).ge.0.5) rstatep(l.3,4)=1.0 
I if(rstatep(l,3.4).ll-0.5) rstatep(l,3.4)=-1.0 I instant fill in negative direction 
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! end if 
r5tated(l,3.4)=-11 all initial throats flow into pore in negative z direction 
if (abs(rstatep(l.3,4)).ge. 1.000) then I throat is full of wetting fluid so calculate filling rate of connected pore 
if (wet_cufillrate(l,3).lt.smallreal) then! fill rate net calculated already 
if (bosan=1)then 
wet voIrate(l,3)=sqrt((bvar(l.3)*w^j)aram1"2)/<ravar(l,3)*(wet_time^Jentry(l.3)-wet_pararn3))) 
I C ^ y s derivation of the fluid rate 
I wet_volrate0.3)=(SQRT(bvar(l.3))*(1-EXP(-avaftl,3)^wel_time-wetJemry(l,3)))))/^ 
! &(SQRT(2*{avar(l.3)^vret_time-viret_tenlry(l.3)>-1+EXP(-ava;(l.3)*(wet_timeH^ 





I volume rate of wetting fluid um3.&-1 which enters pore 
endif I end of fill rate not calculated already 
endif f end of throat is full of wetting fluid 
end if I end of throat exists 
end do! end of top surface 
I now go through the rest of the throats, and flil them if they have adjacent filled pores. 
1 (Obviously nothing wiQ happen in this loop for the first few time steps.) 
I at the moment, this rate of fining is independent of the amount of fluid in the pore, so there will be 
! mass conservation errors - need to change this later 
do 1=1,1000 ! temporary 1 -> 901 for debug 
dom=1.3 
mm=m+3 
if (tlt901.or.m.ne.3) then I not already calculated in block above 
if(r(l.m.1).gLsmaltreal.& I throat exists 
&and.(rstate(l.m.1)+rstate(l,m.2)+rstate(l.m,3)).eq.0) then ! throat not filled with mercury, colloid or polymer 
IF(wet_mba!done(0.ft.2) then 
if (custatep(l.4).ge.cuthresh.and.rstated(l,m,4).ge.O) then 1 pore connected to this throat is 
! sufficiently full, and throat is empty or filling in positive direction 





IF(ABS(rstatep(l,m.4)).IL 1.000) THEN I throat is not yet full, so need to calculate its varying fln rate 
if (wet_time^wet_tentry(l.m).te.aO) then 
wet advance(l,m)=0.0 
wet_volrate(l.m)=0.0 
if (bosan^l) THEN Ifor using Bosanqud instead of lucas-washbum 
we4_advance(l.m)=sqrt((2*bvaT(l,m)/avar(l.m))*((wet_Ume-»fetJentry(l.m))-wretj)a^ in m 
else 
w^ advance(l.m)=SQRT(lucwash(l,m)*(wet_time-wet tentry(l,m))) 
end"(f 
rstatep(l.m,4)=(wet_advance(l.m)*1e6)/h(l.m) I wel_advance units back in urn for unit cell distance advancanent 
1 rstatep is re! degree of w ^ n g intrusion. e.g. -0.33 = 1/3rd intmded in negative direction 
if (ibulge.eq.7) then I instant flU of second half of cones 
if (rstatep(l,m,4).ge.0.5) rstatep(l.m,4)=1.0 
(f (rstatep(l.m.4).ft.-0.5) n5tatep(l.m,4)=.1.0 
end if 
if (abs(rstatep(l.m.4)).ge.1.000) then! throat is full of wetting fluid so calculate fining rate of connected pore 
r IF(wel_cutentry(ne(l.m).mm).ft.smanreaJ) then 
I weLcutentry(na[l.m),mm)=wet_time 
1 END if 
if(bosan=1)then 
wet vo^rate(l.m)=sqrt((bvar(l.m)^vet_J)a^am1'•2)/(2*avar( .^m)Vwet_tJ^r^e-welJentry(l.m _param3))) 
lwdlvolrate0.m)=(SQRT(bvar(l.m))'(l-EXP(-avar(l.m)*(wet_time-wet tentry(l.m)))))/& 





! volume of wetting fluid um3 which enters positive neighbour pore per second 




if (rstated(l,m,4).eq.O) rst3ted(l.m,4) = 1 I throat has started fining in positive direction - so indicate this 
I throats filling in a positive Cartesian direction are emptying their own pore 
! They do this at a variable rate, as they fill, due to viscous forces building 
! up. Once they are full, the cufillrate becomes constant. 
else if(abs(custatep(ne(l,m).4)).ge.cuthresh.and.rstated(l,m,4).le.0)then 1 adjacent pore sufficiently 
1 full, and throat is empty orfilDng in negative direction 










if (b03an=1) THEN !for using Bosanquel Instead of tucas-washbum 
w^_advance(l.m)=-sqrt((2*bvar(l,m)/avar(l,m))*((wet_time-wet_tentry(l.m))-wet_param3))! in m 
wet_advance(l,m)=-SQRT(lucwash(l.m)*(wet_time-wet_tentry(l,m))) 
endif 
r5tatep(l,m,4)=<wet_advance(l,m)*1e6yh(l,m) I wet_advance units back in um for unit ceO distance advancement 
! rstatep is rel degree of wetting intnision. e.g. -0.33 = 1/3rd intruded in negative direction 
1 unmassbalanced pore vol fillrate 
! if (ibulge.eq.7) then Inot doing conical throats 17-02-01 pb 
! if(rstatep(l.m,4).ge.0.5) rstalep(l.m.4)=1.0 
! if(rstatep(l,m,4).ll.-0.5) rstatep(l.m,4)=-1.0 
I END if 











I unmassbalanced pore vol fillrate 
wet_cufiIlrate(l,m)=w«_volrate(l.m)'1e6*pi*ractual(l.m.1)*ractuaI(I.m,2) 
f vdume of wetting fluid um3 which entere pore during wetjstep 




if (rstated(l.m.4).eq.O) r5tated(l.m.4) = - 1 ! throat has started filling in negative direction - so indicate this 
endif 





I now fill pores with wetting fluid, at a rate determined by the 
I total supply from all the adjacent throats, as already calculated 
doM.IOOO 
if(cu(l,l).gL1e-10) then I pore exists, so calculate its overafl fill rate 
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If (custatep(l.4).lt.cuthresh.and.custatep(l.4).ge.0.0.or.vrel_mbaldone(l).eq.2) goto 444 ! if pore not sufTictentty full, 
I or already skipped, miss nnass balance cateulation 
1 skip mass balance calcn if done once when all adjacent exisiting throats are full 
notfu!lfla9=0 ! 0 if full, 1 if partially full 
dom=1,3 
if (ABS((Statep(l,m,4)).[t.1.0.and.r(l,m,1).gt.smallreal) then I throat exists but not full 
notfu!tflag=1 
end if 




if (wet_mbakJone(0 eq.1.and.notfultflag.eq.0) then ! mass balance previously cateulated. and all exisiting throats full 
wet_mbaklone(l)=2 I to show it has been checked , and should be skipped next time 
end if 
I end of skip mass balance calcn 
wet_flowin=0.0 
wet_flowout=0.0 
! catoulate total flow in and total flow out, if more flows out than in then massbalance 
dom=1,6 
If (wet_cufillrate(l.m).gt0.0) then 
wet_fiowfn=wet flowin+wet_cufiIlrate(l,m) 
else 
wet_flowout=vret_flowout-wet_curiDrate(l.m)! negative here keeps flowout positive 
endif 
enddo 
if (wet_mb3ldone(l).lt.2) then 
wet_mbakjone(l)=l ! mass balance for this pore has been checked at least once 
end If 
! if wet.massbal > 1, then more floHving into pore than out - cannot correct for this at the moment 
1 if wetlmassbal < 1, multiply outflowing wet.cufi Urates, wet.advances and wet_retadvances by wetmassbal 
I if wetlbassbaM) then no outflow although pore coukJ be filling up 
ff <wet_fiowout.gt.wet_flowin) then 
wet_massbal(l) = wet_flowin/wet_flowout 
do m=1,3 
rnm=nH3 
IF(ABS(r5tatep(l.m,4)).gLsmaIlreal.andJ\BS(rstatep(l,m,4)).ft.1.0)then! partially filled 
IF(wet_advance(l,m).gtO.O)then I partially filled throat flowing out 
wet advance(l.m)=wei_massbaI(0'wet advance(l.m) 
fBtatep(l.m.4)={wet_advance(l,m)*1e6)/h(l.m) 
wet_cufillrate(l,m)=wet massbal(l)*wet cufillrate(l.m) 
END if 
else if (ABS(istatep(l.m.4)).gt.1.0) then I full throat 





IF(ABS(rstatep(nn(l.m).m,4)).gt8m3ltreal.and.ABS(rstatep(nn(l.m),m.4)).ft. 1 .Ojthen I partially filled 
IF(wet„advance(nn(l.m).m).lLO.0)then I partially fined throat flowing out 
wet_advance(nn(l.m),m)=v^.massbal(0*wet_advance(nn(l,m),m) 
rstatep(nn(l.m),m.4)=<wet_ad^nce(nn(l.m).m)*1e6)/h(nn(l.m).m) 
wet cufinrate(l,mm)=wet massbal(l)*vre4_curillfate(l.mm) 
END If 
else if (ABS(rstatep(nn(l.m),m,4)).gt1.0) then I fun throat 















custatep(l.4)=custatep(l.4)+((wet tstep)*wet_cufiltrate(l.mm))/(cu(l,1)*cu0.2)*cu(l.3)) 1 flow in 
endif 
if (wet cufilIrate(l.m).ltO)then 
custarep(l,4)=custatep(l.4)^<(wet_tstep)^kfrt_cufillrate(l,m))/(cu{I.1)'cu(l,2 I flow out 
endif 
if (wet cufillrate(l.mm).lt.O)then 
custatep(l.4)=custatep(l,4)+((wet_tstep)'wa_cufillrme(l,mm))/(cu(l,l)*cu(l.2)*c^^ I flow out 
endif 
END do 
1 debug printout 
IF(l.eq.981)then 
IF(MOD(wet_nstep.100).eq.0.or.wet nstep.lt.100.or.wet_nstep.gL2300.and.wet_nstep.lL2400) THEN 








end of debug printout 
END if 
enddo 
if (wetJime.ltwet_tstep*1000.OR.mod(wet_nstep.100).eq.0.or.wet_tinrre.ge.wet_endtime) then ! Interim totwet calcn 






if (abs(custatep(l.4)).gt. 1.000) then I pore is full 
totwet=totwet+(cu(l.l)*cu(l.2)*cu(l.3)) 







if(f(l.m. 1 ).gt6mallreal) then I throat exists 
if (ibulge.eq.O) then t cylindrical throat 
if (£te(rstatep(l.m,4)).gtsmaltreal.and.abs(rstatep(l.m.4)).(L1.00) then I throat is partiaDy full 
totwet=tctwBt+abs(fStatep(l,m.4))*prr(l,m.1)*r(l.m.2)*h(l.m) 
else if (abs(rstatep(l,m.4)).ge.1.0) then 1 throat is full 
totwet=tatwet+pi*r(l.m.l)*r(l.m.2)'h(l.m) 
endif 
else if (ibutge.eq.7) then 1 double conical throat 
if (abs(rstatep(l.m,4)).gt.BmalIreal.and.abs(rstatep(l.m,4)).lt. 1.00) then I throat is partially full 
totwet=totwet*<(pi*H0.M)*(conedi3m(I.M)**3^ 
&8.0^^9Ctua^l.^O•*3))/(12.0•(conediam(l,M)-2.0*Ractual(I.M))))•abs(r^^ 




endif I end of cylindrical throat 
endif I end of throat exists 
enddo I end do m=l.3 
enddo I end of do 1,1000 
fi'acwet=totwet/vol! fraction of total pore and throat vol in um3 (=voI) which is wetted 
if (wet_timalt.wel_tstep*20.or.fracwet-fracw«oldw.gt0.001.or.wet_tinTO.ge.wet_endtime) then ! print to file 
if (wmjim&ltwetj3tep*100.orfr8cwet-fracwetoldw.gt.0.001.or.wet_time.ge.wet_endti^^ then I print to file 
fracwetoldw=fracwet 
write (22,608) wet^nstep. weJ_tstep,wet_time.& 
&int(wet_timeAtfet_endlime*100), totwet, SQRT(wet_time), wetjime, fracwet 
300 
608 formal (i3.';,2(g13.5.\').i3,\*,4(g13.5,*,')) 
end if ! md of print results loop 
I set values of integers custate and rstate for wetting fluid based on real values of cusiatep and rstatep 
do 1=1,1000 
If (ABS(custatep(l,4)}.gtsmallreal) then I pore has some wetting fluid in it 
custate(l,4) = 1 
endif 
dom = 1,3 
if (ABS(rstatep(l,m.4)).gtsmallrea]) then ! throat has some wetting fluid in it 




is the code for creating the csv file for the VRML pkiure 
doi=1,5 
if (ctimepte(i)=wet_nstep) then 
string1='c:\Program Flle9\Pore-Cor\datafiles\ceir 
if (i=1) then 
string2 = ' r 
ELSEIF(i==2)then 
string2 = 'Z 
ELSEIF(i=3)then 
string2 = '3* 
ELSEIF(l==4)Uien 
string2 = '4' 
ELSEIF(i==5)then 









&r(U1.2).r(U2.2).r(U3.2),h(L.l),h(U2).h(L,3).& I throat lengths 
&conerad(L,1.1).conerad(L,2.1).conerad(l^ 3.1).& I cone throats max diameter, 
&conerad(U1.2).conerad(U2,2).conerad(U3.2),& 
&custate(L,1),custate(l^2).custate(U3),cuslate(L,4).& 
I pores full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid (empty=0, full or partially full =1) 
&rstate(m,1).rstate(l^1.2),rstate(U1.3),rstate(L.1,4),& 
I throats in x direction full of mecury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(U2.1),rslate(L.2.2).rstate(U^3).rstale(L.2.4),& 
I throats in y direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(U3,1).rBtate(L,3,2),rstate(L.3,3).rstate(L.3,4),& 
1 throats in z direction full of mercury, coHoid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(L, 1 ).custatep(L.2).custatep(1^3),custatep(L.4),& 
! fraction of pores full of mercury, coHokJ, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstalep(U1.1).rctalep(U1,2).fstatep(Ul.3),rstatep(L.1,4).& 
I fraction of throats in x direction full of mercury, collotd. potymer, wetting fluid 
&r8tatep(U2,1).rstatep(U2.2).rstatep(U2,3),rstatep(L.2.4).& 
! fraction of throats in y direction full of mercury, coJIokl. potymer, wetting fluid 
&rBtatep(L.3,1),rstatep(L.3,2),rstalep(U3,3).rBtatep(L.3,4),& 
I fraction of throats in z direction full of mercury, collokj, potymer, wetting fluid 






421 format Ccylinders orcones?.','pore number.*,'porejength-x-axis,','pore lenglh-y-axis,',& 
&'poreJength-z.axls,'.*xthr rad I.Vy thrrad l.'.-zjhrrad I.Vxthr rad 2.^ thr rad 2.'.& 
a-z thr rad 2,','x thr length.'.'y thr length.';z thr length,'.'x thr conci rad 1 
&'y thr concI rad 1 .'.'z thr cond rad 1 .'.'x thr concl rad 2.*.'y thr cond rad 2,' .& 
a-z thr cond rad 2,'.'pore full of Hg?,','pore full of dkl?.'.'pore full of pofymr7,'.& 
&'pore fufl of wetting flukfP.'.-x thr ftjil of Hg?.'.'x thr fun of cnd7.*,'x thr full of polymr7.".& 
i-x thr fun of vretting fluid7,*,*y thr fuD of Hg?,',V thr full of dld?,\*y thr full of pdymr?,',& 
thr full of wetting fluid?.','z thr hiD of Hg?.'.'z thr full of dld?,',& 
&*z thr full of polymr?,',*z Ihr fuU of wetting fluid?.'.'porB frac fiU HgAwet-fluid.',& 
&*pore ft-ac m dld.','pore frac fill poJymr.'.'pore frac fill wetting Ruid.'.A 
&'x thr frac fill Hg.'.'x thr frac fill dld.'.'x thr frac fifl polymr;.& 
301 
&'x thr frac fill v/emg fluid/.V thr frac fill Hg.'.-y thr frac fin cOd/.V thr frac fill potymr.'.& 
&*y thr frac fin wetting flukJ,'."! thr frac fill Hg,',*z thr frac fill cfld,','z thr frac fill polymr,\& 
a-z thr frac fin w ^ n g fluid ;,V^HXW^pacing.^V-p^w^«pacing.^'z•^MOw^pa^ 
&'vret_tstep.'.'we4_time.'.'totwef.fracwet,') 
422 FORMAT (2(i5.^^18(f24.16. '^).16(i5.•.^19{f24.16. '^).4<f24.16.^•)) 
-used for Paufs research-
select case (wet_nstep) 
(1) 




&r(L,1,2).r(l^2.2).r(U3.2),h(U1).h(L.2).h(L.3).& 1 throat lengths 
&conerad(L.1,1),conerad(L.2.1).conerad(L.3.1),& I cone throats max diameter, 
&conerad(L,1.2),conerad(L2,2).conerad(U3.2),& 
&custate(U1).custate(L,2).custate(L3),custate(L.4),& 
1 pores fun of mercury, colloid, polymer, w^ting fluid (empty=0. full or partially full =1) 
&rstate(L1.1).rstate(U1.2).istate(L.1.3).rstate(L.1,4).& 
t throats in x direction full of mercury. coHoid. polymer, wetting fluid 
&r8taIe(U2.1).rstaIe(L.2.2).fstate(L,2.3).rBtate(L.2.4),& 
I throats in y direction full of mercury. coUoid. polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(U3.1).r8tate(l-.3.2).rstate(L.3.3).rstate(L.3.4),& 
I throats in z direction fuD cf mercury, collokl. polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(U1).custatep(U2).custatep(t_3).custatep(U4).& 
1 fraction of pores full of mercury, cdfoid. pofymer. wetting fluid 
&rstatep(U1.1).rstatep(U1.2).rstatep(U1.3),rstatep(L.1.4).& 
I fraction of throats in x direction full of m^cury. colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rBtatep(U2,1).rBtatep(U2.2).rstatep(U2.3).rstatep(L.2.4).& 
I fraction of throats in y direction full of mercury, cdlokJ, polymer, wetting fluid 
&r5tatep(U3.1).rstatep(L.3.2).rstatep(U3.3).rstatep(L.3.4).& 
I fraction ctf ttiroats in z direction full of mercury, codtrid. potyrrter. wetting fluid 








ar<L.1.2).r(L2.2).rtU3,2),h(U1).h(U2).h(L.3).& I throat lengths 
&conerad(U1.1),conerBd(U2,1).conerBd(U3.1),& 1 cone throats max diameter, 
&conerad(l-.1.2).conerad(t^2.2).conerad(U3,2).& 
&custate(l-.1).custate(L,2).custate(U3).custate(L.4).& 
1 pores fun of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid (empty=0, full or partially full =1) 
&rstate(U1.1).rstale(L.1.2),rstate(L.1.3),rstate(L.1.4).& 
I throats in x direction fijQ of mercury. coOoid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&fstate(U2.1).rstate(L.2^),rBtate(U2.3).rstate(L.2.4).& 
1 throats In y direction fuH of mercury, coOoid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(i^3.1).rstate(L.3.2).rBtate(L.3,3).rstatea.3.4).& 
1 throats in z direction fun of mercury. coUotd. polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(U1).custatep(L.2).custatep(U3),custatep(L.4),& 
I fraction of pores full of mercury, collold, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(U1.1).rstatep(U1.2).rstatep(U1.3).r8tatep(L.1.4).& 
1 fraction of thrioats in x direction full of mercury, cdlokl, polymer, wetting fluid 
&retatep(L,2.1),rstatep(L2.2).istatep(L.2.3).rstatep(l^.4).& 
I fraction of throats in y direction full of mercury, cofloxl, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rBtatep(U3.1).rstatep(U3.2).rstatep(U3.3).fstatep(U3.4).& 
1 fraction of throats In z direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
l(continuation...(if corresponding integer = 1. then e.g. 0.5 = half fuD) 
&a(l).a(2).a(3),wet_tstep.wet_Ume.totwet.fracwet 
E f ^ d o 
CASE (100) 




&r(L.1.2).r(U2.2),r(U3.2).h(U1).h(L,2),h(L,3).& 1 throat lengths 
&conerad(L,1.1).conerad(C2,1).conerad(L3,1),& 1 cone throats max diameter. 
&conerad(U1,2).conerad(l^.2),coner3d(U3.2).& 
&custate(U1 ).custate(U2).custate(U3).custate(U4).& 
! pores fuD of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid (empty=0. full or partially fijH =1) 
&rstate(L.1.1).rstate(L.1.2),rstBte(L.1.3),rstate(L.1.4).& 
I throats in x direction full of mercury, coitoid, polymer, wetting fluid 
302 
&rstate(L.2.1).rstate(L.2.2),rstate(L,2,3).rstale(l-.2.4).& 
I throats in y direction fuD of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rslate(U3.1).rstate(L.3.2).rstate(L,3.3).rstate(L.3.4).& 
I throats in z direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(U 1 ).custatep(U2),custatep(L.3).custatep(L.4).& 
1 fraction of pores full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(Ul.l).retatep(Ul,2),rstatep(Ul.3).rstatep(L.l.4),& 
I fraction of throats in x direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&fst^(U2,1).rstalep(U2,2).rstatep(U2.3),rstatep(U2.4).& 
I flBCtion of throats in y direction full of mercury, cdloid, polymer, wetting flukj 
&rslatep(U3.1),rstatep(L,3.2).retatep(U3,3).rstatep(L.3.4),& 
! fraction of throats in z direction full of mercury, cdloW, polymer, wetting fluid 








&r(L.1.2).r(U2,2),r(L,3.2).h(U1).h(U2),h(L,3).& I throat lengths 
&conerad(L,1,1).conerad(C2.1),conerad(C3.1),& ! cone throats max diameter, 
&conerBd(Ul .2),conerad(U2.2).conerad(U3.2),& 
&custate(l^l ).custate(L.2),custate(U3).custatB(L,4),& 
! pores full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting flux) (empty=0, full or partially full =1) 
&fstate(U1.1).rstate(L.l.2).rstate(L,1,3).rBtate(L.1.4).& 
I throats in x direction hjll of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&fstate(U2.1),fState(L.2,2).rBtate(L.^3).rstale(U2,4).& 
I throats in y direction fuH of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(L.3.1),rstate(L.3.2).rstate(L.3.3).rctate(L.3,4).& 
! throats in z direction fun of mercury, colloid, ptrtymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(U1).custalep(U2).cu3tatep(U3).cwstat^L,4).& 
! fraction of pores full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(Ul.1).fstatep(U1.2).rstalep(U1.3).rstatep(L.1.4),& 
I fraction of throats in x direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
4rstatep(U2.1).rstatep(U2,2),rstatep(U2.3).rstatep(L,2.4).& 
I fraction of throats in y direction full of mercury, collokl, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(U3,1).rstatep(U3.2).rstatep(U3.3).rstatep(L.3,4),& 
! fraction of throats in z direction full of mercury, cdloid. polymer, wetting fluid 








&r(L,1.2),r(U2.2).r<U3,2).h(U1).h(U2),h(L.3).& ! throat lengths 
&conerad(L,1,1).conerad(L.2.1),conerad(L,3,1).& I cone throats max diameter, 
&conerad(U1.2),conerad(U2.2).conerad(l_3.2),& 
&custate(U1).custate(L,2),custate(L,3).custate(L.4),& 
I pores full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting flukJ (empty=0, full or partially full =1) 
&fState(U1,1).fBtate(L.l .2).rstate(L,1,3).rstate(L.1.4).& 
! throats in x direction fun of mercury, conoid, potymer. wetting fluid 
&rstate(L.2.1).TState(U2.2).rstate(L.2,3).r3tate(U2.4),& 
! throats in y direction fun of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstale(L,3,1).rstate(U3,2).rstate(L.3.3),rstate(L,3,4),& 
! throats In z direction fun of mercury, conoid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(U1),custatep(U2).custatep(U3),custatep(L.4).& 
I fraction of pores full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(U 1.1 ),rstatep(U1.2).rstatep(U1.3),retatep(L.1.4).& 
I fraction of throats in x direction full of mercury, cdloid. polymer, wetting fluid 
&rst3tep(L,2.1).rstatep(U2,2).rstatep(U2.3).rstatep(L^.4).& 
I fraction of throats In y direction full of mercury, cdlokl, potymer. wetting fluid 
&TStatep(U3,l),rstatep(U3.2).rstatep(U3.3).rstatep(U3.4),& 
I fraction of throats in z direction full of mercury, cdlokl, polymer, wetting fluid 








&r(L.1.2).r(U2,2).r(U3.2),h(U1).h(L,2).h(L.3).& I throat lengths 




I pores fun of mercury, colloid, potymer, wetting fluid (empty=0, full or partially full =1) 
&rstate(U1.1),rstate(L.1,2),rstate(L.1.3).rstate(l^1.4).a 
I throats in x direction full of mercury, colloid, potymer. wetting fluid 
4retate(L,2.1).retate(L.2.2).rstate(L.2.3).r8tale(L.2.4).& 
I ttiroats In y direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(L,3,1).rstale(L,3.2),rstate(L.3.3).rstate(L,3.4).& 
I throats in z direction fuD of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(L, 1).custatep(L2).custatep(U3),custatep(L.4).& 
! fraction of pores full of mercury, cdloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(U1.1).rstatep(U1,2),rstatep(U1.3).rstatep(L.1.4).& 
I fraction of throats in x direction full of mercury, cdloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&Jstatep(U2,l),rstatep(i^2,2),rstatep(U2.3).rBtalep(U2.4),& 
I fraction of throats in y direction full of men^ry, colloid, potymer, wetting fluid 
&rstaIep(L,3.1),rstalep(U3.2).retatep(U3,3).rstatep(L.3,4).& 
! fraction of throats in z direction full of mercury, cdloid. polyma-. wetting fluid 








&rtL.1,2).r(U2.2).rtl,3,2).h(L.1).h(U2),h(L.3),& ! throat lengths 
&canerad(l^1.1).canerad(U2,1),canerad(L.3,1),& 1 cone throats max diameter, 
&conerad(L.1.2).conerad(U2,2),conerad(U3,2).& 
&custate(L,l ).custate(L,2).custate(U3),custate(U4).& 
! pores full of mercury. coOoid. polymer, wetting fluid (empty=0. full or partially full =1) 
&fstale(U1,1).rstate(L.1,2).rstate(L,1,3).rstate(L,1,4),& 
I throats in x direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&fState(U2.1),fstate(L.2,2).rctate(U2.3).retate(L.2.4).& 
1 throats in y direction full of mercury, colloid, potymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(U3.1).retale(L.3.2).rstate(U3.3).rstate(U3,4),& 
I throats in z direction hjll of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(U1),custatep(t^2).custatep(L.3),custatep(L,4),& 
! fraction of pores full of mercury, coltoid, polymer, wetting fluid 
4rstatep(U1.1).rstatep{U1.2).rstatep{L,1,3).retatep(L.1.4),& 
! fraction of throats in x direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(U2,1).rstatep(U2,2).rstatep(U2.3),rstatep(U2.4).& 
I fraction of tiiroats In y direction full of mercury, collcsd, polymer, wetting fluid 
&TStatep(U3.1).rstatep(U3,2).retatep(U3,3),fStatep(L.3,4).a 
I fraction of throats in z direction full of mercury, coftoid, pofymer, wetting fluid 








&r(L,1.2).r<U2.2).r(U3.2).h(U1).h(L,2).h(L.3).& I throat lengths 
&conerad(L,1.l).conerad(L,2.1).conerad(L,3.l).& I coneUiroats max diameter. 
&conerad(U1.2).conerad(U2.2).conerad(U3,2),& 
&custate(U1 ).custate(U2),custate<l-.3).custate(M).& 
I pores full of mercury, coOohJ. polymer, wetting fluid (empty=0, full or partially full =1) 
&Tstate(l^1.1).rstate(L.1,2),rBtate(U1.3).fstate(U1.4).& 
I throats in x direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&fBtate(L,2.1).rstate(L.2,2).rstate(L.2.3).rstate(L^4),& 
I throats in y direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(U3,1).rstate(L,3,2).rBtate(L,3.3).rstate(U3.4).& 
1 throats in z direction fuD of mercury, coOoid. polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(U1),custatep(U2).custatep(U3),custatep(U4),& 
f fraction of pores full of mercury, colloid, pofymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(U1.1).rstatep(U1.2).rstatep(U1,3).rstatep(L.1,4),& 
I fraction of throats In x direction full of mercury, cdloid, potymer, wetting fluid 
&retatep(U2.1),rstatep(U2,2),rBtatep(U2.3).(Btatep(L,2.4).& 
I fraction of throats in y direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(U3.1),rstatep(U3,2).rstatep(L,3,3),r5tatep(L,3.4),& 
! fraction of throats in z direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
l(continuation...(if oorresponding integer = 1. tiien e.g. 0.5 = half fuD) 
&a( 1 ).a(2).a(3),wet_tstep.wet_time,totw^fracwet 
END do 
CASE (10000000) 





&f<L.1.2).f<U2.2).r(U3.2).h(L,1).h(L.2).h(L.3).& I throat lengths 
&conerad(U1.1).conerad(L,2.1),conerad(U3.1).& I cone throats max diameter, 
&conerad{L, 1.2).conerad(U2,2).conerad(L,3.2).& 
&custale(Ul),custate(U2).custate(U3).custate(L.4).& 
1 pores full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid (empty=0, full or partially full =1) 
&rstate(U1.1).rstate(L,1.2).rslate(L.1.3),rstate(L.1.4),& 
I throats in x direction fuD of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(U2.1),rstate(L.2.2).rstale{L.2,3),rstate(L.2.4),& 
I throats in y direction full of mercury. coUoid. polymer, wetting fluid 
&rBtate(U3.1),rstate(L.3.2),rBtate(L,3,3).rstate(L.3.4).& 
I throats in z direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(l^1),custatep(L,2).custatep<L.3),custatep(L,4),& 
I fraction (rf pores full of meirury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(i_1.1),rstatep(U1,2),rstatep(U1,3).fStatep(L.1,4).& 
I fraction of throats in x direction full of mercury, collotd, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(U2.1).rstatep(U2.2).rctatep(U2.3).retatep(U2.4).& 
1 fraction of throats in y direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rElatep(U3.1),rstatep(U3.2),rstatep(U3,3).rstatep(L.3.4).& 
! fraction of throats in z direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 








&r(L.1,2).r(L.2.2),r(U3.2),h(U1).h(L,2).h(U3),& I throat lengths 
&conerad(L.1,1).conerad(U2.1),conerad(U3.1).& 1 cone throats max diameter, 
&conerad{L.1,2).conerad(U2.2),conerad(U3,2).& 
&custate(m),custate(U2).custate(U3),custate(L.4),& 
! pores full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid (empty=0, full or partially full =1) 
&rstate(U1.1),rstate(L.1.2),rstate(L,1.3).rstate(L,1.4).& 
! throats in x direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(U2,1).rstate(L,2,2),rstate(L.2.3).rstate(L,2,4).& 
I throats in y direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(U3.1).rstate(L.3,2),rstate(L.3,3).rstate(L,3.4),& 
1 throats in z direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(Ul).custatep(L,2).custatep(L.3).custatep(L.4).& 
I fraction dT pores full cS mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
8jstatep(U1.1).rstatep(L.1.2).istatep(U1.3).rstatep(L.1.4).& 
I fl^on of throats in x direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstalep(U2.1).rstatep(U2.2).rstalep(U2.3).fBtatep(L^.4).& 
I fraction of throats in y direction full of mercury, cdloid. polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(U3,1).rstatep(L.3,2),fStatep(L.3.3).rstatep(L.3.4).& 
I fraction of throats in z direction full of mercury, cdloid. polymer, wetting fluid 








&r(U1,2),rtU2.2),rtU3.2),h(U1),h(L.2),h(U3).& I throat lengths 
&conerad(U1.1).conerad(L.2,1).conerad(l_3,1),& I cone throats max diameter, 
&conerad(L,l.2).conerad(U2,2).conerad(U3,2),& 
&custate(U1),custate(t^2),custate(L,3),custate(L.4).& 
> pores full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting ftuid (empty=0, full or partially full =1) 
&rstate(U1.1).rstate(L,1,2),rstate<L.1,3).rstate<L,1.4),& 
! throats in x direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(U2.1),fstate(U2,2).rstate(UZ3).rstate(LA4).& 
! throats In y direction fufl of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&r5tate(U3.1),rstate(L.3.2).rstate(U3.3).rstate(L.3,4).& 
I throats in z direction fuH of mercury, cdloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(L.1),custatep(l^2),custatep(U3).custatep(L,4).& 
1 fraction of pores full of mercury, cdloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(L. 1.1).rstatep(U 1.2).rstatep(L. 1,3).rstatep(L, 1 A),& 
! fra::tion of throats in x direction full of mercury, cdloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(L,2.1),rstatep(U2.2),rstatep(U2.3),rstatep(U2.4),& 
I fraction of throats in y direction full of mercury, cdloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&fstatep(L,3,1),rstatep(U3.2),fStatep(U3.3),rstatep(t_3,4),& 
I fraction of throats in z direction full of mercury, cdloid, polymer, wetting fluid 









&r(L.1.2).r(U2.2).r(U3.2).h(U1).h(L,2).h(L.3).& ! throat lengths 
&conerad(l^1,1),conerad(L,2,1),conerad(U3.1).& 1 cone throats max diameter, 
&conerad(L.1.2).conerad(L,2.2).conerad(L,3.2).& 
&custate(U1).custate(1^2).cu5tate(L.3),custate(M),& 
I pores fuD of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid (empty=0, full or partially full =1) 
&rstate(U1.1).rstate(U1,2).rstate(L,1,3),rstate(L.1.4).& 
I throats in x direction fuD of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rBtate(U2.1),rslate(L,2,2).rstate(L.2.3).retate(L.2.4).& 
1 throats In y direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(i^3.1).rstate(L.3,2),rstate(L.3.3),rstate(L,3.4),& 
I throats in z direction fuD of mercury. coDoid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(L.1).custatep(L,2),custatep(L,3).custatep(L.4).& 
! fraction of pores full of mercury, colloid, potymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(U1.1),rstatep(Ul.2).rstatep(m,3).rstatep(L.1,4),& 
! fraction of throats In x direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rBtatep(U2.1),rstatep(t^2^),retatep(L.2,3).rstatep(l-,2.4).& 
I fraction of throats in y direction full of mercury, cdlotd, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstatep(U3,1).rstatep(U3,2).retatep(U3,3).rstatep{L.3.4).& 
I fraction of throats in z direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 




755 format ("cylinders or cones?,*,'pore number,','porejengih-x-axis,','pore length-y-axis,',& 
&'poreJength-z-axis,*,*x thr rad 1,','y thr rad 1.*,>_thr rad 1.',*x Ihr rad 2,'.*y ttir rad 2,',& 
a-z thr rad 2.*.*x thr length,'.^ thr length, Vz thr length.'.-x ttv conci rad 1 
a-y thr cond rad 1 .'.'z thr cond rad 1 .•,'x thr cond rad 2.'.V thr cond rad 2,',& 
a-z thr concI rad 2,'.'pore full of Hg?,','pore full of clld?.','pore full of porymr?,',& 
&'pore full of wetting fluid?.\'x thr full of Hg?.','x thr full of clld?,'.'x thr full of polymr?,'.& 
&'x thr full of wetting fluid?.'.'y thr full of Hg?,','y thr full of cUd?.'.'y thr full of polymr?.',& 
&'y thr full of wetting fluid?;,'z thr full of Hg?,'.'z thr full of dld?,'.& 
&'z thr full of poiymr?.'.'2 thr full of wetting fluid?;,'pore frac fill Hg/wet-fluid,',& 
&'pore frac fill dld,'.'pore frac fill polymr.'.'pore frac fill wetting fluid,',& 
&'x ttir frac fiD Hg.'.'x thr frac fill cDd.'.'x thr frac fill potymr,'.& 
&'x ttir frac fin wetting fluid.'.'y thr frac fin Hg.'.'y thr frac fill dld.'.V thr frac fill potymr.',& 
&'y Uir frac fin wetting flujd.'.-z tttr frac fin Hg,','2 thr frac fill did.'.'z ttir frac fill polymr;,& 
&'z thr frac fili wetting flutd,','x-p-row-spacing,','y-p-fow-spac(ng.','z-p^ow-spadng,',& 
&'wet_tstep.','wetJime.Motwet,',*fracwet') 
760 FORMAT (2(i5,'.'),18(f24.16,',').16(i5.*,^19(f24.16.','),4<f24.16.',')) 
CLOSE(66) 
I end of fortran used f a Paurs research 
endif ! end of interim tohvet caicn 
! write (21.*)'nstep.custatep(l,901).retatep<2),ajfillrate(2).r5tatep(3),cufillrate(3),rs^^ 
I &rstatep(nn2).cufilIrate(5),custBtep(9l1),custatep(g91).massbal(901),massbal(911),massbal(9gi)' 
1 write {2^n •nstep.wet_linTO.custatep(98l),retatep(1),cufiIlrae(1),rstatep(2),cufiIlrate(2),rst^ 
I &rstatep(nn1).cufiRrate(4).& 
! &rstatep(nn2),cufiIlrate(S),rstatep(nn3).cufinrate(6).m3Ssbal(991 ),& 
! &mbaIdone(991)' 
if (we4_time.(twet_endtime) goto 100 ! $$$ end of timestep loop 
fracwet=totwet/vol 1 fraction of total pore and throat vol in um3 (=vol) which is wetted 
print •,Swet_endtime = \wet_endtime.' totwet = '.totwrt 
print •.fracwet ^'.fracwet 




&r(L,1.2),r(i-.2,2).r(L,3,2).h(L,1),h(U2),h(L.3).& I throat lengttis 
&conerad(L^1,1).conerad(L,2.1),canerad(L,3,1),& I cone throats max diameter, 
&conerad(m .2).conerad(U2.2).conerad(U3,2),& 
&custate(l^1),ajstate(U2).custate(U3),custale(M).& 
I pores fuD of mercury. coOdd, polyn^, wetting fluid (empty=0. full or partially full =1) 
&fstate(U1,1),rstate(L,1,2),rstate(L,1,3),rstate(L.1.4),& 
I throats in x direction fun of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rstate(L.2,1),rstate(L.2,2),rstate(L,2,3),rstate(L.2.4),& 
1 throats in y direction fuH of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
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&rstate(U3.1).r5tate(U3.2).rstate(L.3.3),rstate(U3.4),& 
I throats in z direction fuD of n»efcu;y. coUoid. polymer, wetting fluid 
&custatep(U1).custatep(L.2),custatep(U3).custatep(L.4).& 
I fraction of pores full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rslatep(L.1.1).rstatep(L.1.2).rBtatep(L,1.3).rstalep(L.1.4).& 
! fraction of throats in x direction full of mercury, cdlotd, polymer, wetting fluid 
&rBtatep(U2,1 ).rstatep(U2.2),rBtatep(L.2.3),r5tatep(L,2,4).& 
! fraction of throats in y direction full of mercury, colloid, polymer, wetting fluid 
&fStatep<U3.1).rBtat^L.3,2),rctatep(U3.3).rstatep(L.3,4),& 
! fraction of throats in z direction full of mercury, cdloid. polymer, wetting fluid 




! tf (ibulge.eq.7) then Icontcal throats so put t^ ack to aiginal radH 




! end do 
! end do 







^ Ink Surface Interaction Tester (ISIT) is a product name of SeGan Ltd., Perrose. 
Lostwithiel. Cornwall PL22 OJJ. U.K. 
^ Fibro System AB (www.fibro.se) is the supplier of the DAT instrument. 
^ Lorentzen & Wettres is the supplier of the Gurley permeameter. 
The supplier of the Prubau Printability Tester is PrQfbau. Aich 17-23. D-82380. 
Peissenberg, MQnchen, Dr-ing H. Durner GmbH D 8123 Peissenberg, 
Tschermanny.( www.prufbau.de) 
^ Pore-Cor is a software package developed by the Environmental and Fluid 
Modelling Group of the University of Plymouth, Plymouth, Devon. UK. PL4 8AA. 
(www. pore-cor.com). 
® The picture in the figure is uncopyrighted and obtained from an internet site for 
educational purposes. 
^ Refer to endnote number 6. 
° Refer to endnote number 6. 
^ Refer to endnote number 6. 
Refer to endnote number 6. 
Refer to endnote number 6 
Refer to endnote number 6. 
Speswhite clay was supplied from Imerys Inc.. UK.; Amazon 90 SD was 
supplied from Caulim da Amaz6nia S.A., Brazil; HydrocarbSO and Hydrocarb90 
were supplied from Omya AG. Switzerland; OpacarbABO, OpacarbA40 and 
Albaglos were supplied from Specialty Minerals Nordic Oy. Finland. 
S B Latex binder (trade name: DPL 935) and the starch co-binder (product 
number: *07312) were both supplied from Dow RheinmQnster GmbH. Germany; 
CMC co-binder (product number: FF5) was supplied from Noviant, Finland. 
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Sodium polyacrylate (trade name: Dispex N 40) was supplied from Colloids Ltd.. 
UK. 
16 Synteape was supplied from Arjo Wiggins Ltd 
The bench coater (product name: K-coater) was supplied by RK Print-Coat 
Instruments Ltd., Royston, UK. 
"•^  Micromeritics Sedigraph was supplied by the Micromeritics Instrument 
Corporation (www.mlcromeritics.com). 
The S E M was supplied from Leica Cambridge, a Stereoscan 360, and is fully 
integrated with an Oxford Instruments (Link) eXL-ll energy dispersive x-ray 
microanalyser. 
^ Gemini 2360 BET surface analyzer was supplied from the Micromeritics 
Instrument Corporation (www.micromeritics.com). 
Autopore III Mercury Porosimeter was supplied from the Micromeritics 
Instrument Corporation (www.mlcromeritics.com). 
^ The supplier of the Gretag densitometer (product name: Gretag D186) is Colour 
Data Systems Ltd. 
23 The gravure roller was supplied from IGT Testing Systems, Amsterdam. 
The non-setting test oil was supplied from Haltermann Products, a division of 
Ascot Speciality Chemicals. 
Control Stress Rheometer was supplied from TA Instruments (product name: 
AR1000). 
^ Further enquiries pertaining to the Pore-Cor Fortran code can be directed to the 
Environmental and Fluids Modelling Group. University of Plymouth, Plymouth, UK, 
PL4 8AA. (www.pore-cor.com). 
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